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Farmers Face Gloomy New Year

FAYETTE HAYWOOD:SOUTH'S SHAME!!

ALTHOUGH FACING ex- voting activity, these farm- From left are Jesse H. Turn- conditions.
n f the country for the depress. land and at right the Walker
Hundreds
treme hardships in their ers found time to smile with Cr, Memphis Branch NAACP pounds of goods have filter- ed area. Center picture Allen Mason family. These
fight to hang on in Fayette visitors and friends who are president and Miss Jevita Ed- ed through the Memphis shows the Clarence Williams are typical of the more than
County despite pressure put rallying to their cause with wards who visited "Tent NAACP from all parts of family, lofted off farming 400 tenant farmers who hine
on them to leave because of food and other essentitals. City" recently to check on
been forced from thele ten•

ant settlements because of said to be afraid If all the
profes•ed desires to register eligible Negroes gain the
and vote. The county 'a ore• vote Negro county officials
dominantly Negro by a three would be the result. (Withers
to one majority. Whites are photos)
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—Week Of Jan. 7-13, 1961

Man Says Bus
Driver Called
Him 'N

Christmas In West Memphis

Stab Victim
'Wrong Man

Price 15c
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South's Shame

Next Move In Gifts Pour In
Kilgore Case To 'Tent City'

RUSSIAN ROUI.ETTE
solved case. The Binghamton
Thomas Joseph Fugh, 18, of civic League informed the Tri•
1378 May, WEIS a winner five State Defender that the reward
times in a row, the day after for the capture of the girl's killChristmas but lost when his er has been raised to $58.
Sidney Anderson, 25, of 311 sixth snap sent a bullet into his Clubs of the city of Memphis, The family of Ulysses Kil
Hy TOMMY L. PARKER, JR. and face. He told the Tri-State
Modder was recently fined $51 head. Homicide detectives said in trying to capture the killer, gore, jr., 45-year-old car hop Even though the Court of Ap- Three Christian
Scientists,
Iliem Huggins, 19, of 116 Defender that be entered the
witnesses told them that Fugh are asking all social a n d and father of 10, who died o
A.
S. 8th at.. West Memphis, Ark., West Memphis eating place at on each charge of disorderly took five cartridges from the civic clubs to cooperate with an intra.cerebral hemorrhage ' 'ills has seemingly stopped Ervin A. Perry, William
wholesale eviction of Ne- Harris, and Leonard Grady,
said he went into the Snack 10 p. m. and an unknown Ne- conduct and' carrying a dang- six-shot 18-caliber pistol, leav- them by making this reward In the city jail
recently,
is
Bar cafe on Christmas night gro about 5 ft. 6 inches tall erous weapon. K. B Tacker, ing one in a cylinder, then pull- bigger_ Any eiolss wishing tol Pondering their next move gro farmers in Fayette County, turned over a check Wednesthe situation in this depressed day morning for $25Z, money
and the next thing he knew he mistook him for a fellow that driver
of a
No. 2 Memphis ed the trigger six consecutive contribute to this reward call over what to do in the case area is still the sante. FIRM- they
collected
from
their
had been stabbed in the back had thrown a bottle and proce0. Z. Evers FA 7-8033.
of the man's death.
party
attending
a
was
times.
He
Transit bus, said
ilies are still living in tents and friends. Perry and his group
Anderson
eded to take it out on him. The
at a friend's house where the
Mr.
Kilgore
was
arrested
living off what ever they can also sent food and clothing on
assailant got away. Police said. drew a knife on him in an al- accident occurred.
Dec. 20 op a charge of drunk- get their hands on. And with
the last trucklift.
Huggins, nursing a deep cut tercation over a transfer.
enness but after his death a no money to buy essentials,
INTERFERED WITH
"The deadline for moving is
in his hack and slashes on nis Anderson and Miss Opal
pathologist
found
no
alcohol
this is hardly nothing.
PROPERTY
January 10th. We must
get
face, said he didn't even know
content in his blood and that Rev. A. E. Campbell, one of
Lawrence of 2085 Farrington
more tents for Freedom VilMrs. Daisy Martin, 45, told
he was stabbed until, when he
the
man
suffered
from
hyperMemphis
well-known
minis- lage," or tent city, should be a
coach, headed Sessions Judge W. B. Leffler
turned after being hit in the boarded the
tension, a 10 dollar word for ters, headed a group of more
reminder to all Americans that
back, the Negro started slash- downtown, at Baptist hospital. that she was angry because
high blood pressure.
than 20 ministers of the Mem- the Negro
yet free.
is not
ing away at his face. He tried Tacker said Miss Lawrence prisoners from the Penal Farm
Ulysses
Kilgore,
III,
phis
area to the community Those
20, son
sharecroppers a n d
were building a road that in- The Memphis Baptist Pastors
to protect himself with a coke paid both
fares and got two
of
the
deceased
and
a
college
last
Monday
with foodstuffs tenant farmers who are living
terfered with her property, that Alliance will sponsor the third
bottle but the switch blade
student, said he arrived a half and gifts for the "Tent City." in tents because they dared to
knife carrying man would not transfers. He said Anderson was why she took a .22 rifle to annual Baptist International
day
too
late
to
get
a
last
look
This
is
only
one
group out of vote deserve the support of all
later came up and asked for the Penal Farm. J. W. Johnson. Tea at Owen College, January
be denied.
at his father alive. Ulysses at- many that has come to the aid Americans," said Jim Forman,
Huggins said that the fight another transfer, and he re- a guard at the farm, called 15, at 4:00 p. m.
tends Lincoln U. in Jefferson of the Fayette and Haywood co-chairman of the Emergency
soon broke into a free-for-all fused to give it to
Sheriff's deputies and said the More
than
75 churches City, Mo.
him.
County areas to alleviate the Relief committee.
with several other persons sub
Martin woman had threatened throughout Memphis, Shelby
He told the Tri-State Defen- hardships of the people caught Joining the
Tacker
said
Anderson
then
list of
long
sequently injured in the fray.
to shoot into a group of prison- County and Tennessee are par- der that his
father apparently up in an all-out drive to win churches who are supporting
Arresting officer said he had pulled the knife, cursed him, ers.
ticipating in the Tea. Many of
their
voting
rights.
the Emergency Relief committhe mail who stabbed Huggins "and threatened to cut my guts The rifle was unloaded when
(Continued On Page 2)
the participating churches will
FROM CHICAGO
tee in its efforts to send tents,
out in the patrol car but when out."
the deputies examined it. She prepare tables decorated to deCHICAGO
—
"We
are
sending
food, money, medical supplies
he returned to the cafe to quesAnderson told the Defender, was finde $10 and costs for pub- pict the various nations. T h e
$1,000 in checks to Fayette and clothing to Fayette and
Vt 11.11AM HAGGIVS
(Continued On Page 2)
drunkenness
a
n
lic
d
and
$15
event will be spread over the
County in order to buy tents," Haywood Counties, the Baptist
"I asked for a transfer and
costs for disturbing the peace. campus, using the gymnasium,
Sterling Stuckey said. Tuesdity, Ministers' conference approvhe said 'I have given up one CAUGHT IN ACT
the Social Rooms and the Dinas he received $300 from Rev. ed a special report to raise
and I am not going to give you Two patrolmen cruising down
ing Hall.
W. J. Faulkner, pastor of Park money for tents, to send a
another one.' I told him to keep Decatur surprised William AnManor Congregational church. delegation to Washington, to
A Musical program featuring
his transfer," said Anderson. gelo Myles, 30, of 958 Mississippi
Stuckey,
of the plan a mass rally for Fayette
chairman
local talent from cooperating
The driver then told me, 'Get in the act of sacking up loot churches will be held in the The
annual campaign con- Emergency Relief committee County, and to abstain from
off the bus, nigger.' I told him at 1:55 a. m. at the Big Star College Auditorium.
ducted in Memphis and Shelby for Fayette and Itayword Coun- buying Wonder bread, Sealtest
'Put me off pecker-wood,' then market at 939 Decatur. DetecCounty for the United Negro ties, spoke at Park Manor on milk and ice cream and any
the
proceeds
tea
will
The
of
he went into his pocket and tive Chief Charles Young said
College fund went over the Christmas Day when the church other concern discriminating
I went into mine and pulled a the burglar was bared with be used for the benefit of Owen $10,000 mark during
the Christ- raised a special offering for
College.
key ring."
hacksaw blades, glasscutters
(Continued On Page 2)
mas holidays, it was announc- Fayette County.
is
Hooks
B.
The
L.
Rev.
Several witnesses testified and other burglary tools. Myles
LET US HOPE
professors, and are as basic- that Anderson drew a knife told officers the break in was chairman of the Tea Commit- ed this week by Dr. Hollis F.
Price, president of LeMoyne
In his fight for full citizenship'ally ignorant as jackasses. Too
and threatened to kill the driv- to get items for a New Year's tee and Dr. Roy Love is presi- College.
the American Negro needs to, many drive fine cars and have
dent of the Pastors Alliance.
er. Anderson admitted cursing party.
The fund received more than
open another "front."
no garages. Too few have bank Tacker but denied pulling a
The mystery murder of Ir- The public is cordially invit- $3,000 in gifts during the holiIt's agreed that it's easier to. accounts. Too many have too
knife.
lean
Y.
Lofties
is still an un- ed.
day season. A total of $7,870
fight on just one front at a time, many credit accounts.
had been reported prior to the
when it is possible. But there ; Negro leadership all over the
Christmas vacation period
have been a lot of wars and country could greatly dramaAmong the large gifts receivmany conditions under which it tize the "freedom fight" by
ed
during the holidays was a
was necessary that fighting be putting
on
a
nation-wide
check
for $500 from the Codone all around and all over the "Courtesy Month" among Ne
Ette
Club, Inc., This is a very
pfa cc.
groca. lt2s suprising how many
popular
group of teen-aged
And that seems to be the Negroes don't know even the
Memphis girls. Miss Sylvia
Negro's position in the current fundamentals of just plain, or
Williams is president. Miss
"war" for recognition as a full dinary eocrtesy, it's suprising
Erma Law is sponsor of the
American citizen. It is neces- how many are apparently
club and Mrs. A. A. Latting
, sary for him to carry on the ashamed to be courteous.
Is co-sponsor.
truggle on more "fronts" than AFRAID TO BE DECENT
City and county school teachone simultaneously.
Particularly do young Neers have given approximately
ANOTHER FRONT
groes need to be taught the
$800 to the fund.
In 1961 another front for the difference between courtesy
Edwin Dalstrom, local busiNegro might well be in the mat- and servility. Too many of
nessman, is serving as chairter of self-examination . . . to them are afraid to be courman of the campaign, snd Prof.
get his values and convictions teous to white people or to
Blair T. Hunt is co-chairman.
in shape. Full citizenship is older Negroes, or even among
J. A. Beauchamp, Bo. Scout
snore than "rights." It also in- themselves. They are afraid
executive, is general manager
cludes responsibilities.
they will be called "Uncie
of the drive.
On the "front" of rights, the Toms" if they act decently and
The United Negro College
Negro is putting up a memora- courteously toward other peofund is a national fund-raising
ble and commendable offen- ph. . . . especially white Peoagency for 33 member colleges.
sive. Victory can almost be ple . . . and particularly in
Iwo million dollars is raised
detected.
public. Evidently they don't beannually
by the fund and diOn t h e "responsibilities" lies/ the Bible is right about
vided
among the member
front, Negro leadership needs the effect of the "soft answer."
.
schools. LeMoyne College of
to place more emphasis . . A nation-wide, race-wide, apMemphis receives $33,000 a
on such Intangibles of charac- plication of just common couryear from UNCF.
dependability
and
punc- tesy for one week, would atter as
Other member colleges in
tuality. More stress needs to tract more attention to the Ne- CO•ETTES SUPPORT — The moos on December 21. The college: Miss Erma Laws,
be placed on respect for facts. gro's just citizenship claims Memphis Chapter of the Co- UNCF Is the wheal project sponsor of the Memphis Co- this area are Lane, Fisk and
Too many Negroes are putting than a month of threats and Ette Club, Inc., presented a of this club of teenage girls. EUes, Prof Blair T. Hunt, Knoxville of Tennessee: Toup false fronts of reapeclabil- forced marches. Now, it may check of $500.00 to the United Shown making the presents. co-chairman of the Memphis gala° Southern Christian of
y and intelligence. Too many sound old-timey. . . .but has it Negro College Fund at their tio is SY1,12 Williams, presi- Division ef the UNCF receiv- Mississippi, Philaader Smith
Coil '1,s4iss Results" — JA 6-8397
look like bishops and live like been tried? Or, is a good citi- Christmas Charity Ball held dent of the chapter. Others ing the he,'k from Sylvia of Arkansas, Xavier and DilI. the LeMoyne College Cam - left to right are: Dr. Hollis F.
lard of Louisiana, and Tallarats Too many look as intelli(Coatinned 0. tato 2)
Price, President It LeMoyne
dega and Tuskegee of Alabama.
gent and informed as college

Third Annual
Tea At Owen

UNCE Drive
Over $10,000
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Bob Weaver To
Spur Anti-Bias

DEFENDER

Week Of Jon. 7-13 1961

Shadows
(Continued Frog Page 1)

gen courteous? Or, is discourEven without new legislation or the Executive
tesy to others a mark of full
Order for housing suggested by the Democratic Party
citizenship? Is that how for1960 platform, the nation's new housing chief, Robert
eigners have developed the picC. Weaver, can with a stroke of his pen insure unbiasture of the "ugly American?"
ed use of federal monies for housing, and give open
It seems as though here lies
occupancy a healthy pueb,
with the press, Mr. Kennedy
an opportunity for the Negro
President-elect John e'. Ken- spoke up quickly, "I have seto take a psychological lead in
nedy's choice fcr administrator lected a man who I think can do
A
of the Housing and Home Fl- the job and I am hopeful that
re-forming the American "imwill
be
the
judgment
all
of
nance Agency which 'ncludes
age" in the mind of the world
FHA, PHA, Urban Renewal Ad- Americans."
and the nation itself. And all
ministration, and the Federal Housing experts say that in by the simple expedient of
opening up the courtesy "front"
National Mortgage Association, mediate compliance by the
in the "hot ice" war of race
can insist that all benefits dis- South with stronger non-discriIn the United States.
pensed by these agencies be mination and segrgegation powithout regard to race, creed or licy in housing may not be
And by all means should
color, under present laws. Wea forthcoming, but pointed out
lessons In courtesy be emphaver, in the highest administra- that the South, more than any
sized n the matter of telephone
tive post ever held by a Negro other, region is dependent upon
conversations. . . .and party
in the federal government, will the federal government for
line use of this modern device
be responsible for an annual urban renewal funds. To date,
of communication, Perhaps so
budget of about $1 billion and Southern cities have been clearmany Negroes find their main
12,000 employees. His own sal- ing out Negroes in old areas,
veason for disliking other Neary of 21,000 is $1500 less than and systematically replacing
groes in general stems from
be has been making as a mem- them with whites. That has also MISS CO • ETTE Beauteous center and Joan Hargraves, with Mlii
their experience with
their
CwItttit raisin th
ber of New York City's fixating been true to an extent with Eleanor Faye Williams is second alternate. These highest
fellow brethren on the telephone
amount of any individand Redevelopment Board.
„ ...particularly the party line
public housing in northern cen- Miss Co•Ette of 1961. She is charming young ladles seised ual in the club. The Co-Ettes
The 53 year old Weaver, chair- ters.
... which the bulk of Negroes
shown with her attendants the highest amount of money presented the United N,
'gro
man of the board of the NAACP
use. Lessons in ordinary courWeaver was asked at his left to right Carolyn Brewton, in the Co-Rite Club for the College Fund S500.00 at their
occuopen
tesy would work wonders in
has long advocated
press conference on the sun- first alternate, "Miss Co-Rite" United Negro College Fund Christmas Charity Ball,
American cities baked patio of Kennedy's oceanpancy i n
racial harmony and unity.
throughout his career ss a fed- front villa, with the PresidentLeaders, please note.
eral housing employee under elect whether he favored "a reALL OUT DRIVE
FDR (a member of the unoffi- quirement that homes he availThis year ought to mark the
cial "Black Cabinett") as New able for sale to Negroes before
beginning of an all-out drive
York State Rent Administrator they would be eligible for fedfor the
development of reduring the term of Gov. W. eral insurance of mortgages."
spect for facts among Negroes.
Averell Harriman, and through "I think
it is a little premaNegroes need to have respect
several scholarly books he has ture to get into the technique
for knowledge and accuracy
of
houssubject
on
the
authored
that would be used, but certainre-emphasized. Too many high
ing.
ly I favor the idea of open occuschool and college youngsters
Mr.
appointment
by
his
After
pancy and non-discrimination in
are content with skip-shod
Kennedy in Palm Beach, al- housing," he replied.
BELOIT, Wis. — (UPI) —Two Hinsdale, Ill, by Illinois Toll- Since their arrest police Its
school achievement. They are
stand
his
reiterated
though
he
too content with C's and have
Asked if he concurred :n Wea- women who allegedly tried to way police after a Beloit wom- Rockford, III., Milwaukee, Rafor open occupancy, he said it ver's advocacy of open
tbo little regard for A's. They
occu- work a "pigeon drop" swindle an, Mrs. Wal Tilley, told po- cine and Madison have also told
would be "premature" for him pancy, Kennedy replied, "I
like the teachers who let them
am here Sunday were arrainged on lice the two had approached Beloit police they want to questo discuss possible Southern going to have to wait and make three charges, including two in- her and attempted to engage tion Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Lowslide. . . .and don't realize
Democratic reaction i n Con- a determination on this and volved the defrauding of $5,900 her in a conversation
that such teachers are among
about ery about swindles in their cornthe worst enemies of the race's LeMOYNE ALUMNI OLEEN is shown here as she was gress (as all agency heads and other matters dealing vith civil from an 85-year-old woman two money. She told police she felt munities.
—Miss Ileverty J McDaniel, crowned by Mrs. Ann L. Wea- cabinet members, he must reweeks
ago.
fight for full citizenship.
they intended her to be a "pig- At Monday's arraignme.
attractive daughter of Rev. thers, president of the Mem- ceive Senate confirmation,. But rights until after the inaugural." , Mrs. Clara Davis, 36, of DeMrs. Davis told Municipal Judge
eon drop" victim.
-Negroes need to have gen- and Mrs.
Kennedy
said
he
hoped
the
.1. A. McDaniel and phis LeMoyne rub and also during the same confrontation
troit. and Mrs. Rosalind Lc
v, PARTIAL IDENTIFICATION
Edwin C. Dahlberg she was
erated among them such an a teacner
housing
agency
under
Weaver'
at 1-1,irida Street a teacher at Florida Street
31, 5248 S. Drexel
C'
eagerness for knowledge. . .
After the two were returned guilty of no crime.
would be "extremely active in were each charged with
school, is the new alumni School
She said, "I can give definite
seal a drive for "know-how" Queen
the coming months" in the stim- counts: Fraud of $900 Dec. i,1; to Beloit, Mrs. Juline Haugen,
of Le Moyne college. She
such a zeal for good, sound
85, who was swindled out of proof of where I was on all of
ulation of housing.
fraud of $5,000 Dec. 17, and atthose dates. I did not try to
scholarship. . .. such a willing"If we are going to stimulate tempted fraud of $2,000 Sunday. her life savings of $5,900 Dec: get away. I asked the officers
ness to study long and hard
16 and 17, viewed the women
the
economy,"
Kennedy said, Both women requested prelimto bring me back (from Hins(Continued From Page 1)
until even a professor at
"I believe this particular. agen- inary hearings on the charges and made a partial identifica- dale) to face whoever accused
Georgia Tech would be eager
became dizzy and started stag- cy is going to have a great re- and were bound over for a tion. An employe of a bank nie."
to have Negro students in his
gering when two Negro police- sponsibility placed on it."
hearing Jan. 6. There were re- where Mrs. Haugen cashed A "pigeon drop" consists of
classes.
men came up and arrested him. WILL RESIGN NAACP
mained to Rock County jail, a $5.000 check to give to the a victim being told by swindlers
Without trying to be funny,1
OFFERED HELP
Janesville, in lieu of $15,000 swindlers said she remember that they are willing to share
It may be noted here that one
Mr. Kilgore said that a neigh- Weaver said he would resign bond each.
seeing Mrs. Lowrey with elder- a large sum of money they have
his
NAACP
post
upon
assuming
of the prncipal barriers to the
standing
across
was
bor, who
The women-were arrested at ly woman.
found with the person if he will
Negro's citizenship advance- WASHINGTON — 1 mporer death. Rome, Washington and the street from the cafe where his new federal duties. Holder of
put up a sum of money to "show
ment. . . .one of the main reas- Haile Selassie of Ethiapia will Los Angeles have been head- the elder Kilgore was picked three degrees from Harvard, inhis good faith." The victim
on, the Negro is denied digni- be presented the Gold Award quarters for the last three cele- up, pleaded with officers to cluding the doctor of philosophy,
uses, and the swindlers disapfi
treatment so often and in foe 1961, the George Washington brations.
release the ill man in his charge Weaver had recently figured in
pear.
•
sny places stems from Carver Memorial Institute an- President Eisenhower, Elea- but the officers refused. Later a Democratic party struggle
' that few people . . . nounced this week. nor Roosevelt and the late Pope the two policemen were ab- over a successor to Manhattan
sro or white. . .have The presentation will be made Pius XII are among the past solve.: of all blame by the Borough president Hulan Jack,
ei
•
.tr the Negro's know- Jan. S, on International Carver Gold Award recipients.
pot. departm ' in the man's convicted of violating conflict ef
,interest laws. Mayor Robert F.
w people respect the Day at the Imperial Palace at The Institute has been active des
!,
seneral intelligence. . . Addis Ababa. Representatives throughout the work' in spon- Officers said they arrested Wagner and reform Democrats
IS
because they earnestly don't from numerous nations will par- soring scholarships, distributing Mr. Kilgore on a complaint reportedly favored Weaver as1
believe he has much. And that's ticipate.
educational and historical lit- from the owner of the cafe, an impeccable candidate for the
i,j) _ Twelve RECORDS FOR IVIRY0Fill
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
an attitude seen among ladth The Ethiopian capital has erature and in establishing John Brown. Mr. Brown said post.
white and Negro twoards Ne- been selected as International libraries on African history. It some beer had been consumed His new federal position wasi Negroes received jail sentences. Monday on disorderly
106 "Mk" At Laredonlalie
groes. How many Negro school headquarters for the worldwide also sponsors educational lec- by Mr. Kilgore before he created by Congress in 1947 to conduct charges growing out of a riot in which 300
Phone IA. 54348
teachers risk their precious observance of Carver Day, an- tures and radio and television slumped over. Mr. Kilgore provide a single federal orgam Negroes threw bottles
and rocks at 50 poliemen in a
-skins with Negro doctors? niversary of the scientist's broadcasts.
died in a jail cell.
zation responsible for principal
er Sevier's men carried shot!Would you undergo surgery at
An autopsy was performed by housing programs and related two-hour melee.
RECEIVE
the hands of a Negro? It's
Willie James Lamb, 27, of St. guns and tear gas, but did not
Dr. Jerry Francisco, patholo- government functions.
your move, my friend . . . to
gist of the University of Ten- In Chicago, a housing expert Petersburg, blamed as the in- have to use them.
another "front?"
nessee. The findings showed Mr. particularly qualified in the ra- stigater, received the stiffest
TWO HOUR RIM'
Kilgore had no alcohol in his cial area, the Chicago Urban sentence — 40 days. Two Negro
It took about two hours to
blood.
League's housing specialist, Ed- policemen said he pulled a knife
break up the mob. Crawford
The doctor added: "However, ward Holmgren, said, "There
a man having a cerebral hem- isn't any better appointment on them to touch off the disturb- and Williams were slightly hurt
orrhage would stagger, have President-Elect Kennedy could ance.
and 10 to 12 other nolicemen
(Continued From Page 1)
his speech impeded and gener- have made in the housing field
Officers L. E. Williams and hti by bottles. The uniforms of
ally closely resemble a man to assure non-discrimination."
against Negroes in Fayette or
F. L. Crawford said they arrest- four were torn and
spattered
in a drunken condition."
Haywood Counties.
er' a woman in a St. Petersburg with beer and whiskey.
Young Kilgore said his father
itertRiST
Chairman of the special com- CHICAG 0, Illinois — hours later.
Negro
district
shortly
before Five windows were broken on
had never taken a drink.
mittee is Rev. W. P. Vaughn; The last fatal
stabbing of the The stabbing,, occurred in the Mr. Kilgore was buried Dec.
midnight. They seized Lamb one of the police cruisers.
treasurer, Rev. T. E. Brown; old year claimed the life of kitchen of the
apartment oc- 29 in Mississippi. He leaves
Regular Saving—
when he protested and pulled a Five of the Negroe.a rotsetnes1
secretary. Rev. S. J. Hall; Percy Woodley. 29, of 2427 ConKilgore
Ruthena
cupied
Mrs.
by Addie Mae Misco at a wife,
Reaps Security
to the scene in prisoner's unipublicity chairman. Rev. B. F. gress at.
said.
knife,
they
daughters,
sons
and
nut a115 5111.011-411.1.111-11ANE$
forms to clear up the broken
Paxton. Other members are: Held by Warren avenue police 2615 Wilcox. Woodley and Skin- and 10
er IMF smarm
A crowd gathered -ind began glass and stones
their
with
home
at
live
who
that littered
Rev. D. More, N. Wordlow, C. is Charles Skinner, 27, who was ner had engaged in an auguYOUR MONEY IS ALWAYS
at 421 E. Lauderdale.
to throw stones and bottles pick- the street.
AVAILABLE WHEN NEEDED
0. Trimm, A. E. Williams, arrested as he entered the home ment which resulted, according mother
ed up from nearby bars. Wil- "We will not tolerate this
vocv %Iry ptereme Tedae
Rev. J. M. Stone, and Rev. of his common-law wife, Nor- to Skinner, in Woodley threatenliams was knocked down. Two sort of behavior in which poStaples.
ma, at 2855 Lake at., a few ing to beat him up.
Name
patrolmen came to the aid of licemen are injured and city
An adhesive -backed, plastic.
Williams and Crawford, but property damaged," said Police
Address
The argument led to pushing
denIMPFM=RIMINIMI
--=ssess.
coated covering material in bright were forced back.
Chief E. Wilson Purdy.
CM,
*Re
patterns
and kicking by Woodley. The
will
enable
you
to
match
(Continued From Page 1)
Starts FRIDAY! climax was
Lt. A M. Sevter led a 14-car Patrolman H. C. Smith said
on old piece of furniture with a wall
reached when Skinracial
unrest
had
nothing
to
do
to
the
area,
witnesses
providing a real decorator
rescue squad of 25 men to the
lion some more
January 6
ner shouted, Miss Misco told fight, the man slipped away. touch fa a dull corner.
scene. More officers carte lat- with the riot. "Both the officers
One Big Week!
and the defendants in the origpolice, "You've been picking on At press time he was still at
JAS.Itet
"17:1111. V...!""14 54$11
inal incident were Negroes,"
large.
me long enough."
he said.
four
stabbed
war'
Huggins
Skinner told police he and the
times under the left eye, across
dead man were laborers togeth- his forehead, across hill nose
er and had been friends for
and a big wound was left on
some years. He said they startthe back of his head.
eu their New Year's celebra- He said that he had heard
tion early and had been drink- that the fellow who attacked
ing.
him thought he (Huggins) was
Others in the apartment at another fellow who had, earlier
— SAWS
the time although not witnesses in the afternoon, threw a bottle
to the assault
were Joseph at him.
k It's fun-filled
Louis Woodley. brother of the Another man was indirectly
.lactVe-otere all „the
victim and Harry Weaver of involved in the fight also. He
was charged with assault and
o'N way from Seattle 4159 Filly'- re street.
Woodley was fatally 'tabbed battery and was fined $100 and
to Nome!
in the left side of the neck sentenced to 30 days in jail.
and chest with a small pocket Huggins himself is to stand trial
knife allegedly wielded by Skin- for fighting as soon as he recovers.
ner.
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rates, wage progression and merit increases.
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League Sends 26 Page Report NAACP Branch
To President - Elect Kennedy Formed In

DEFEWER

3

Week Of Jon. 7-13 1%1

Fayette County

The National Urban League America distributed on a racial realization that some portion of
presented today a series of rec- basis." No non - Defense seg- the world is his,
if he applies
commendations on the racial ment of American economic life his talents.
The NAACP this week chartsituation in the United States to is so dependent on the federal The problem today is that the
President-elect John F. Ken government. Yet nowhere in the Negro sees little to inspire him ered its first branch in reprisal.
nedY. The League forwarded its government's programs is there to higher education, to special ridden Fayette County's hisstatement, which is entitled any attempt to disturb the ra- training. The League feels that tory.
Negro citizens in surrounding
"The Time Is Now," to the cial status quo.
the government should vigorousPresident-elect's Palm Beach, The League recommends that ly expand its activities in open- Fayette and neighboring HayFlorida, office.
the President issue an Execu- ing up fields to qualified Ne- wood counties are undergoing
ruthless intimidations economic
The 26-page report states that tive Order to abolish discrimina- groes who are available. T h e
"no federal dollar should be tion in government - aided hous- League also feels that a federal reprisals and starvatioi. — for
-gister for the Nov.
spent to condone, encourage or ing and that a Presidential Com- program of special educational seeking to fe
tolerate discrimination of any mittee be created to accom- assistance in substandard school 8 elections.
districts throughout the country In 1940, Elbert Williams, an
kind, in any part of the coun- plish this purpose.
try." "The federal government The League also suggests should be iniated to instruct and officer of the Brownville NAACP
can no longer be a party to a that (1) no urban renewal proj guide children. Especially does branch in neighboring Haywood
compromise of our national pur- ects should be approved except the Negro child need to know County, was lynched following
pose, our nationalgoals," it when all
facilities in the project about the job opportunities the small branch's efforts to
add:.
area will be open to all withnu which already exist and about register Negroes to vote.
those likely to be opened up by
Four major areas of Ameri- regard to race
Acting for the NAACP, Mr.
or religion, (2)
the time he completes his edu- Current also presented five
can -life employment and train- t'-,at special supports
be nrovid
cation.
Mg housing, public welfare, ed localities to
tents, which will serve as temencourage conIn answering these challenges
and education—are treated in struction of moderately
priced -a faltering start in "the right porary shelter to Negro sharethe League statement. It ob- housing and, (3) thst redevelopcroppers evicted from their
serves:
ment projects not be permitted direction" is no longer good homes last week as a result of
enough,
the
report
concludes.
"Where jobs for whites are in house - short communities exregistering and voting in the Nocarce, jobs for Negroes are cept concurrently with the crea- "Tomorrow may be too late — vember elections.
NOW."
THE
TIME
IS
irtually unavailable.
tion of "open land" projects.
The NAACP executive, during
"Where homes for whites are Further recommendations are
the course of his visit, also disRIFLE
TOOK
substandard, homes for Negroes made by the League relative to
Daisy Martin, 15,
Negro tributed foodstuffs to 151 famare intolerable.
neighborhoods threatened by
ilies in Fayette County, mark"Where public assistance to shifts toward segregation, relo- woman of 4806 Dodd Road, ex- ing tht. Association's 11th food
MRS. WILI.IE ANN P1111,- her children and an evening Phillips. Mrs. Lucy Mae Jack - were Mrs. Rosie White, Thomwhites is miserly, to Negroes it calon servic-s, pr ,j.t•et plan- plaining to Session Judge %ii distribution here since July.
ham B. Leffler w h y she
LIPS, center, celebrated her of fun. From left are Willie son, Mrs. Ethel Hughey and as Phillips and John H. Philis miserable.
ning, demonstration grants, and
Along
with NAACP Field Seclist birthday last week with Phillips, Mrs. Elizabeth Por• Clarence Phillips. Not shown, lips. (Photo by Henry Ford)
"In areas where education of- problems in the management of took a .22 rune to tne Penal
Farm, said she was angry be- retary W. C. Patton, who has
ter, lis. .rene Massey, Mrs. but who attended the party
fered white children is bad, ed- public housing facilities.
situation
covered
from
the
its
cause prisoners from the Penal
ucation offered the Negro is In the public
welfare section Farm were building a road that start, Mr. Current delivered
worse."
of the report, the League urges
interfered with her property. $506.00 to the L. T. Anderson
To answer these inequities that
certain welfare categories
J. W. Johnson, penal farm family in Bells, Tenn. The
the Urban League believes that be greatly liberalized
which un- guard, called Sheriff's deputies. money was sent from across the
beyond all other considerations, der their present
restrictive defHe said she had threatened to nation in care of the Memphis
"It is the power, the will, the initions have allowed
destitute shoot
into a group of prisoners. NAACP branch in response to
talent of the President that will and near destitute Americans
to
cause the nation to face up to be ignored. Similarly it urges He said she was drunk. The an appeal in a newsmagazine.
these problems most quickly, that the emphasis of the Aid To rifle was unloaded when the The Association has spent more
, • 5'
snost efficiently."
Dependent Children program deputies examined it, they said. than $5,060 to date for foodCOLUMBIA,
Two
UniClark
Mo.
—
then
came
up
said,
"We
She was fined $1.0 and costs stuffs to the beleaguered vote
The National Urban League is should be on meeting the needs
versity of Missouri faculty are not going to serve you:"
an interracial agency devoted of ALL children, without regard for public drunkenness and $15 victims. In addition, many
the NAACP branches have sent members and three students — Schopp said that he told Clark
to increasing opportunities for to desertion, employment cate- and costs for disturbing
were arrested for trespassing at that they would like service.
clothing shipments.
Negroes and bettering race rela- gories or color. "To qualify the peace.
Clark's Luncheonette on com- Clark replied, "You can stay
ams in America. It is eelebrat- rights of needy children," the
plaint of the owner, Fred Clark. or not, but we are not going to
its 50th anniversary this League points out, "is to obThe five are out on $IO bond serve you."
ear.
scure the problem."
and trial has been set for Jan. Clark then went to police
RECOMMENDATIONS
In speaking of the residence
10. The group will be represent- headquarters and swore out a
Among the specific recom- requirements for
ed by.CORE national chairman complaint. The arrest was made
welfare recipimendations outlined is that ents of some states,
about 10:20 a.m. No disorder
Charles R. Oldham.
the League
mendations outlined in that report states dryly, "The probCORE has been working to was reported by anyone. Schopp
there be "direct intervention" lem would end quickly if a state
integrate Clark's which 'is lo- complimented the police on the
by the President to endow the were required to use the same
cated in downtown Columbia "eminently fair" treatment the
President's committee on gov- "waiting period" yardstick in The Virginia Christian Lead- ready funds have come into since last March. Attempts to group received.
ernment employment policy both cases of collecting taxes ership conference invites Gov- my office from as far as Cleve- negotiate failed — Mr. Clark CONTINUES
TESTING
with White House authority for from new residents and
the ernor J. Lindsay Almond, jr. land, Ohio," says the president. claiming there was nothing to
CORE responded to the ara forceful, if need be, coercive case of meeting welfare needs to greet citizens at the Pilsit-ins
the
the
Before
discuss.
In a prepared statement, Dr.
rests with massive testing of
program, to establish a non-dis- of new residents." Resident re- grimage for Free Public School Milton A. Reid,
president of group picketed Clark's twice ten other discriminatory restaucrimination job policy in every quirements, it is asserted, have Education in Prince Edward the Virginia
weekly.
Christian Leaderrants in Columbia. Schopp refe.leral department and agency. absolutely no relation to need. county. The letter to the Gov- ship conference said
Those arrested included John ports: "Some places have been
today
The League also asserts that The League also points out the ernor hailed him as a man of "that the Pilgrimage
professor
assistant
Schopp,
D.
for Free
visited eight or ten times by
Tomich,
the President's committee on acute need and recommends wisdom, counsel and courage. Public School Education
will of astronomy, Edward
polite but insistent groups of two WITH CHILDREN, Mrs. Wilher here are Mr. and Mrs.
government contracts has not steps for expanding training re- ". . . . We extend you the in- be the greatest united
expres- instructor in sociolgy; Miss Ju- or three CORE, people, each of lie Ann Phillips, center, poses Ernest Massey, her daughter
Carodine its job well, and urges that sources for child welfare work. vitation to greet these pilgrims sion of concern by the
citizens lia Ann Skinner, 19; Miss
which left when asked. The imand son-Jr-law. The party was
Gnojewiski, 20; and
for cameraman ott her Mist
the committee either be 'coin- Seven and a half per cent of of concern and bring to them of Virginia since the
closing lyn Blanch
plication must be clear that we
held in the Massey home. —
West, 22.
Vetely reorganized or abolished. the non-white population over words of guidance. We invite down of the public
which
saw
birthday,
her
kids
schools. Malvin Lee
back,
perhaps with a
shall be
(Henry Ford photo)
F,
:deral contracting agencies age 14 is illiterate as compared you as a public official sworn We have reason to believe
Schopp said he, West, Miss
honor her with a party. With that
- and Miss Gnojewski sit-in."
fail to take the non-discriminat- to 1.6 per cent of the white pop- to uphold the Constitution of the schools will °pea in
1961. Skinner
ing clause seriously, the Urban ulation, the report points out. the United States. We invite If the Federal Government went into Clark's about 9:30
took a booth. Miss
Leigue notes, saying that the For the Negro, it asserts, "ope- you as a citizen living in the does not come to us to
heal a m. and
vernment can and must in- ration bootstrap" starts at the world's
greatest
express- this cancerous infection to the Skinner and West are Negroes.
that the non- discrimination point of inspiration — whether ion of democracy We invite. health of our nation's
democ1 wision be strictly observed. inspired by his government's you as our honored Governor. racy, we will go to
the GovHousing, the statement says, sense of justice or his Presi- If the schools are not opened, ernment.
CARS OR
'is the only commodity in dent's moral leadership or the we will appeal to th- Federal We will not rest
in Virginia
Government to open schools in until every vestige of
USED CARS
segrethe county so that all students gation and racial
discriminaof all races might attend. We tion become annals
The North Carolina Mutual countries.
in our hishave reasons to believe that toric past." Dr.
Maafo is a graduate of WesLife Insurance co., has employReid was an
he new administration will unsuccessful
FINANCING TO SUIT
ed Victor Malik) of Ghana as ley college with a teacher's cercandidate in the
Hester Lewis. Pittsburgh, Pa.,
take some definite action to recent councilmatic
election in
YOUR PURSE
was recipient of one of The Na- intern for a two-year period be- tification and receive a general
heal this sore spot in the in- Petersburg end
was since jailtional Foundation's medical stu- ginning in Dec. 1960. North certificate of education from the
crest of our national and inter- ed during sit-in
demonstrations
dent research awards during the Carolina Mutual has extended University of London and a cernational relations." The letter at the Trailway Bus
Station in school year. Enrolled at MeI GREENSBORO, N. C. — The when but a young child.
further stated "that we believe Petersburg.
this privilege to Maafo and tificate in social administration
words of "I'll Be Home For To Washington, D. C., went,our cause to be just, moral,
harry medical college, Miss through him to this African na- from the Ghana school of social World's Largest Ford Dealers
Christmas," sung by many per- Misses Danlette Brooks, of Mon- Christian and democratic."
Lewis was among the 20 Negro
THIRD & GAYOSO
effort to assist in welfare. He taught for nine
sons just prior to the Yuletide rovia, tLiberia, Mary Ng'ayu, of Twenty-eight state organizastudents throughout the country tion, in an
of
develpment
JA 6-8871
economic
years
the
in
Ghana,
and
for
three
received
season, had meaning for only Kenya,\fitfrica and Elizabeth tions have endorsed the Pilw ii o
one of Bennett College's colony Githii, a o of Kenya. Miss Jem- grimage. Invitations have also
scholarship and Ghana and also to improve the years was employed in the
fellowship relationship between the t w o Ghana department of social
of thirteen foreign students.
ima Laryea, of Ghana visited been sent to all members of
The lucky young woman was in Brooklyn, N. Y., while Miss the Board of Supervisors in
awards, totaling
$9.00 PER MONTH
Maafo became interested in
$29,717.50, from
Miss Sylvia Darling, of Nassau, Frances Marshall of Nassau, got Prince Edward .County. White
the life insurance business as a
T h e National
Bahamas, who basked in the as close to home as possible by and Negro citizens from around
result of his contact with an
Foundation.
armth of her native land with spending the holiday in Miami, the state will be program par- NEW YORK — The
American physician, Dr. D. W.
choir of
Wnily and friends while many Florida.
ticipants. The V. C. L. C., and Barber-Scotia college, Concord,
You can help
Buys You A Fuse
Harrison, now living in Ghana.
of her stater...le sisters shivered
N.
affiliate
train
m
C.,
any
of the Southern ChrisSpending the holidays at Benmakes it radio debut on
Arrangements, which resulted
FULL
HOUSE
as
December
temperatures nett but "living the life" in the tian Leadership Conference, the ABC Radio Network's "Nem ore sorely
in North Carolina Mutual's certumbled. Miss Darling, a junior college's Home Management has launched an unrelenting gro College Choirs," Jan. 8. The
needed medical
tification
that
employment
(3
ROOMS)
commercial education major, is House, were Misses Elisspeta drive for the return to free weekly programs feature the
professionals by
would be offered Mr. Maafo,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Saelua, of American Samoa, public school education. An ap- choirs of member colleges of the
contributing to
were started by Dr. Harrison
Of All Now Fumituro
Ring Darling.
and Zenora Williams, of Sierra peal has been made to the United Negro College Fund.
the New March
and the company during the
HUGE SELECTIONS
Miss Alice Airall. of Jamaica, Leone, West Africa. Miss Marie Attorney General of the United "Negro College Choirs" is a
Miss Lewis of Dimes. This
early part of 1059.
COMPLETE — STYLISH
BWI, spent the holidays at Mt. Nassau, of Liberia, and Miss States requesting federal aid in presentation of ABC Public Af- campaign for funds is the sole
Maafo will spend one year in
Airy, N. C., visiting a school- Johanna Polanen, of Surinam, the he opening of the schools. fairs. The series ia carried by support of The National FounMID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
the agency department of North
mate, Miss Juanita Neal and South America, settled for visits Prince Edward County abol- ABC affiliated stations through- dation, which has broadened its
VALUES
Carolina Mutual beginning JanAmerican-born Sandra Hann, to _Chicago, TU., and Brooklyn, ished its public school system out the country on varying days program to include not only
uary 1, 190, and will visit sevwhose parents are in Stuttgart, N. Y., respectively. Miss Beryl to avoid integration of the rac- and at different hours. Check polio but birth defects and areral of the company district ofGermany, spent the Christmas Edwards of St. Lucia. BWI. es, in light of a court order to local newspaper listings for air- thritis — three major cripplers.
Open 9 'Til 9
fices observing agency operaNew.
the
season with relatives in Newark, spent the holidays visiting her desegregate its facilities. To time in specific areas.
Please Cay YES to
tions.
Free Delivery
2.-31.
N. J., a place that she knew brother In Shelby, N. C.
Jan.
The program schedule for March of Dimes,
date, while about 1,200 white
He will spend the other year
students attend private schools January follows:
studying home office operations.
FURNITURE BY
The concert choir of Dillard
under tuition grants in and out
Up°, the completion of this asof the county provided for by University (New Orleans, La.)
signment, he plans to pursue
Wife Preservers
the state; no educational pro- will be heard the week of Jan.
further training at a business
vision is made for approximate- I. The Barber-Scotia choir's
college in America, and when
VICTOR MAAFO
ly 1,500 Negro students, with initial broadcast, under the dihe returns to Ghana he plans to
the exception of poorly equip- rection of Miss Lucy M. Newestablish a life insurance corn- 3571 PARK
FA 4-3767
TOWN KASTLE
ped educational centers that by, to be aired the week of Janpony in that country.
T-K's
serve less than one-third of the uary 8.
In california, a one-year-old baby, the young woman and disposed Negro students. The
During the week of Jan. 15 the
Drive-in Restaurant
ARby gleefully plays with the the Nobel Prize winner — have Pilgrimage, greatly encourag- Huston - Tillotson college choir
FRIED
OR
illrnored toys in her crib. She something in common. All of ed by white and Negro leaders, (Austin, Tex.) presents its proBAR-B-Q CHICKEN
looks very much like any other them have benefited from your, is expected to draw more than gram. The choir of St. AugusGO!
TO
perky little miss just becoming contributions to the March , of 3,000 Pilgrims from around the tine's college (Raleigh. N. C.)
Sandwiches
will be heard the week of Janaware of the world, but she Dimes.
state.
Hot Dogs
Crisp foods Jib. apples and celery
differs from other children in
Groups have been urged to uary 22.
The baby's operation was paid
2 for 25c
one respect. She has just re- for by the March of Dimes.- So support the Pilgrimage moral- The last program of the month are healthy for mare titan their nuHamburgers
covered from an operation for was the young woman's scholar- ly, spiritually, and financially. features Philander Smith college tritive value; they provide needed
gums.
Monies from the groups will choir (Little Rock, Ark.) t h e mown.for
2 for 25c
a birth defect known as hydroship. The Nobel Prize winner is
be used to strengthen the edu- week of Jan. 29.
ceTthalus — water on the brain.
Bar-B-Q
working under a March of
In Texas, a young woman of
cational centers until the pub25c
Dimes research grant.
intently
lic
to
listens
schools are reopened. "Al23,
a classKingsburger (Real big)
room lecture on how arthritis These three specific examples
35c
can waste the muscles and show the three March of Dimes
'under price of
DURHAM
French Fries
generally debilitate the body programs at work. They show STEEL FOLDING
horn. delivered
10c
A
l
k
She is a scholarship student and how the March of Dimes fights
CHAIRS
milk
Hot Chocolate
her specialty is physical ther- disease through patient aid. Modern Design
through the education of medi- Handsome Smear
10c
ieV
4Tr
apy
•nee Rugged Con
EAT IT HERE
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
‘..A4
in New York, a Nobel Prize- cal personnel and through etruellon. V • rr
VrEIFR
Durable
OR
winning geneticist work( late xcientifi: research. These are
TA K E
IT WITH YOU!
Immo*
at night in his laboratory, as- the three programs which pro
se-obling information which may duced such impressive accom5°
and up
Plenty of Parking Space
cast some light on the mystery plishments in the polio war.
CONTACI US
why some children are born These are three programs which FOR VOLUME PRICES
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
efect and why others are born will wage the fight against birth
BERNATSKY BROS.
WH 6-0189
'
u. • Main ft — ic S-Aller
lth birth defects.
defects and arthritis, the new
alionoble. Ti...
3
FLORIDA at TRIGG
All three of these people — the target, of the March of Dimes.
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Virginia Gov. Invited
To Greet Citizens

Buy Your 1961

Ghanian Employed By
Recipient Of NC Insurance Firm

lit

One Foreign Student
Goes Home For Xmas

NEW FORD

Study Award

From Us

HULL-DOBBS

Negro College
Choir On ABC

955.

Dimes Work In Many
Ways - Contributors

FLEMING

gay hawk
gli
Serving Breakfast

Open 7:00 A.M. Every Morning
—•—
Dinner Served Daily
—.-Delicious Plate Lunches

SAVE 80*

$2

4

MIDWEST MILK

rt.

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Desserts

T.K's

685 So. Wellington

JA 6-9258

Pastor Honored; 34
Years Of Service

DEFENDER
Week Of Jan. 7- 1 3 1961

ed with the present, but interested in the future and wellbeing of his followers, he was
generous in time, money and
spirit, and above all, an inspirational example of ChOstianity
for las members and friends All
of these assets and qualities
made Rev. Nelson able to direct
and guide the Friendship Baptist church thirty-four years successfully.

The Friendship 'Baptist chureh gram were music rendered by
honored its pester.,
the Imperial Senior, and Youth
Nelson, with 4,
edation choirs of the Friendship Bap-7,
Day program, Dee. 18. 1960.,
tist church; the church history
Guest speaker on this aus- related by Mr. B. C. Averyhart;
picious occasion was Rev..W. M. words of inspiration from the
Brown, who delivered
timely auxiliaries of the church and
and appropriate message en- Rev. 0. C. Crivens, pastor of
titled , "The Good samaritan." the St. Stephens Baptist church,
The imminent Rev. Brown used and participants from the Mount
Words of the Wise
his very own technique in cor- Pleasant and Bell Grove BapThe two moat engaging
relating the good works of the tist churches -- both churches powers of an author are to
Samaritan with the works of having been pastored by Rev. make new things familiar,
Rev. Nelson, as exemplified Nelson in his earlier years.
, and familiar things new.
through his church and congre- As often mentioned by mem—(Barnual Johnson)
gation.
bers of his congregation, he wasj
Other highlights of the pro- a progressive man, not content-

The New Year is here .. . 3 p.m.
Our resolutions are made . . Christmas ended the First
And church calendars are be- Quarterly Conference for the
ing made. We are thinking, past Conference year. The Preperhaps, ministers around the siding Elder, Rev. J. E. JamCity and surrounding areas re- es, delivered the timely messolved to let the "world" sage.
know of the tremendous work The congregation feels the
being done in churches. As church will reach unknown,
each member Plays hill role heights under the leadership of
regardless of the part . . . let the newly assigned minister,
us compliment it by letting Rev. H. L. Starks. Rev. Starks
delivered a soul-stirring serethers know of the effort.
mon at the church, recently.
MINISTERS' WIVES
Getting the year off to a de- Mrs. N. L. Dickson is the
lightful start will be the CME church reporter.
Ministers' Wives when they FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST
..;1101d their dinner party this The Friendship Baptist
.:Yriday at 5:30 p.m. The much church paid tribute to the leadANNIVERSARY—Sun- Rev. W. L. Varnado, 81, se- will begin at 3 p.m. Rev. C.
anticipated affair will be held er of the sanctuary for thirty- day, Jan. 8, will be the third tive pastor of Me church will Burgs is the scheduled guest
at the home of Rev. and Mrs. four years, the Rev. F. R. Nel- anniversary of the new Cum- head the special services plan- speaker with song selections
L Tolbert of 4909 Horn Lake son, with an outstanding Ap- mings Street Baptist church. ned for the evening. Program from the New Hope choir.
preciation Day Program, re.
cently.
,
4 -111APTIST ALLJANC113
•
11^`. The Baptist %Ministers' Alli- sionw
GuestasR
ix
speeavkerivon mtheBroocwea
n: S
M
Preservers
Rough Rubbing Inside Your Shoes
lenCe held its Annual Election
Invisible Burns Are Really Arsonists
On thsf kil
Day the past Tuesday at the who delivered a timely and apSt. John Baptist church on propriate message
entitled, p
Vance.
"The Good Samaritan " Rev.
Delivering the principal ad- Brown used his very own techdress was the popular and dyn- nique in correlating the good
ed the committee was using the
amic pastor of Mt. Nehru Bap- works of the Samaritan with TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
tist church, Rev. Roy Love. It the works of Rev. Nelson, as tial victory for civil rrigliki and hunt for -subversives" as a prewas entitled, "Let Us Go And exemplified through his church civil liberties was won when the text for destroying the NAACP.
and congregation.
Posses the Life."
Florida Supreme Court upset He said that committee chargApproximately 100 churches Other highlights of the pro- the contempt conviction of .ho es of communist infiltration
are affiliated with the organi- gram were: music rendered by Rev. Edward T. Graham, an were "potwash."
Rusting of iron cooking utensils
zation.
the Imperial, Senior, and NAACP leader in Miami.
Mr. Graham, a Baptist lead- con be retarded by adding a little
the
However,
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Friendship
the
Choirs
of
Youth
er, even refused to tell the com- baking soda lath, last rinse water;
court upheld the mittee whether he was or is a dry thoroughly.
Forthcoming at the Mt. Nebo Baptist church, the church hissentencing o f member of the NAACP. The
Baptist church is the Annual tory related by B. C. Avery.
Unseen Chemicals Can Be Works
Beware of Bangs and Bruises
the Rev. Theo- Florida Supreme Court said the
Installation of officers. It will hart, words of inspiration from
dore R. Gibson.
be held Sunday, Jan. 8.
the auxiliaries of the church
committee had not shown that
also of Miami
The guest speaker for the and Rev. 0. C. Crivens, pasthis question was pertinent to
for his refusal
service will be Rev. E. W. Wil- V. LANE —GAL. —TEN — —
the matter under inquiry. The
tosurrender
liamson
of Olivet Baptist tor of the St. Stephen Baptist
membership judges held that the question
church. He will be heard at church.
lists of NAACP. violated Mr. Graham's right to
Father Gibson "associational privacy" guaris president of anteed under the federal Conthe Miami stitution.
Father Gibson branch. H
The court declared, however.
case will be taken to the U. S. that the committee directive for
Supreme Court.
Father Gibson to produce memBoth ministers were srntenc- bership records did not violate
ed to 6 months in jail and fined
his rights or those of bona fide
$1,200 last August. They had de- members of the NAACP.
fied a state investigating com- It said
the rights of individual
mittee on the basis of the First
Amendment to the U. S. Con- rank-and-file members of NAstitution, which protects free- ACP were overbalanced by the
dom of speech, press, religion, power of the state to locate
A little boy rested on his el- life.
persons posing threats to its,
bows looking out of a window
Years ago the old hymn association and protest.
into the darkness very intently. writer wrote, "Let your lower They are among almost 50 security. The court held that inHis mother walked into the lights be burning — some poor persons in the United States dividuals with subversive conroom and the little boy paid sailor tempest tossed in the who faced jail or recently serv- nections are not entitled to the'
no attention to her. After a darkness may be lost." Count- ed prison terms for refusing to same privacy as legitimate ,
period of time the mother less people entering 1961 are cooperate with federal and state members of NAACP.
!spoke up and asked him what 'tempest tossed'. They have Investigating c om mittees.
'was going on. The little boy been haunted with adversities Among the others is Carl Braturned to his mother and said, throughtout 1959 and 1960. As den, white integration worker
'There is a man out there far as they are concerned 1961 from Louisville, Ky., whose
punching holes in the dark- offers no more and no less. case was argued before the U.S.
ness!" This is the story of the They have been caught up in Supreme Court on Nov. 17. He
"Lamplighter" as told b ythe a whirlpool. The only thing faces a year in prison.
great Scottish writer, Robert which they can do is to conMINCEMEAT PIE
The Florida committee sought
Yes Madame,
Louis Stevenson. It was related tinue to go around in circles.
To make Crusts and Decorations for
to check NAACP membership
this week on radio station by God never intended that any of
two Mincemeat Pies:
I am sure you too have found Jack
lists for names of alleged subMr. Ford Nelson. To me it is us should go. around in circles.
Measure 3 cups Jack Sprat enrichSprat canned vegetables, enriched flour
versives. Father Gibson declar• most fitting for us who are em- He admonished out to invest
and white cream meal simply wondered Wheat flour, then sift with 11-2 teathat we have the world might
barking on a new year.
spoons of salt. Add 1-2 lb. shortening.
ful as have other readers of yours truly's
Thousands of people in all be better. Each one of us is
effort to acquaint you with these wonderBlend until shortening is the size of
-.walks of life are living in the responsible for making the
Sinks, drains and tubs will be freer
ful products. I have never had so
small peas.
• midst of darkness. Apparently world a little better.
of disagreeable odors If you pour
Now take 5 tablespoons of cold water
many calls before — thanks a million.
hot salt water through thorn once or
all about them doors are clos- The very fact that we have
and add to mixture. Mix lightly and
Not only are Jack Sprat's stick to your
/15 Colon .41 Caw
twice a week.
ing. To them there is no way passed this way should make
Ce.hinerians
press together with a fork. Divide into
rib foods, the very best, but you have
out. Their whole lives are cov- the world a better world for
for Ushers sea
never had jam, preserves, mincemeat,
three portions.
ered with darkness. They see those coming behind us. It is
Imelorm
pickles, and other relishes quite as tasty
Roll out each portion evenly, about
no way nut. Going is as bad ours today to build stronger
C1511(1111111511.1111EPT.
and good as Jack Sprat's.
.1-R Inch thick. Use 2 cups Mincemeat
seis
as coming back or giving bridges — morals, spiritual, in155011, I'm,. Casa 4115i
High fashion styling
for each pie. Use the third crust to dectio. There is nothing to urge tellectual, and social that those
So when you do your last minute
ler.40 hien, AveilebN
orate the two pies with star cut outs.
superbly tailored
them to go on. Out of this who come behind us might be
MUT/ NI 5155 CATAl011
make
shopping
staples
all
of
as
your
- of an economy price,
The small fry will love to make this
darkness there must be some- In a position to render an even
Sprat.
well
You
Jack
as
will
dainties
mincemeat pie.
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
one or something to give to greater service. It is for us to SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
UNIFORM COMPANY
rip,
II 55., 5.1. 1? Atili•551 St., S.W.
find them in abundance at your favortheir lives new meaning and hold forth the banners of better Wiablette• Sat. Atlanta 3, ReargIa 63 S Third .4e Union
Jab 5641
Jana Porter
ite Big Star Stores.
new perspective. It is at this things that faltering people
JANA PORTER
point that each of our lives might see our banners
and take
takes on new meaning.
on new hope. It is for us to
Paul writing to the Galatians trim our lamps and keep them
urge the strong to bear the in. burning to the extent that those
firmatives of the weak. There people living in the depths of
are those of us who are strong despair might gain new hopes
who must be ever conscious of for the world to come.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
our responsibilities to those
Our world is tottering morabout us.
Place Your Order Now
ally, physically, spiritually soWe must not fool ourselves
For Individuals And Groups
cially, and intellectually. There
— we ran not fool ourselves
must be gime men — and woeach one of us has a responsiCALL, WRITE or WIRE
men who first have the fibre
bility to all of those about us.
themselves to lead people to
CUSTOM
In this day as never before we
TAILORS
new
heights. The hatred,
must he 'La mplighters'. We
greed, selfishness. immorality,
must so conduct our lives that
And the like which engulf our
In every area of our activities
world today must be dispelled
we must throw light on the
and dispelled now. The world's
darkened places of human ac.JA 7-9320
greatest needs today is 'Lamptivity.
lighters' — people who have
Memphis, Tennessee
As odd as it seems there are
found the light themselves and
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
ds•lcened places in the lives of
are in a position to give light
people. If you were to talk
Creat•s What You Think Of"
to those who come behind them.
with any people long enough
Thanks to our many Mends for Your patronage and may
As that little boy looked out inyou will learn that each person
you have a Nappy and Prosperous New Year.
to the darkness he saw a man
Is bearing a cross or crosses
giving light to a dark world.
known only to himself. Dark— what do our young people
ness engulfs some peculiar
and old people see when they
area of his life. This darkness
look at you?
must be dispelled. Someone
must go out and punch holes
In the darkness that keeps this
SWIM.ING COMBO
It was a swinging good time on George Carr, James Embry, Don Bo it, Vtillie Ito), it.
person from falling beneath
a recent Big Star Talent Time heard every Saturday John Richardson and Gene Wright. Other talent will he
the cc C "non his shoulder. In
on Radio Station WDIA when this group of young musi- given the opportunity on the popular show if they will
these clouds that keep the sun,
cians performed on the show. Others have been given only sit still for an audition. Audition information can be
—
moon and stars from shinning GENEVA, Switzerland
the (fiance as this group was to show off their talents obtained by calling the station.
In the lives of people there (UPI) — A former French re•
to the tremendous listenership of WDIA. From left are
must be a hand that will move sistance fighter was -harged
away the clouds.
Sunday with the poisoning of
As far as this young boy
African political leader Felix
was concerned all of the world
Cords
was covered with darkness. Moumie.
•nd Parts
Things that were very visible A warrant was issued for the
during the day were now hid- arrest of William Bechtel, le,
Vacuum Bags. Hose
den in darkness. Along game who fought in both World
and Porte
a man who struck a match to Wars and the French Indothe hidden lamps and the dark- China conflict.
Free
Serving
ness was gone. This is the Moumie died of poisoning
Parking
task of each of us as we look two months ago. The left-wing
You
()pan
'mon world conditions today. leader from the former French
Since '32
There must be someone who Cameroon's said before his
Nita.
Is coming into the lives of each death that the "Red Hand,"
3-8501
of us today that will enable us a French terrorist organization, 160 Unless Ave. -FA 7-2631 2269 Park Ave.-FA
CND, ono! TV rubes Chocked Fro*
to gain a new perspective on killed him
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NAACP Protests I Raps Chicago Credit Abuses
Bias TV Panel Negroes

(D., Park Forest) said he plans Forcing a merchant.to choose
to introduce bills calling for the between repossessing merchanabolition of wage assignments disc or suing for the remainder
and garnishments, often used by of the price, but not doing both,
NEW YORK -- NAACP units than two panel members who
I credit racketeers.
if 50 per cent of the article's
in at least 16 major cities were were supposed to be in opposi,
Two other groups are propos- cost has been paid.
urged to protest a three-hour- (ion to Mr. Perez in that they
Ing
less
sweeping reforms. They
Merchants must make such a
long telecast carried Christmas wanted New Orleans schools to
are the Committee for Fair Cre- choice now, but the price limi
weekend by 13 television sta- remain open.
dit Practices in Illinois and the tation is currently 80 per cent
lions covering the areas.
At the outset,
Mr. Perez
Mayor's Committee on New OTHER POINTS
On the program, entitled, brushed aside the subject and
Residents inChkago.
Other points in the commit"Open End," extreme segrega- r. low-level crude la..guage
The Committee for Fair Cre-, tee's program call for:
tionist Leander H. Perez, of took over the program, making By The Associated Negro Press dit Practices in Illinois has
pro-' Eliminating the "confession of
New Orleans, La., launched an a point of the fact it would be
Chicago has been described posed a compromise legislative
judgment" device, which enattack upon the morality ..nd shown in the principal cities of as "a creditors' paradise and program aimed at credit rackables a creditor to garnish an
the worst city in the United eteers.
innate capabilities of Negroes the North.
employe's wages without even
and threw slanderous remarks Stations reportedly scheduled States for a debtor."
TWO KEY PROVISIONS
notifying the worker.
at the NAACP and its officials. to carry the
program
were
Making the charge was Atty. Two
key provisions of the five- i Outlawing present use of the
urged
in
wires
Landon
NAACP
from
L.
Chapman
a bankrupt point program the committee1 wage assignment, a means of
He also attributed criminal
tendencies to Negro children Executive Secretiry Roy Wil- cy specialist, who has joined a will carry to Springfield can taking 23 per cent of an employ.
"publicly
kins
campaign
to
new
dissociate"
Illinois
for
laws for'
attending integrated schools in
e's paycheck without going to
the North. Moreover, he blunt. themselves from the anti-2 - aimed against credit racketeers.
Exempting 75 per cent of an court.
Chapman,
writing
comment.
gro
in
a
These
included:
report
ly charged that Negroes are
employe's wages from garnishAllowing a worker to sue for
to the Chicago Bar association
syphilitic and
that
ment, a legal device used by attorney's fees, in addition to
Negroes KTTV-TV, Los Angeles; WTTGTV,
WBKiWashington,
D.
C.;
said
there
are
were constantly in search of
more individual merchants to get money owed other damages, if part of his
interracial sexual activities. TV, Chicago; WOI J, Amri, bankruptcies filed in Chicago, them when a buyer falls behind wages have been wrongfully takI a; KMSP-TV, Minn spoils; than in New York, which has on time payments.
en by a creditor.
Throughout, David SusskinO,
KPLR-TV, St.
LouLs,
Mo.; twice the population.
the moderator of "Open End,'
It
may
be
noted here that
KTNT-TV, Tacoma, Wcshin gappeared helpless before the
ton; KQED-TV, San Francis- most of the credit racket dePerez attack. He offered no renims
la
Chicago
and elsewhere
co, Calif.; KR31A-TV, Denver,
BY C. A. AGNEW
buttal to the distortions a n d
are Negroes.
law and sister-in-law Mr. and
Colo.
CHATTING INFORMALLY at $3,000 each for graduate study South
Mrs. Jennie Snipes of 117 Jef- Mrs. Josh
untruths by his white suprem"We seem to have all kinds of
Carolina State; Johnny,
Wein!,
and her Atlanta
ferson
St. entertained a group of niece and
university are the Mer- In the humanities and social M. Witcher, Alabama
acist guest.
credit in Chicago. good and
nephew, Mr. and
State;
rill
Scholars
friends
with
(students
a
Christmas dinner. Mrs. J. I).
who sciences). They are, left to Mrs. Corrie Spenser,
Chapman noted,
The program, taped in New
Pearnton at 414 ha,e
Spell.
Words of the Wise bad,"
been awarded Merrill right, Emanuel S. Shaw, Al- man: and
"It would appear that the lett s The menu consisted of Turkey s'.-oth Chore+ St.
Henry
Orleans on Dec. 17, and shown
Wilkins.
Ara
Hominess is never so
Foundation
scholarships
the
bany
and
of
with
dressing
rich
gravy,
State; Annie ('. Moore, kansas S. M. and N. college.
of Illinois were made by
Zarah Court No 51. pao-hter
in the New York and Hartford, healthy as when,
like a
English
and
Cranlettuce,
peas
creditors and made for their
of Isis, entertained with a
Conn., areas
the -following chicken, it must do a certain
berries, ham, jello, fruit cock•
night,
discuss amount of scratching for own use."
Christmas breakfast at the Ma-,
purported to
tail,
potato
cornbread
pie,
and
SEES
NEED
FOR
ACTION
' sonic Hall. 118 Institute at., on'
school lesegregation as reflectwhat it get,.
"And if the state of Illinois white bread, Coconut cake and the morning
ed in the New Orleans crisis.
of Dec. 23 with
—(Henry Ford) doesn't enact
some
legislation
beverages
various
to
o
I
assortIllustrious Commander. Mrs.1
There were no spokesmen for
protect debtors against credit ments.
Gladys Collins, Past Illustrious
the integrationist view
other
abuses in the near future, the The Rev. W. G. Terry and Commander,
Mrs. Jeffys B.
bankruptcy practice in Chicago family spent the holidays in Hearnton,
Dr. J. A. Braggs•Dep-i
relatives
with
and uty of
is going to become terrific," he Texas
Isis and Dr. F. A. Dobsaid.
friends. Mr. and Mrs. L. C. bins were
in charge. Special
Trick contracts and legal de- Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
guest speaker for the occasion LONDON — Dr. S. D. Ona•!Dr. Onabamiro. "We have /probably last four years in.
vices which permit creditors to Brooks and Miss Bobbie all of
was Bro. Edward Evans of bamiro, Western Nigerian Min- Ilearned a lot, particularly how stead of three to provide a
grab much of a debtor's wages Chicago were guests with their
Washington, D. C.. Illustrious inter of Education, disclosed on not to do things."
broader basis. During the first
often lead to tragedy, Chapman mother Mrs. Mary Brooks at
Grand Organizer in Masonic cir- his &Torture from London for "We have seen a magnifi- year students will take four
noted.
124 Webb alley, their brother, cles. The brother and
Teta viy that
he
hoped
cent
twenty-story
university
subjects, during the second
daughters
"Citizens in Illinois of good Mr. Charlie Brooks of 124 Merto inaugurate the proposed new building which is just an empty year,
turned out in large numbers,
three, and during the
reputation ... have been known ry at., and their sister Mrs.
Thefuneral of Mr. Ed Fly of university in Western Nigeria shell. How much wiser it would last two years 'Oil specialize
to turn to crime . .. for money
The Rev. J. H. Jackson Wed- Inc., which he heads, the Na- to pay their debts," he said. Mattie Mae Grimes, 467 So. 221 Neff St. was held Christmas with at least 250 students and have been to spend the same in two subjects," said the minLiberty st.
at Furd Funeral Home Chapel a minimum of two faculties by money to build a five-story ister.
nesday rapped segregation-in- tional Baptist Convention of
Some have even committed
Members of the Senior Choir with the Rev. G. W. Scales of- October, 1962.
building, equip it properly and U.
reverse at the American Baptist SEEKS COOPERATION
suicide, said Chapman.
S. PATTERN
of Mother Liberty ('ME church ficiating. Burial was in Milan
Dr. Onabamiro and a strong have it functioning," said Dr.
Theological Seminary and call- "It is just as un-Christian to
Opposition to credit reforms
Dr. Onabamiro said the Wtstfact-finding Western Nigerian Onabarniro.
ed for abolition of a require- discriminate against a man be- laws "will not come from our were dinner guests on Christ- Cemetery at Milan, Tenn.
ern Nigerian university will le
ment that the school's president cause he is white and because more reputable bankers and mas eve at the home of Miss The funeral of Mr. Ed Nunn delegation have already visit- "We plan to start small in modelled
on the best asptlets
Ora Ellington at 719 Baltimore of 204 Dempster Street was held ed the United States, Mexico, Western Nigeria and gradualbe a Negro.
he is a member of the South- merchants," he said.
of universities in Britain llbd
Dr. Jackson called for revi- ern Baptist Convention, as it
Instead, said Chapman, it will Street. Members of the choir 'recently at Mt. Moriah Baptist Brazil and the United Kingdom ly expand," he explained. "We
sion of policy governing the is to discriminate against one arise among "those less reput- exchanged gifts and every one Church with Rev. Allen officiat- to study university architecture hope to start with 250 students the U. S., and may well in440
-school, located in Nashville, because he is a Negro and a able and the same who are in- enjoyed the fellowship. Mr. Rose ing. Burial was Ir. Beech Bluff and discuss with educational- studying pure science and arts features adopted by other:41aMilwaukee,
lions.
Wis.,
was
of
""airs
Cemetery with John and Boyd ists plans for the proposed new by October 1962 and reach
Tenn., during an address be- member of the National Baptist strumental in causing bankrupt.
Funeral Home in charge. Nunn university in Nigeria's pace- complete development in ten "The Oxford Cambridgetype
fore a conference of the Na- Convention," stated Jackson cies which such legislation special guest.
of university is wrong for under
Class
Mrs.
First
and
Airman
had lived with his daughter, setting Western Region.
tional Baptist Convention, USA, pastor of Chicago's Olivet Bap- would prevent."
Years."
Clyde R. Robinson Jr., born Mrs. Frances Gillard.
With K. S. Momoli, Minister "Our plan is to eventually developed countries," the minSEEKS BAN
tist church.
Mrs. Lucy Luter was sick du of Labor, G. N. I. Enobakhare, have nine faculties. In the first ister insisted. ''In countries
State Rep. Anthony Scariano Proud parents of a fine boy,
The prelate pointed out that
Clyde R Robinson Jr., born ing the holidays and many of Chief Inspector of Education five
"legally and technically" segyears we will establish like Nigeria we need competNov. 14, 1960 at England A.F.B. her relatives from Alton, III. in Western Nigeria, and F. B. faculties in pure science,
regation of any form in educaso- ent engineers, doctors, teachMrs.
and
Mr.
Alexandria,
La.
were
holiday
visitors.
Mrs.
L
uSobowale, a local architect, Dr. cial science, arts, agriculture ers, surveyors and the like.
tion is illegal since the 1054.
visiting
presently
are
Robinson
ter
was
doing
nicely
at this writ- Onabamiro will spend a week and engineering. In the second In the context of our develop.
Supreme Court decision.
Mr. Robinson's parents, Mr. and mg.
Dr. Jackson referred to the
in Israel before returning home five years we shall add facul- ment it is secondary to develop
487
at
Robinson
Raymond
Mrs.
school, which he stated is heavto Ibadan. Remaining mem- ties in law, medicine, archi- cultural aspects. I am convincjr.,
Clyde
Little
Street.
Thomas
ily supported financially by the
bers of the delegation have al- tectuse and veterinary sci- ed that the emphasis should be
was christened at Mother LiberSouthern group, as he pointed
ready returned to Nigeria.
ence," said Dr. Onabamiro,
placed on professional competty Church on Christmas Day.
out ways the two groups can
LESSON LEARNED
"We anticipate a gradually ence and numbers.
The rest
The ceremony was performed
work together.
"The primary lesson we have expanding student population,
can come later."
by the Rev. C. F. Odom. The
RE-EMPHASIZES RIGHTS
learned on our tour is not to from 250 in 1962 to 3,000 in ten
No
site
has
yet
been chosen
Robinson's have one other son,
In addition to education, the
be over-ambitious," declared years time. Our courses will
for the new university in West.
Chicago
clergyman
named
VAN NUYS, Calif. — (UPI) R. B. Robinson.
em'
Nigeria
but
the
government
evangelism, true patriotism and — It was a very frustrating ex- The Askew boys Lloyd Floyd
•
•
AKRON, Ohio —
will he guided by the advice of
human rights as areas in which
accompanined
by
and Eugene
"United
a team of experts who will conRubber
Workers
the two groups could cooperate. perience for pharmacist Hy- their aunt. Mrs. Cathrine Dor(URW) is still the democratiduct a survey of all possible
He re-emphasized the right of man Goodman.
holisey all of Chicago, were
cally-selected bargaining repre'sites in the various parts of
every human being to be re- He noticed two suspicious day visitors with relatives and
sentative of workers in the Perthe Region and submit their
spected a n d dealt with as a looking characters loitering in friends.
ry Rubber Co. plant in Mss
recommendations
In
person, to vote, to work and the parking lot of the Bank of
Mrs. Fynora Broyles and son, sillon.
due course.
live in the best possible house America branch Tuesday when Gregory, of Morris Chapel,
Dr. Onabamiro pointed out
he drove in to deposit $870. Tenn., were holiday visitors in "And, as such, the local unhe can buy.
ion is not only morally obligatthat the university will he fiDr. Jackson called for the Goodman, 60, clutched tight- the home of her mother Mrs.
ed but legally obligataed by
preservation of American dem- ly the cigar box containing the Hazel Suggs at 489 So. MarWASHINGTON — (ANP) — a result of tests conducted since nanced by the Regional Govfederal law to represent all the
ernment and no outside aid will
ocracy through a committment cash and emerged from his ket at. They enjoyed a wonderWith
ice and snow and cold August of last year upon some
workers in the plant bargaining
be sought for capital works,
to the American way of life. auto, trying to ignore the two ful Christmas season together.
unit, whether they are members wintry weatner comes bad 200 persons, each reporting "We can use technical assist.
"Democracy in America is one men.
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Creighton, Episcopal bishop co- ter Christian life" during 1061. we do if Christ had not been
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adjuior of Washington, D. C., I "If you really want to move in born?
(United Press International)
believes that alternative No. 2!that direction," he said, "you So I wonder just how many
It is time that someone put
is no better, and perhaps worse, will get farther by committing people feel like the Express
In a good word for New Year's
man? How nice it would be if
than No. 1.
resolutions. Comic strip artists "People have become cynical yourself to specific new habits all of us kept the Christmas
devotion
obedience."
of
and
and TV gag writers have alSpirit all year through? Why
about New Year's resolutions
Bishop Creighton said the
most lampooned this custom out because they are so
seldom start of a New Year is "a high- not try it? The results are wonof existence.
derful.
interview.
Things have reached the point kept," he said in an
iY appropriate time to review
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A "rule of life" is a set of the Church January 27,
Wiest he be greeted with ridicule. Cities."
1961, all
This is a pity, because there The only kind of resolution religious practices which a per. the Church January 27, 1961. All estranged playwright-husband, been commercialized.
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Is nothing inherently absurd that is likely to have any real son builds into his daily or Lake City are invited to partici- Arthur Miller.
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On the contrary, it is hard to of action that is clearly within
He said a minimum "rule" Clerk at the City Waste Paper by lea dng him.
Iskaya Pravda said, but it addimagine a more profoundly re- your power to carry out."
for a serious Christian would in- Co., at 2100 Wall ave. Mr. El- "She exploited him without ed that even such noted Negro
ligious act.
For example, he said, sup- clude attendance at worship kins is the first of our race to pity," the Soviet paper said.
jazz musicians as Louis ArmAnyone who does it with rea- pose that your conscience is services every Sunday, and a hold this position. We wish for
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Don't forget to attend the after another."
1 You can ignore it until it end if you made and kept a de in MI, by way of self-dis- NAACP meeting every
Some writers commented,
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goes away—which more modest resolution: name. cipline and self-giving, to open Sunday afternoon
however, that Soviet officials
at the Wall
At the same Hine, the have stuffy attitudes" toward
will do rather quickly.
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"MAN OF
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making a lot of emotional prom- dividuals of another race."
"But don't get carried away er for this column, wishes for Pravda had an uncommonly Russian movies the hero always
South—charte. Vantress, pres- commercial meat chicken busiises to "live better."
By the same token, the high- with
momentary zeal and all subscribers a very happy kind word to say for jazz—pro- likes symphonies and the vilident of than. Ventres% Farms, ness in the U.S.A. which last
3 You can translate it into op said, it would be an idle pledge yourself to an overly.
New Year and hope to gain new vided it's not the 'decadent" lain goes for jazz.
Inc., has beeii named Man of Year grossed the nation's growcommitments and de- gesture to promise on New ambitious rule that yoti won't
tubieribers in the new year, at modern kind.
A
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Year's day that you will be follow through January," he the Chicaga
nefeader is the only The substance of a promln- ies always turns out to be the South in lefa by Progressive dollars,
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The call sistent and articulate assertion
has been repeated here in of declared democratic rights.
Louisville for "selective buy- 7. The fact that sc, many mahog." Reduced to implest jor religious bodies or their
terme it- means: Don't buy leaders have seen fit to reasl2-roni tootles fel:merlon.. •at• 610,
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served indiscriminately. This is standing "that before God all
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_
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nQt a new technique, bill never men are created equal, and
entered a* Second
Published Every Monday by rtte f ri-Sretio Def•nder Publishing Co
before has it received RS much entitled to equal opportunities."
emphasis nor come at a more 8. Service in our Armed
Claes Matte, it the Mensphis Pest Office March 20. 1532. Under Act of Mere* 2, I 871
opportune time than Christmas Forces. Experience in our Armed Services, which have de.
shopping.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
In October, 1960 the Florida segrated without difficulty. has
Commission on Race Relations made it more difficult for many
issued a report. In brief, eleven Negroes to accept complete
segregation.
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mated by an out-going President whose leader in the Senate, in which Senator bility that race tensions can political power.conclusions this
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promise, is destined for Senator Mans- unparalleled way. This is par- factors for change are extreme'
force.
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unholy treatment of African na- and Willard Uphaus, whose pur- respect
f .--', ------,41---1‘':-'-'------z:
Midi Republic and Dr. Nkrumah's oth- Lumumba's lieutenant in charge of On.
e,,, ,.-:- `-c
and admiration of his
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pilieis
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entale province, sealed off his borders
et friends.
pose is to uphold the dignity chaplain, the Rev. Peter Mechanged
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and
ç
new
a
of
view
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In
ng
of persona and to advance hum- Cormack, who believes Morton
It is because of Dr. Nkrumah's corn- with the rest of theCo
I
world realistically aware of the an understanding and brother- Sobel]
to be an innocent man
growing might and power.- hood,
unjustly accused and convicteconomically, politically and
ed.
militarily-of Africa and Asia It is strange irony,areindeed,
often Morton Sobell, moreover, has
backed by the power of Russia that men like thesesevere
pen- been confused with others of
more
The new inter-racial party, under
It is now clear that the liyision beand China, I feel strongly that subjected to sustained
persecu- similar name, most recently
including Eneland, alty or more the Suffering Ser- with Dr. Robert Soblen, but he
Europe,
tween the Kenya NatiOind oarty, which European leadership, is not offering a
i
France and West Germany, tion. Surely
was multi-racial under African leader- policy that could be implemented in any
society. One is in no way related to or conwill find it advantageous to vent does advance
ask whether this is nected with them.
ship, and Mr. Mboya's Kenya Independ- future conference without a violent Afabandon America and lean mayhe well
A reading of the record surenecessary.
heavily towards Asia, Africa to Now forever
ence movement is fast disappearing. rican reaction. African opinion is in no
we are well along in the ly leaves more than enough
Russia.
and
The African leaders of the Kenya Na- mood to accept anything less than uni...
Advent season when the room for doubt concerning the 1
Edward Lewis
,-4
thoughts of many turn to one guilt of Sobell.
tional Party have shed some of their versal suffrage and independence. It is i
2236 W. Nionroe street
horn long ago whose life was The injustice of the treatment
most influential Asian support, because therefore useless for the New Kenya
lived in simple trust in God, accorded to Morton Sobell 4
if -0,
._......--I
,?/
they are no longer prepared to admit in Party to campaign on vague proposals
Society Harsh Judge the Father of all, and in love brought more sharply into focus
by the recent release from prifor his fellowmen.
Dear Editor:
public that a future Kenya constitution for qualified franchise at this stage.
Millions the world over have son of Greenglass while Sobel]
„..„.....„..--Human
harshly
deal
societies
0
,
155
1111.0.
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There are unhappy signs that more
should have any provision for reserved
;...,...•
...-„,,,:---'-with the non-conformist. It has since come to regard him as remains behind bars - another
o
and more Kenya Europeans, realizing
IWIRF.4C
long been recognized that by the new man, the first born of example of the all too familiar
seats for Asians or Europeans.
tvi , -”, .
e+- ,
and large people tend to despise a new generation, the perfect pattern in which society deals
This means that Mr. Mboya's poli- this, are beginning to listen to the siren
,Il ..-,...their fellows who depart from exemplar of humanity, the lightly with those it knows to
o
,
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raThe
for
white
front."
a "united
cy of adult suffrage on a common role call
1111100.
incarnate.
the regular, the normal, the word of Godmarosewdss
guilty, but harshly with
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question'
maligned, those
the ordinary these are twYrseetcotfhelds.
able
and self-government must be adopted. cial gulf has yawned wide again. It has
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A_1-1.
condemned
dusual,er
rhdyiPa'y
et ti
mores,as tradition,
towshaoesethgeuilleta sits.
This is bitter news for Sir Patrick Reni- done so at a time when the Kenyan railcustom or law
and executed in one of the most I can only hope that the spson, the new Governor. The Kenya Na- way strike has been proving a fairly imnctay
it makes no essential differIt
larstoevthear dNeeywise,rde.aAtall alpre
nne
Gmosape
foratdcelemmeE
!
i
entirerm aw
ence whether the deviation is fronuirel
to
Party was the main hope, b u t pressive test of African solidarity: and
side
uf woor rddow n %It:othis
kwa
granted.
on
racial "HEY, MOM -.DIG THIS C-R-A-A-Z-Y KING-SIZE forward or backward APItrhtobsiagth tmo-elbifie be
even its degree of moderation and inter- the strikers are out mainly
e be
thattomtebne often
G. Murray Branch
sitsura twicitntneg8
in the main men may be count- prefer t h a obviously guilty
grounds.
DANDRUFF!"
Atlanta, Ga.
racial cooperation is fading.
,
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JOHN H. SENGSTACKE, publish*.
BURLEIGH HINES, JR.. Iditor

WHITTIER A. S1NOSTACKE, General Mantilla,
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Congo's Multiple Woes
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ments a retired worker receiv- It depends on the number of
By DANIEL RAPAPORT
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—A lit- elchildren and their ages. 2) The
e publicized change in the so- Another important change in mount of work
required to Het
the
law specifically touches the a
eial security law that will mean
a financial gain for many disabled worker. In fact it has benefits. Under the new law
Americans goes into effect Jan, already been reflected in the most people can become inNovember payment checks of sured more quickly.
1.
Congress approved several 104,318 persons in this category. 3) Aged dependent widowers
amendments to the law this It makes retired disabled of workers, who died before Sepyear. The changes cover a va workers under 50 years of age
tember 1950. These men may
riety of categories ranging from eligible for payments. Previthe retired worker to the sur- ously these workers and their now receive benefits. 4) Survivvivors of a deceased worker,
dependents at 're not eligible ors of workers who died beThe individiral who hopes to for cash disability payments tween March 31, 1938 and Jan.
take advantage of the new ben- while the worker was under 50.
1, 1940. Persons In this catsells should not wait for the YOUNG DISABLED ELIGIgory may get benefits.
government to contact him. As BLE
5) Parents who work for sons
the Social Security Administra- Persons in this category now or daughters. The work that a
tion puts it:
have the same kind of protac- parent does for a son or daugh"If you think you are eligible tion that is provided for regu• ter in the course of a trade or
for payments as a result of any lar retired workers.
business will now be covered
of these changes, get in touch
The Social Security Adminis- by social security. Work done
with your local Social Security tration
estimates that 250,000 in the household of a son or
Office."
persons are directly affected by daughter, however, will rict be
Perhaps the most significant this change and urges them to covered.
and far reaching change affects
contact their local social Se
' 6) A host of other particular
4
o1 se individuals under age 72
corny offices.
situations. The best bet here is
o are collecting social secur.
y and are earning a small Other changes in the law in to get a pamphlet Issued by the
dude:
Social Security Administration
sum of money.
1) Benefits to children. Some of the department of health, edLESS SEVERE PENALTY
Under the old law, if the ben- families will now fare better ucation and welfare or contact
eficiary—the person collecting in dividing up benefits acccru- your local U.S. government so- ARCHITECT PLANS for the
James R. Doolltde, jr. elesocial security—earned more ed by a worker who has died. cial security office.
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Enrollment Is
t Record Hign

By LOUIS CASSELS
The start of a new year is a
good time for taking stock in
education as well as business.
For the sake of perspective,
Jet's take a look at what's happened to U.S. public schools,
not only during the past year,
but also during the past decade.
The statistics are pretty startling, even to those who have
been well aware that our school
system was experiencing
phenomenal growth.
ENROLLMENT INCREASES
Enrollment in public elementary and high schools now
an000
ds.at a record high of 37,2
14t4

mentary school addition, at
35th at. and S. Rhodes ave.,
were approved this week by
the Board of Education. Cost
of the school, designed by

Skidmore, Owings and Merrill,
was estimated at $1,150,000.
The school will accommodate
1,050 kindergarten through
sixth grade pupils.

, For
etroIeum Up

•

I

•
SCORED REAL GAIN
Even when you take accout1i.
of the rise in livinne costs- as
measured by the consumer,price index, teachers have
scored a real gain in purchasi
ing power of nearly 50 percent '
during the past 10 years.
And their salary level is still
going up. The average teacher
got a pay raise of 4.5 percent
during 1960.
More students, more class.
rooms, more teachers and higher salaries add up to a steep
rise in educational costs.
•
SCHOOL COSTS UP
In 1950-51, U. S. taxpayers in.
vested $6,520,000,0000 billion on'
public schools.
In 1930.61, the tab •xill be $160,-.
476,000,000.
That means that expenditures,,
for public schools have risen
by 153 percent during the dec..
ade.
There's no sign that tets trend
is leveling off. During the paaj
year, while enrollment was rising 3,3 percent, school costs
rose by 7.8 percent.

That's an increase of 1,200,000
students over the past year.
Since the 1950-51 academic
year, our schools have absorbed an additional 11,450,000 students — which is a lot of kids
by any standard you wish to apply.
FEWER TEACHERS
Although we still have fewer
qualified teachers than we need,
the record shows that we've
done a remarkable job of expanding our professional resources in this field over the
past decade.
In 1950-51, we had 927,617
classroom teachers. Today we
have 1,408,962.
The increase in teaching staff
over the past decade (52 percent) was larger than the inJOHN VONER
crease in enrollment (44 perOMAHA — John Voner retircent) So we have made some
ed early this month after 38
progress in the direction of
years service with the Pullman
reducing teacher-student ratios
and bringing over-large classes company.
He has since ;oined his wife
down to manageable size.
and family who reside in
RAISE SALARIES
To recruit additional teachers, Brooklyn where his oldest
school districts across the na- daughter, Mrs. Edward Bridgtion have had to raise salaries, es, teaches in the public school
system.
steadily and fairly sharply.
Another daughter, Estella
According to figures compiled
by the research division of the, Ann, is a junior at New York
National Education Association, City college and his son, John
the average annual salary of in- jr., also attends school
structional staff members was Voner was for years an "out..
$3,126 in the 1950-51 school year. standing member" of t h•
This year It is $5,369 — an in- Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
crease of $2,263, or 72 percent. Porters.

than $1,200 a year he would be
penalized. The individual is
still penalized but much less
severely.
Take as an example, a 68year-old man who has retired
from his regular job but has W
been earning a little money
from other sources. Under the
old law, if his earnings went
five dollars over the $12.03 limit NORMAL, Ill. — Thirty-four education-mentally ret a r d e d; LINCOLN—Ronald Allen, sophhe would lose one month's so. Illinois State Normal University Ruth Cavoroso, 6338 S. Kolin omore, special education-men.
cial security payment. II e students were named by the ave., junior, elementary educe- tally retarded,
BATON ROUGE, La. — Dr. January..
would continue to lose a month's Student Financial Aid Commit- tion; Wilma Miller, 5136 North LOMBARD—Darlene Willi, jun- Woodrow H. Jones, a professor
Through this program by the
payment for every $80—or frac- tee at ISNU to receive awards Oconto, sophomore, ealementary km mathematics.
National Science Foundation,
Biology
at
Department
of
in the
education; Herbert Puke, 5640 Emousm MAJOR
tion thereof—he earned over totaling $6,225.
high school teachers of Science
Three of the students r,ceiv- N. Mulligan, senior, social McHENRY—J e r r y Neumann, Southern university, has been and Mathematics are provided
S,200.
SciNational
requested
by
he
in the new law the retired ing the awards are enrolled in science.
part-time supplementary trainsophomore, English.
foundation to serve on an
worker loses only one dollar of the division of special educe- HOME ECONOMICS MAJOR MANTENO—James Rice, son- ence
ing during the academic year
Infor
Science
advisory
panel
his benefits for every two dol. tion at the university while the CLINTON—Marilyn Armstrong, ior, agriculture,
and summer in many of the eduService Institutes, now being
lars he earns between $1,2o0 others are preparing to teach RR 1, senior, home economics. MILFORD—E i 1 e e n Schmohe
cational institutions across the
organization
by
the
sponsored
country.
and $1,500. Over $1,500, one dol. in other areas. The money was COLFAX—Mary Hieronymus, junior business education.
'
universities and colleges
lar is withheld for every dol- provided by the Illinois Ceti- sophomore, special education MORO—Harold Hancock, jun- in
nation.
the
throughout
gress of Parents and Teachers. physically handicapped.
lar earned.
ior, speech.
The announcement was made
In other words, using the Ranging in amount from $50 DANVILLE—Phyllis
Smiley, OAK PARK—Nancy Fannie,
this week by Dr. Felton G. Demand
same example, the retired to $525, genie of the awards are freshman, elementary educa- sophomores, art.
Clark, president of Southern,
get one monthly payment that for use during th• current tien.
PEORIA—Patricia Wallenfang,
who said the school is happy to p
worker earning $1205 now will school year while others are DIXON—Linda Harvey, senior, sophomore, social science.
member of its staff to
Is two dollars less than normal. for a two year period. MOM- elementary education.
ROANOKE—James Blackwell, have a
Previously, he would have lost ents were selected on the basis E. PEORIA—Kathleen Fischer, freshmen business administra- be working directly with , one
of the nation's most significant
of personality, character and sophomore, elementary educe- tion.
the whole payment.
'
programs for educaton.
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Domes.
The ceiling does not apply to iirdiable success in teaching as tion.
ROSSVILLE—Evelyn Bell, RR
RESEARCH GRANT
tic demands for petroleum prod.
you at all if you're over 72 or predicted by faculty members. E. ST. LOUIS—Donald Shit- No. 1, sophomore, mathematics.
Dr. Jones, a recent recipient ucts In 1960 increased by an
• disabled worker.
then, junior, elementary educa- S. WILMINGTON—Melvin CisAWARD WINNERS
of a $9,900 research grant from estimated 2.1 per cent over a
BONDS INCOME O.K.
setto, junior, mathematics,
Award winners together with tion;
One. feature of the law that classification at ISNU are:
EDwAnDgVHA.E....oale Hay_ spaiNGFIELD—Patricia zit. the foundation for the coming Year ago compared wi''t a year
tie, sophomore, elementary ed. academic year, will have as his to-year rise in 1959 of more
l'inaina unchanged is the ells- A L ED O—Carrellyn Mitchell, wood, junior, mathematics,
duties to review and evaluate than 4 per cent, the American
tinction between "earnings" RR No. 2, junior, home econo- FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ucatlon.
uni- Petroleum Institute reported.
and "income." Earnings apply mics.
EFFINGHAM—Sarah Sidener, WASHINGTON—Jerry Bailey, proposals coming from the
versities and colleges to deter- Total domestic and export deto the .noney an individual act- ALVIN—Byron Roderick, jun- junior, elementary education. junior, English.
mand rose by 2 per cent as exually works for. Income includ- ior, music.
N i m z, mine in a large measure which
HIGHLAND—Raymond P0 t. WATSEKA—Richard
ports of oil products showed a
proposals will be supported.
es such sources of revenue as BLOOMINGTON—Robert Mor- thast, junior, business educe- junior, social science.
dividends from stocks and rice, 162 Holton Homes, sen- tion.
WILMINGTON—June Dotson, As a member of the advisory further slight decline, a yearend review by the API said.
and money received ion, art.
KANKAKEE—Kathleen W o I- sophomore, home economics. committee, the Southern UniBEVERLY, M a s s —Kenneth versitiy professor will communi- Indicated gasoline consumpreel estete investments. CHICAGO'S RECIPIENTS
ford sophomore, English.
Only e a r n I n g s affect the CHICAGO—Shirley Bell, 6416 LERbY—Barbara Dyson, sort'. Kulberg, senior, junior high cate and work out of the Wash- tion ran only shout 2 per cent
amount of social security pay- Aberdeen, sophomore, special omore, foreign language.
curriculm.
ington, D. C. office starting this higher than in 1959. The report
attributed much of this small increase to the growing popularity of the compact car.
Xs •
WELL ...O9TO A WoNDERFDL.
1 “AVE Wet-1002FM.
Aouis latiNGS•JUS1 VINE 111.UsiC,
Consumption of home heating
HOME_ top
F
tyke 4-1A0PIESI lit.AuI or UL taomE _„ AND Ine .1016...A SEA
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fuels increased about 2.8 per
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1.6 per cent.
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Li en s
in $6,225 In AwardsProfessor On
Science Panel
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Dear Madam Chants:
Chicago
I am a Jamaican young man Dear Madam Chante:
who would like to correspond 1
am a Jamaican man, who
with an American young wom- is interested in
corresponding
an, who is 23 and has a dark with an
American young womcomplexion.
an. I would like to be the husHopeton Wedderburn
band of one of your American
1 Arnold ave.
young women. She must be
Kingston 4, Jamaica, under 25
years old, well eduB.W.I.
cated, and a Methodist. My
Madam Chante,
complexion is dark.
After reading yeur wonderDudley Kaw
ful column, I find it very in28 Ancloi•oo
teresting. I am a Christian
Kingston 5, Jamaica
young man striving hard to advance myself. laly age is 27 and Dear Mine Choate: I am inand I am colored. My favorite terested in meeting a mail who
desire is to read good litera- attends church and has at least
ture and writing. I will ap- a high school education. He
preciate hearing from interest- must be between the ages of
ed people of all ages. Here's 45 and 60. I am 45, work every
day, and a good housekeeper.
thanking you in advance.
Willie Fragier
lie must he a working person
Delivery
General
with a good background, I have
Memphis, Tenn.
no children.
Dear Madam Chante:
Please enclose snapshot.
1 would like pen pals from Molly
Doaks, 5529 Prairie
women of all ages. I am 49
Ave., Apt. 1, Chicago 37, Ill.
years old, six feet tall and
Dear Mme Chante: I would
weigh 188 pounds. My skin is
like to correspond with a nice
brown.
man who wants a wife and
C. Robinson
home. I am 45. Most people
7347 Vincennes
say I look -Younger, weigh 160
lbs, brownskin and considered
nice looking. All sincere mail
will be answered.
Mrs. L. Heard, 2345 W. JackSon Blvd, Chicago 12, Ill.

'WELL —WON 01014'1 IfoU ASK WE
PERSON SWIMS OPPOSIIS YOU
10 C.440.916E sects?

ui

Retires After
38-Yr. Stint

4,nds

Dr. Byrnes To Manage
VA Hospital In Iowa

O

117

WASHINGTON — Dr. Allen
W. Byrnes, director of professional services at the Veterans
Administration hospital at St.
Cloud, Minn., since November,
1968, has been named manager
of the VA hospital at Knoxville,
Iowa.
He succeeds Dr. Albert L.
Olsen who was previously transferred as manager to the VA
hospital at Sheridan. Wyo,

AFRI('A,̀ 1,,IGNMI N't
Dr. Ernest 'seal In),
national Cooperation Adio,,iis
tration representative. I oho.
with Teddy Jones, sophomore
agriculture student at Tuskegee Institute, prior to his de.
parture for the British West
African colony of Slerre Leone

next year. Dr. Neal, on
from his post at Tuskec., Institute, will assist the
SKIM" 1,eone government nil
a n industrial development
program Mr. Jones is one of
three foreign students from'
Sierre I.eonc cnrolled at
Tuskegee.
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THE CONTEST
You've Been Waiting For!
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A GALAXY OF PRIZES!
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Mrs.
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25

2

BIG
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Dau
Mrs.
wood.
Son,

J. C.

CONTESTS
IN ONE!

3 BICYCLES WILL

BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961

•

NOW

A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS AS WELL AS "REGULARS."

!
• TWO CONTESTS IN ONE

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!
MAIL or BRING to THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
CLIP AND MAIL
••••

TRI -STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

PRIZES FOR REGULAR BOYS

RULES:
contest will be based on the number of your arercioe increase toyer your base.
2. Your bee* will be tha number of papers you sold for October 24.
3. Thu basal for soy near boy will be 0.
4. Your complete report must b• made *wary week.

1. The

S. You must sell papers each week of the cottttt.
A. Employees of the Tri-Stole Defender and members of this family are inclioiblo
foe this contest.

Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!
CONTEST DATES: October 5 thru January 8, 1961

lit Bicycle (Rollfast Middle
Weight)
2nd Bicycle (Rollflast Middle
Weight)
3rd Bulova Wrist Watch
4th DeWald 3-way Radio
5th Catcher's Mit
6th Fielder's Glove
7th Football Helmet
8th Shoulder Pods

9th Rollfast Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
11th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th Official Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Chemcraft Chemistry Set
16th 4 Sorrell Money Changer
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)

lit Bicycle (Rollfast)
2n4 Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera

I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending money
and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers
I would like a route
FIRST NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS
4th Build-it yourself Motor Kit
5th-6th Flerhlight (Camp-Type)

• 0

MIDDLE
CITY

LAST NAME

AGE
STATE

ZONE
BOY

GIRL

I would lik• nty MHO I ilaughfer to nrek• seine spending Niamey and tat
early hosIneee training Ills• most of Aniiirito'a great ewes.
PARENT AND GUARDIAN

51

• 0

StorkStops

A GUIDE TO GOOD

BAXTER'S CLOTHES FACTORY
PRICED TO YOU!

EATING
By

GRACII WILLIAMS

"

Ltf

The very color of orange
suggest to us that they are a
gold-mine of vim and vitality
The fact that Americans
oranges, per year. than
any other fruit tells us that
they are little gold-mines of
Horn at John Gaston Hospital
Mrs. Joe H. Griggs of 1911 Kellgood eating, too.
DEC. 24.
Son, Ray, to Mr. and Mrs ner cir.
Son, Harry, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray J. West of 1936 Kansas.
"The orange is a citrus fruit—
DEC. 29.
Jake Phillips of 618 Exchange, Daughter, Tantileer, to Mr.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. the family of foods that man
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Willie Parrish of
30 Willie Williams of 2151 Stovall. relies on
Kenneth Moses of 990 Poplar. W. Desoto.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. for vitamin C. Vitamin C, or
Son, Doug, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Cassander, to Mr.
Sam Hamilton of 557 N. Fourth. ascorbic acid, was responsible
Alfred Cash of 822 Josephine. and Mrs. Harry T. Thompson
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. for the dramatic conquest of
Son, Randy, to Mr. and Mrs. of 392 Abel,
Willie Warren of
Baby row. scurvy, a disease that is rare
Levi Brown of 222 Wright.
Daughter Katherine to Mr. Son, Christopher, to Mr. and ly seen today. There is, also, a
Son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. junior Boyd of 1303
Mrs. Sam Spears of 2467 Car- connection between this vitaWillie Berry of 418 Gracewood. Gaither.
min and infection. Scientists
nes.
Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and ] Daughter, Deidre, to Mr. and
Son, Warren, to Mr. and Mrs. have found that a deficiency of
Mrs. James Benton o, 1474' Mrs. Tommy Campbell of 594 Charlie
Ross of 1359 Tunstall. ascorbic acid carries with it
Massey.
Handy Mall.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. liability to infection.
Daughter, Mona, to Mr. and
Daughter, Denise, to Mr. Willie Jones of 1805 Castalia.
In addition to ascorbic acid
Mrs. James Owens of 685 Han- and Mrs. Leon Williams of 1294 DEC. 30.
oranges contain a fair amount
ley.
Kansas.
Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and of the
B-Complex
vitamins
Daughter, Mary, to Mr. and Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs, Walter Cowan of 1327 S.
A, some mineral and
Mrs. Nathaniel Jarvis of 177 John Nichols of 24 W. Colorado. Main.
readily available sugar. One
Holland.
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
large orange or six ounces of
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr. Alfred Avery of 392 Leath.
Mrs. Jessie Foster of 846 E. orange juice will yield the norand Mrs. Rossie Williams of
Son, Sherman, to Mr. and Trigg.
mal dietary need for vitamin
412 Leath.
Mrs. Samuel Kerns cf 927 Daughter, Vickie, to Mr. and C.
DEC. 25.
Fields.
Mrs. Felix Oliver of 676 GeorThe most popular oraliges
Daughter, to Mr. am' Mrs DEC. 27.
gia.
the Valencias and the NaClyde of 292 E. Virginia,.
Daughter, Loraine, to Mr. and are
Daughter, Carol to Mr. and
vels. The Valencias rate high
Son, Denny, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. John B. Williams of 1620 Mrs. Heron Cunningham of
for juice. Their skin is a deep
Hosie Lewis of 1888 Glory cir. Eldride.
Baltic.
Daughter, Beverly, to Mr. and
Daughter, Beverly, to Mr. and golden orange and they are
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs, John W. Jones of 1216 Mrs. Georgia L. Scott of 746 Mrs. James Wallace of 813 Hil- heavy for their size. However,
one of the unexplained characTunica.
ton.
Winton.
Daughter, Wanda, to Mr. and
Daughter, Teresa, to Mr. and teristics of this orange is that
Mrs
Marvin,
to
Mr.
and
Son,
Mrs. Leon Jackson of 3552
Mrs. Jimmy Shaw of 917 N. it often turns green at the
John H. Howard of 2280 Shasta.
stem end of the fruit. The fruit,
Rochester.
Claybrook.
Mr. and Mrs.
Joe,
to
Son,
Daughter, Rebecca, to Mr.
Daughter, Avis, to Mr. and which has been orange in colTillman.
Yancey
of
3050
Joe
N.
and Mrs. Freddie Fox of 1492
Mrs. James Green of 1508 Ha- or, takes on a green tinge,
Son Danny, to Mr. and Mrs.
which may cover the entire
N. Second.
vana.
Frank Hatchett of 180 W. MalDaughter, Johnnie to Mr. and orange. The green tinge is not
Daughter, Willie Beatrice to
lory.
Mrs. Thad Davis of 693 Pendle- a sign of immaturity.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. King of DEC. 28.
The Navel orange has a na-!
ton.
292 Munford.
Daughter, Marilyn. to Mr.
vet formation found opposite
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Florell Washington
the stem end It has no seeds
and Mrs. Johnny Gholston of of 680 Georgia.
and is especially easy to peel,
1533 Britton.
Son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs.
section and slice. This makes
Daughter, Rita, to Mr. and Herman Sims of 310 N. Main.
it excellent for use in salads.
Mrs. James Miligan of 322 Lucy. Daughter Charlotte to Mr.
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
fruit cups and fresh fruit
and Mrs. Herman White of 724
EpisThe
Ga.
—
ATLANTA,
Mrs. Eugene Spears of 1065 Walker.
and
Cultural
for
Society
copal
Fields.
When selecting oranges,
Daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
Daughter Yvonne, to Mr. and Mrs. Frazier Walker of 697 Racial Unity holds its first an- choose those that are firm,
smooth,
Mrs. Benjamin Everett of 1033 Wright.
nual membership meeting, Jan. heavy for size and
Melrose.
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and 8-11, at the Motor House in Wil- thin skin.
The larger
Son, to Mr. and M”s. David Mrs. Alfred Griffea of 221 Celiamsburg, Va.
the better buys for they usualFuller of 267 W. McKellar.
dar.
deal
will
sessions
Workshop
ly
have more juice and more
DEC. 26
Son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
opportunities sections than smaller ones, Size
Daughter, Janet, to Mr. and Walter Howard of 1442 Stone- with integration
and problems "in and out of the does not affect quality. Skin
Mrs. A. J. Lamar of 778 liazle- wall.
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. church." Members from various color does not indicate ripeness
wood.
on particu- or inner
of fruit.
Son, Elvis. to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Haltom of 515 Hernando. regions will consult
Most surface scars and russet
Twins, Daughters, to Mr. and lar situations they face.
J. C. Richmond of 1512 Hamilspots do not affect flavor or
juiciness of oranges unless they
are soft spots or are wet.
Oranges should be refrigerated
or stored in a cool place.
Here is an orange dessert
that's a favorite around our
house. If your family likes the
tangy flavor of oranges, they
will enjoy our Orange Pudding.
ORANGE PUDDING
2 cups milk
1.3 cup sugar
cornstarch
1-4

eat
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almost exclusively
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vitamin

MEM(:(7y1s)FOR ALL
Your Clothing Needs
Make Baxter's your first stop for the men and young men in your
family. Choose from our large selection of top quality clothes at
factory-to-you prices!
$1.00 will put any suit in lay-away.

•

Episcopal Group
Meets ion. 8-11

0

des-

serts.

with
sizes are usually

color

to

••I

jr's.

Meals

228 Vance at Third
Telephone JA 6-1481

5

CHOOSE FROM OUR LARGE SELECTION

Pictorial
Coverage

NOTHING TO BUY!
JUST COME IN
AND REGISTER!

S.

Magnavox
Symphonette
Mahogany

$139.50

Available also in
Maple,American Walnut
or Danish Walnut

$149.50

FEATURES:
• Stereo Amplifiers
• Tone Control
• Balance Control
• 2-8" Speakers with
• Coaxial Tweeters
• Diamond Sapphire Stylus

1 895

and S2495
WHEREVER YOU GO
WHATEVER YOU DO

YOU'LL LOOK YOUR

"HOLIDAY BEST"in a
HANDSOME

NEW SUIT

1007° All Wool .. Flannels and hard worsted
cravenette .. Super silicone finish repels rain
and stains, also durably moth proof.

Iae

er

on
obins
PPLIANCESum.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We Have Two Stereo Listening Rooms
Bring Your Favorite Records Or Hear Ours

160 Union Ave., JA 7-2631— 2268 Park Ave., FA 3-8507

$2995 to S3895
Alterations Free

In The

TRI—STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events

SPORT
COATS
If you could read your man's mind,
you'd find a new sports coat looming large in his dreams. Why not
reword his wishful thinking with
o n e of t h e handsome numbers
we're showing?

bring

Stereophonic High Fidelity

4

a

6 to 8.

Get Complete

1

PLAIDS, STRIPES
& A WIDE ARRAY
OF SPARKLING
SOLID COLORS

1 egg, slightly beaten
/
1
2 teaspoon vanilla
oranges
3
sugar
Cream
Scald 1 3-4 cups milk, combine sugar, cornstarch and salt.
Add 1-4 cup milk and eggs.
Add hot milk. Cook until thick.
A d d flavoring, cool. Peel
chunks.
oranges, cut into
sprinkle with 1-4 cup sugar, allow to stand, 20 minutes. Combine oranges with custard saving a few orange slices to garnish pudding. Se r ve with
cream. Serves
A Guide to Good Eating is a
service provided to readers of
the Tri-State Defender through
the cooperation of the Memphis
Dairy Council. Mrs. Williams
is a teacher of home economics
at Manassas high school.

Win A MAGNAVOX!

cd")

SPORT SHIRTS
$298
JACKETS
95)1 95 1

COMPLIMENTED — Dr. and
Mrs. F. A. DeCosta of Bala.
more, Md. (left), Mrs. Sugarwife were compliman,
mented by Mr. and Mrs. It.
B. Sugarmon, Sr., and Atty.
and Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon, jr,
over the holidays. Dr. DeCosta
b a professor at Morgan State
college in Baltimore. The affair was held at the Sugarmon,
ave. DEMOCRATS TO MEET
Sr. house on Walker
The Shelby County Demo(Withers photo)
cratic club will hold its regular
meeting Tuesday night, Jan.
NOW YOU KNOW
United 10. for the purpose of electing
the
The area of
officers. The meeting will take
States in 1790 after the Revoluplace at Universal Life Intionary War was 888,811 square
surance at 7:30 p.m. All memmiles. The area today, includbers are urged to be present
ing territories, is 3,628,130 and
their membership
square miles. — (UPI)
cards.

Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE
Home Cooked

• 0

ENTIRE STOCK OF
LONG SLEEVE

cup
1-4 teaspoonsalt
1-4orcup4

Clean, Convenient

-a

SLACKS
start at$399 to $1295
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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HUNDREDSOF PAIRS
I—
OF NEW FALL

3 - Locations - 3
R AXTED
toClothesn

LAMAR-AIRWAYS SHOPPING CENTER
2272 LAMAR AVE.
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1911 SOUTH THIRD ST,
Across From Sears
544 North Watkins

Banquets

II: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor

All Three Baxter Stores Open Until 9P.M.
For Customer's Convenience
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Week Of Jan. 7-13 1961
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Merry
Go-Round
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. BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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Fate was kind and 'he sun the home of Mrs:Lyons:opt of
smiled on us Christmas day, town guests present were Mrs.
keeping away that white Christ. Lucille Jordan Churcher :and
mas we had expected so much. Mr. and Mrs. A. Roscoe Tyler
What a great thing it was for Of Detroit, Mich. Mrs. Churrher
many youngsters who put aside reticles in Cleveland, Ohio.
their toys long enough to wor- Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell,. Mr.
ship on Christmas Day at their and Mrs, J. F. Hughes and- Mr.
various churches. I'm sure it and Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh were
was quite hard for them and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
their parents too but it gave Bronaugh at the annual Christ*
•
them an opportunity to place in mas Alpha dance held at Fort
P
the midst of all the Joy the true Campbell, Ky.
41 •
.
Gd
meaning of Christmas,
Then came Wed, when the
Sans resolutions, we wish each Guests included the following;
titt
Caroling
was
choice
done
on
a
small
was hard to make for
of you a New Year filled with Lewis Swingler, Mr. and Mrs.
nil
scale this year but one person some as the Quettes "Omega
health, happiness and prosper- Louis Thomas, Mr. and Mrs..
de
I
know
was
made
Wives"
quite
were
hostesses
happy
It
a
ity—and fervently hope that the Roscoe McWilliams, Mr. and
hu
was Sohn, Jr., son of Mr. and holiday party held in the home
• cares and ills of our commu- Mrs. Lemuel Lockard, Mr.
sc
and
Mrs. S. M. Bond on Middleton of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Collins
oily and the world will pass into Mrs. Joe Atkins, Mr. and Mrs.
it.
The
junior
choir
of
on
E.
Lane
ave.
Liberty
and
the
Madiobscurity as mankind continues Leroy Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
St. CME church along with the son County Teachers' Once
to devote more effort to the Cornelius House, Mr. and Mrs.
directress, Mrs. Edna White held at East High School. Mitsio
pursuit of liberty for all pen- Howard Sims, Mrs. Earline,
C pies.
serenaded him with beautiful was furnished for the latter:afMobley, Mrs. Meryl Glover, BIRMINGHAM GUEST —
Harry Thompson, both of Bir- are Mrs. Thompson, former Miss Harris, Miss Gwen
Christmas carols on the after- fair by Phillip Reynolds and.
Mrs. Horace Burchett ,Mrs. Miss Velnia 1.ois Jones and
a THE YULE LOG
mingham, A I a., with
a Memphian and member of Nash, Miss Erma Lee Laws,
noon of Christmas eve. A sur- his orchestra.
i
All the tinsel and glitter was Mildred Hooks, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Marie Bradford complibrunch held at Miss Jones' the JUGS Inc.; Miss Ma- Mrs. Bernice Cole and Miss
prise awaited them for there
And to think, your scribe-lad
not on the Christmas trees that William Weather, Melvin Con- mented beauteous Miss Hazel
last
Edwards
borne
Emogene
at
Bradford,
Mrs.
rie
1969
Jones.
e brightened
were Christmas cookies and egg to miss all the Christmalatill,
homes and public ley and Mrs. DeVerne Lee Cel- Harris and charming Mrs. Thursday. Been left to right Stotts, Mrs. William Mardis,
nog and Mrs. White was pre- for laryngitis was the present
t places in our city. . . Mem- laway of St. Louis, Mo., Mrs.
sented with a lovely gift.
iVh
that came Christmas eve and
a phians were dazzling in holiday Naomi Goehette. Mr. and Mrs. were studies in chic black cock
Mrs. Bond's lovely home was kept a strong hold. A few friends
Corns
s garb with spirits glowing vividly Gentry Roberts, Miss Geraldine tail dresses, while Helen was
the setting again the same night did call both Christmas and
d?bt
` as the ornaments which bedaz- Mitchell, Miss Juanita Greese, lovely in beige taffeta. Combinwhen the "As You Like It Club" Monday night to help the situlets
Mrs. Katie Gillis, Dr. and Mrs. ing good food, a never diminishzle the season.
held their annual Christmas par- ation a bit.
office
c
There have been parties and Vasco Smith, Joseph West- ing supply at the bar, wonderty. A phase was missed but not Out of town for the holidays
PiYin
i more parties, interspersed with brooks, Atty. and Mrs. A. W. ful music and carefree guests,
altogether left out, that of carol- were Mr. and Mrs. J. DeBerry
dances, formal and in the beat- Willis, Mr. and Mrs. L. F.i the hosts delighted their scores
visiting
ing over the city. Carols were and Mrs. Essle Perry
• .-t1
i ilia vein.
Joyner;
I of friends and out of town guests
sung as part of the entertain- with Mrs. Perry's daughter and
said
By MARJORIE ULEN
Bluff, Ark., Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, from the joy that was apparZ • Your scribe wishes to thank Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Willis, who came and went from 10 unment which also included family "The Cannadys" in
Conir
The presence of charming Mrs. Phillip Booth, Mrs. Caf- ent in having a wonderful sis.11cores of friends for their beau. Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank White, it] early morning.
games and of course many holi- Lansing, Mich.
its Gi
en
tdul cards and other tokens of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jones, Mr. Charming Miss Tommye Kaye Mrs. Vivian D. White, now of frey Bartholomew, Mrs. H. A. ter and friend home for the day goodies.
Mrs.
Atyounger
set,
In
the
Is.
1: the
season, and especially our and Mrs. Tony Chisum, Dr. W. Hayes, assisted her parents and Cleveland, Ohio, was raison Gilliam, Mrs. W. A. Young, holidays.
vs L. Robinson aod the Hildreth
BUSY TUESDAY
ñtci
d'etre for several beautiful Mrs. John Whittaker, Miss Another lovely party which
t hosts and hostesses at several 0. Speight, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil the co-hosts in entertaining.
Tuesday was certainly a busy family had with them their
Thg
parties and dances we had to Mitchell, Dr. and Mrs. Frede- Among the out of towners seen holiday parties. Her hosts Of Rose Robinson, Mrs. Walter W. feted Mrs. White was the smart one. Two brunches
started off daughter, Miss Hildreth Veinta
Estee
forego becaue of the illness of rick Rivers, Mrs. Bernestine were Atty. J. L. Clark. jr.. of friends and members in Delta Gibson, Mrs. J. D. Brown, Breakfast given by Vivian's
a sophmore at St.
who
New
is
Idea
the
club
day.
Sims
The
my sister, Mrs. Louise I. Col- Stewart, Mrs. Ruby Gadison, St. Louis; Robert and Jim Etta Sorority and The Links were Mrs. R S. Sugarmon, sr., Mrs. friend, Mrs. J. D. (Esther)
members and invited out of Francis de Salles in Rock Caslure
t tins who is confined at E. H.'Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Newman, Lee of Baton Rouge, La., Mar- present at many of the affairs, F. A. DeCosta of Baltimore, Brown last Friday, held at
tnie
or
Mr. and Mrs. George Mims, garet and Charles Spearman of many complimenting "VW. Md., Mrs. Gladys M. Greene, Mrs. Jones' home also. The town guests enjoyed the morn- tle. Va.
• Crump hospital.
Rodgers of
breakfast
Rose
ing
at
at
their
club
Mis
Mary
Mr. and Mrs. John Williams, Pine Bluff, Ark., Richard and with flowers and other courtesy Mrs. James S. Byes, Mrs. Wil- honoree was again fetching in
▪
Our regrets are especially
was guest of
Trenton,
W.
Tenn,
R.
Bell
home
on
of
Mrs.
the
liam Owen, Mrs. Bettye C. a beige plaid fox furred cos„ .*x.tended to the members of the Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. and Lavada Hobson of Baltimore, gifts.
Hays Ave. There were other Mrs. Mary Perkins after Mrs.ak
• 111,0F club who had invited us Mrs. Walter Flowers, Mr. and Md.. Dr. and Mrs. F. A. DaCos- Christmas for Mrs. C. S. Jon- Bland, Mrs. Jesse 'turner, Mrs. tume suit, wearing a lovely Jacksonlans who journeyed to Perkins spent the Christmas inW •seats
ta
of
máfii
Balt:more,
Mrs.
Md.,
Mr.
and
C.
C.
Lemuel
Sawyer,
Mrs.
John
OutLockard,
Melvin
while
Here
orchid
corsage.
t tostheir annual Yuletide formal
es. Mrs. White's popular sisRodgers is a stuMrs. Maurice Bullitt of Chicago, ter, who is recovering from an law, Mrs. Taylor Ward, Miss again, many of the guests were Brownsville, Tenn as guests of Trenton. Miss
:keld on Tuesday night at the Bonds, and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
now
and
university
Mildred
Hay.
Fisk
Mrs.
dent
at
Tuesday
III. (Mrs. Bullitt the former accident sustained about five Jewel Gentry, Mrs. John Brink- Deltas and Links, including
srlamingo Room. Another an. Treaton.
night, Mrs. Nancy Lyons and a soprano of the famed Fisk
f
i9
n'g
r
Alumni chapter of Miss Peggy Ann White, who was weeks ago, was especially an ley, Mrs. Thomas Hayes, jr., many who had been present Mrs. Vera Brooks entertained in Jubilee singers.
..ticipated annual affair we swivel
married
in
a
beautiful
June
and
Mrs.
t
s
e
thevaretonsu,
Marjorie
Kappa
Ulen.
Alpha
at
Mrs.
Psi
occasion
Jones'
feted
party.
with
having
VIhappy
their
fOrged to forego was the an-.
With spirits high, it would Getting up early to attend
/ paid Cocktail party given by wives and sweethearts at a wedding, the couple visiting her vian on hand for the long holiparents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry day interlude.
appear that the guests were this bright spot on the party
the YADS held Wednesday night smart party on Sunday evening,
•
iseeitt
a
sp
Mrs. Jones . complimented able to play inspired bridge, circuit of the week were Mrs
et • Universal Lounge—this year complimenting also out-of-town White);
I labeled '' A Roman Holiday.a Kappas who were on the scene. Mr. Jeff Isla of Chicago, Ill., Mrs. White with a beautiful din- and high indeed were the scor- John Whittaker, Mrs. Caffrey
item
.,Ifs,
j On Monday night Mr. and Mrs. Holiday decorations and delicius father of Mrs. A. A. Letting; ner-bridge party on Wednes- es which resulted in lavish Bartholomew, Mrs. H. A. GilRussell B. Sugarmon, Sr.,were menu fare made the affair tres Mrs. Vivian D. White of Cleve- day, Dec. 28, at her lovely household items of assorted liam, Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Mrs.
1
blasts at a brillant egg nog par- gay. Kappas and their fair la- land, Ohio, and her son, Augus- South Parkway home. . . and hostess serving sets, casseroles W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Frederick
aft or
''ty complimenting Dr. and Mrs. dies included Elmer Henderson, tus White; John Dowdy of Chi- from 6 o'clock on scores of and chafing dishes with accom- Rivers, Mrs. Phillip Booth, NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A hun- ly, in the hands of youths such
1.Y. A. DeCosta, of Baltimore, who escorted his sister, M r s. cago, Ill., J. W. Bowden of fashionably garbed ladles de- panying burners a n d smart Mrs. Marvin Tarpley, Miss dred dolltr gift to the NAACP as as Coettes, will be assured."
SUM
s Ant', parents of Mrs. Russell B . Pearl Vaughan, a new instruc- Nashville, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. lighted in the conviviality cermonic dishes. These were Rosa Robinson, Mrs. F. M.!first installment toward a Life Coettes made contribution to the
$25.00
• ..64prmon, Jr. We regret that tor at LeMoyne college this year Harold Smith of Los Angeles, which abounded the home won by Mrs. Price. Mrs. Booth, Campbell, Mrs. Russell Sugar- membership, and a fifty dollar current drive, and have prevand t
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lewis, Mr. Calif, who were visiting Mr. which was bright with Christ- Mrs. Campbell, Mrs. Lewis and mon, Sr., Mrs. Leland Atkins, check ear-marked for the iously given toys to hospitalized
I 7.iFieocould not attend this affair
funds
Mrs.
A.
Maceo Walker, Smith's mother and aunt, Mrs. mas roses and poinsettas and Mrs. Whittaker. Though others Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, Miss United Negro College Fund children and held story hours
s
we hear was one of the and
said.
,trost beautiful of the season. Mr. and Mrs. Utillus Phillips, Harold Smith, Sr., and Miss Ala- other flowers. Cocktails were were not as fortunate in win- Jewel Gentry, Mrs. George marked the first anniversary of for small patients. They have
1 .,.CO-ETTES
'
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wil- bama Howard; Dr. Eric Lincoln served from the bar in the den. ning the prizes, everyone felt Lowe, Mrs. Hollis Price, Mrs. the Nashville Coettes Club, Inc. also given toys to the Davidson
Com rr
1 . If the Co-Ettes are acting like lis, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Turner, of Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. J. Halibur. which along with the living that the party was one of the J. S. Byes, Mrs. William Rob- during a dinner meeting at the County Welfare Department for
Brown.
ton
and
Clarence
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Etherlene
Ross,
needy children.
I gtarlets these days . . . it is
•D
atl
uer
room was dotted with indivi- merriest ever attended, the erts, Mrs. A. A. Latting and Cameo Plaza.
because they were magically lee, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Evans both of Knoxville, Tenn., the dual tables gleaming with beau- feeling, no doubt emanating Mrs. John Brinkley.
A. Z. Kelley, president of the
The anniversary dinner was
the D
Sawyer;
and
guests
Mrs.
Wendell
of
Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
C.
binsformed for Thursday night,
Nashville NAACP branch ac- climaxed with a salute to "Miss
tiful linens and silver.
• :When at LeMoyne college corn. Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chan- Walker; Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Mrs. White was radiant in a
cepted the donation to the Coette of 1960." Rita ClaiborneAk
dler,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Moses
of
of
Mr.
Chicago,
guests
; mons they presented their "Fan'
NAACP from
Janet Petway, saluted Miss Joann McAlpinMIP
Icocktail dress of muted tones
_easy in Candyland," arrayed in Bethel of Covington, Tenn., Mrs. and Mrs. John Parker; Shiv of burgandy and golds and
Coette treasurer. Mr. Kelley who was selected by the group
Natio
• beautiful short
Silhouettes'
Bethel
the
presiof
Goyal
India;
formals and atcommended tne Coettes for their to wear the title. Miss Claiblues, wearing a purple orchid
terided by dutiful swains. At the' dent: R. Spitler and Miss Ann A Lane college professor and corsage. The hostess, Mrs.
civic interest. He stated that borne presented a loving cup
being
anginal Christmas Charity Ball McNames, Robert Crawford and Emmanuel Roussakis, professor Jones, chose a floral prin t,
he was amazed and pleased to which was a token of the group's
taibut
the Co-Ettes presented $500 to Miss Jean Wiggins, Sterling of Fisk U. and native of Greece, which complimented the dress
find a group of high school stu- esteem. Miss Claiborne sumNegro College Fund Adams and Clifford Stockton, who both were the guests of of her sister.
dents exhibiting civic alertness marized: "Joann symbolizes
honored Dr. Hollis F. Price, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Halls, Earn- Lewis H. Twigg, jr.; and scads Dinner was a gourmet's deand fund-raising industry and qualities all Coettes strive to
United
% pegsident of LeMoyne college le Mayes. Mr. and Mrs. Herman more, including many members light, served in the dining room
leadership.
possess: scholarship, integrity,
' earl Prof. Blair T. Hunt, co- O'Neil, Mr. and Mrs. William of the collegiate set, who had where the catered repast was
Mrs. Charles S. Johnson. a civic awardness and responsiOrdral
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Roach,
a riotous time merry-making 'til
I chairman of the Memphis diviCoette
board
bility,
member
and womanliness."
and naas colorful as the Christmas
Covington, Tenn., the wee hours.
.sts
I eitio of the UNCF and deputy Yarbrough of
Assisting her decorations about.
tionally known leader, compliOther program participants
and Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Willis, parents and the co-hosts
Juvenile Court.
was Guests
Chief of the
were
.WilDonna
mented
the
—
Margaret
Coettes for having
at the beautiful party
charming Miss Tommy Kaye
'
by Miss Erma Lee Jr.
made themselves "a worthwhile liams, Betty Jean Treherne, and
included Mrs. Hollis Price,
Hayes . . . who all are receivvs
's and Mrs. A. A. Letting, ON CHRISTMAS EVE
•
and
integral
group within the Dorothy Fort, Mistress of CereMrs. Mar-vin Tarpley. Mrs. H.
to lovely Anne Burford serv- Slid-night Mass at Emmanuel ing the loud praises of their H.
Nashville community."
monies. Members in attendJohnson,
M.
Mrs.
Floyd
F As
ini,as chairman of the beauti. Episcopal church was the way many friends for the bountiful
HIGH SCHOOL
ance: Barbara McAlpin, Viola
Campbell,
Lewis,
Mrs.
R.
S.
sfeopl
• dui affair, the Co-Ettes have tak- many communicants and friends hospitality which marks this
McAnn
Mrs.
Burley,
Paula
James,
W.
F.
B.
James,
one
of
livejr.. Mrs. Frederick Rivers,
en their place in the social celebrated the Nativity . . and traditional affair.
Yolanda
the
High,
Kissack,
CleCoette
sponsors,
reviewed
Further down the Parkway at Mrs. Charles Spearman of Pine
—itream, setting an example for following that Mary and Jack
the purposes of the national Sponsors attending were: ,Mrs.
IwettI
others to follow in their active Roberts were hosts to an egg. another lovely home, Mr. and
lelrym
organization for high school vonne Watkins, Marilyn Wilson.
Interest in t he UNCF and other nog party that lasted until early Mrs. Floyd Preston were hosts Mary Collier, Mary Lindsey.
girls and evaluated Nashville Herman Long, Mrs. Neal MCgirea
Robert
Thomas
party
and
the
W.
0
onmmunity affairs.
Coette program during their Alpin, and Mrs. W. F. B. James.
morning. The lovely Effie Road at another beautiful
kin
° Let's doff our hats to the home of the Roberts festive, same night which honored Speight, sr.
first year of operation. She ob- Board members in attendance
Members, including Sylvia Wit- with many scenes of beauty in. charming couple Leanard and MORE HOLIDAY GUESTS
served that the group "had were Mrs. Horace Frazier, Mrs.
"71.1
hams, president, Jana Davis, door and outdoor. This congen- Georgia Richards of Gary, Ind. Spending the holidays with
lived up to the expectations of Charles S. Johnson and Mrs.
live
Hargraves, Geraldine tat gathering included Pert De- The Preston home too was bril- Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stewart
Joan
the sponsors for they could see Harold D. West. Other board
Fru
Broadnax. verne Lee Callaway of St. Louis, liant with artistic outdoor and was their son, Edward, jr., who
Gray. Jacquelyn
individual growth in the mem- members are Mrs. Walter S.
Yvanne Jordan, Paulette Brink- Mo., sister of Evelyn Lee Iles indoor decorations. Cocktails, is a freshman at Howard U. and
Davis and Mrs. Stephen J.
bers."
ley. Gloria Lewers, Carolyn and Charles Iles, who were hors d'oeuvres, the right beat to Miss Mary Stewart of Knoxville,
Mrs. Harold D. West, a Coette Wright. Club advisers are Miss
Brandon, Annie Ruth Phillips, there too, and lifelong friend of music emanating from the hi-fi Tenn., Mr. Stewart's sister, who
board member, commended Lurelia Hale Freeman and lilts.
Betty Phillips, Yvonne Owens, Marion Speight of Daytona and movies for posterity mark- Is an English instructor at COMPLIMENTS
"the youthful organization's in- Leonard C. Archer.
SISTER
—
Wednesday,
December 23. terest in and concern for Me.
Beverly Hooks, Sally June Bow- Beach, Fla., who attended with ed the affair another holiday Knoxville college.
Other collegians home for the Mrs. Vivian D. White of The presence of Mrs. White harry College, a vital institu- NOW YOU KNOW
man. Marilyn Isabel, Ricki Mc- her brother Dr. W. 0. Speight, highlight.
Cleveland,
Ohio,
popular
gave
rise
to many courtesies, tion for the eit'aens of
Graw, Elizabeth Prudent, Elea- jr.
Here reveled Walter and Josie holidays were Harold Shaw.
Nashville. The earliest adhesive postformer Memphian, was the
nor Faye Williams, Irene Tay- Another friend of long stand- Flowers, Simon and Gloria Agretta Whittaker and Alfred house guest of her sister, including the breakfast party (She apprsised them of Me- age stamps in the world are
given
by
from
Fisk
Univ.;
Brown
Mrs. J. D. Brown, harry's current 19
from
/or: Beverly Guy. Regina Thig- ing in the group was Thelma Howard. Fred and Jean Shackelmillion dollar the "Penny Blacks" of Great
buty,
Mrs. C. S. Jones and Dr. Jon- Friday, Dec. 30.
pen. and Jean Latting.
Johnson Harris, who was pres- ford, Julius and Helen Flake, Howard Univ. also came James es during the
financial drive saying, "The Britain which were placed on
ten,
holidays.
Mrs.
Barrington
Westbrooks,
2
junBeauteous Eleanor Williams ent with her husband Albert, Clarence and Beatrice Fitzgerdi
future,
generally
sale
Ma,
1,
and
1040.
(UPI)
specificalWhite, seen left, is seen with
was crowned "M i s a Co-Ette. and others too. Included Mary ald, Margaret Bolton, Mack and ior; Maggie Hankins a freshof tl
Mrs.
Jones,
at
the
beautiful
man;
John
D.
Williams,
in.
a
Color,
3961" by outgoing holder of the and Charles Phillips. Larcenia Annie Marie Greene, William
dinner bridge party given in
otter
honor, Jana Louise Davis, cap- Cain. Betty and Leroy Young, and Janie Wells, William Mc- student at the Medical school.
her honor by Mrs. Jones on
1n:siting everyone with her radi- Margaret and Roscoe WWII- Cain, Harry Winfield and Alma Walter Hall was home from
tc
tee
ent personality and stunning in Hams, Helen Shelby, Floyd and Coleman, Anderson and Jose- Kalamazoo college at Kalama.12ach
zoo,
Mich.
.
.
Lovely
Jacqueline
Miller
nie
Mamie
Jenkins,
Chester
Bridges,
Vinson was
phine
a striking red peau du soie, Hazel Bass and your scribe.
/anew
ic
'1°‘
CHRISTMAS NIGHT
gown. ---7110(0v?
and Frank Buford, Sam and Washburn came home from home from Lane
%bank
Hampton
Inst.
From
Arkansas
Rose
More
Serits
and
holiday
Alton
Helm,
guests
PRE-CHRISTMAS PARTIES
included
After the thrill of asem- Alice
cedi
. The Pats were foremost in bling toys for children becoming Coleman, French and Jerri AM & N came Misses Barbara Mrs. C. H. Walker of Nashville
them
continued on page 11
the parade of brilliant parties entangled in mazes of wrapping Hunt and Roland and Earline Griffin, Bernice Smith and BenCyay
which abounded the holiday and ribbons beneath the Christ- Finley.
"men
season. Novel blue bids wilh mas trees, in the morning and ROUND ROBIN FOR
gay verse invited guests to the recovering from too much DELTA MOTHERS
thl
on Christmas dinner, highlights of Delta Mothers delighted in an
'Top Hat and Tails club
!toile
Wednesday. Dec. 21, for a smart the evening were two festive Evening of Round Robin on the
1119eln
cocktail party which set a high Christmas parties which beckon- 27th, which took them to three
Christmasy homes — those of TENN. SOCIAL
mark in hospitality for other ed many.
tha Steele, Lonecill Joyner, AriThe Hayes-Sawyer Clan team- Mrs. Minnie Brinkley at 2694 The Tenn. Social club held zona Dorethus, Myrtle Shaw,
stairs which followed.
The clubrooms were dotted ed up for their sixth annual Supreme; Mrs. Horace Bur- its regular meeting at the home Alena Williams and
Ladye
with convivial groups, and the Xmas party held "down under" chett of 1741 S. Parkway East, of Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey, 3808 Stokley acted as Santa's
reinbar was naturally a favorite 1329 South Parkway, East, the and Mrs. Beatrice McDowell of Driver recently. The purpose of deer to the less
fortunate. Fifty
spat, the scene of tasty hors lovely contemporary home of MORE TO COME
the meeting was to elect officers dollars were divided among nine
I
d'ouekres and canapes. T h e Helen and Thomas Hayes. Gen- 1710 Riverside Drive. The tours for the new year. The same less fortunate
homes. Xmas
much officers that served for 1960
P-A-TS (Pad and Tally Set) ial hosts Helen and Tom, Helen of the 3 homes found
carols were sung upon enta.r.
and their husbands and escorts and Chu Sawyer and Frances cheer and fun prevailing, with were re-elected to their same ins each home.
were indeed charming hosts, in- and Taylor Hayes. delighted added menu fare which began positions. The next meeting will of each family Every member
was happy and
cluding Mrs. H. T. Lockard and scores of friends with their lav- with turkey and finally ended be held at the home of Mrs. elated over
their gift and the
Atty. Lockard. Mrs. Arnett Lee ish hospitality.
nog.
egg
with
Mollie Brown, 562 Wills on Jan. fine spirit in which it was prewm•
and Mr. Lee. Mrs. Charles Hawaiian Torches lit up the At the last stop, that of Mrs. 22when the club will have its sented.
*.w
Fletcher, M r s. Alton Coleman walkway to the lovely home. McDowell, members exchanged annual Christmas party.
The 13 ladies will entertain
-.and Mr. Coleman, Mrs. Theo- which the expansive glassed gifts for the names they had LE ATH SOCIAL
their husbanth on Jan. 6, in the
dore Evans and Mr Coleman. front was dazzling in the beauty pulled previouely. Besides the Membere of the Leath Social home of Mrs myrtle Shaw, 876
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE
OPEN 9 A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
s..a.Mrs. Mollie Jackson Carter of a pink aluminium tree with hostesses. Delta mothers par- Service club really had the N. Third s'
rhe next meeting
Indepesident Lirmor Dealer
and William Coleman Mrs. Sam quoise baubles . . • while the ticipating were Mesdames Cla- XMas spirit this season. Vats will be held
Jan. 19, at the
"We Don't 11/ anna Get Rich"
11.0
Helm and Mr. Helm, Mrs. Geo. perimeter of the glassed foyer ra Parks, Ruth Andersn, J. L.. Joyner and Rev. Taylor acted home of Mrs Arizona Corethu,
Free Parking ,Spoce
Isabel and Mr. Isabel. Mrs. was outlined with crystal lights Campbell, Katherine McFadden, as Santa Claus while Misses 2043 Nedra.
\II members are
Hannibal Parks and Mr. Parks , , here Helen and Frances Ada Spraggins, Ida Lenoir,!Guam Day, Mary Taylor Aman- asked to
please be Resent.
le-IMMO.

.....,,,,...•.••,.......,
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Two Brilliant Parties Fete
Mrs. Vivian White Of Ohio

:The

Coettes Mark Anniv.
With Civic Gifts

mittee
•tire

Scup:

Club Notes

-.)1111-7,
1 11:4-,:'‘,4 "it's Cheaper
By The Dozen"

••

BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICES
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE

••

4•••

•

MeTry-Go-Round

11
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where she now resides, AugusWeek Of Jan. 7-13 191'.1
tus White, Clara Ann Trigg,
who visited her son and daugh- Lewis Twigg, jr., and his guests
ter-inlaw, Dr. and Mrs. John E. Shiv Goyal, from India and EmJordan; Mrs. Rita Braithwaite manuel Roussakis from Greece;,'
Lavender, Detroit, Michigan, Jacquelyn Washburn, Morris
who was the guest of her cou- Jenkins, Bobbie Mathis, A n n
sin, Mrs. Alma Holt, while Spraggins, James Spraggii
spending time with her father, Henry Mitchell, Carol Jamisut
Dr. O. B. Braithwaite, w h o Calvin and Rosetta Peterson,
is ill at E. H. Crump hospital. James Galley and Vivian BakBeauteous Miss Hazel Harris of er.
Birmingham, Ala., the guest of
Marie Bradford and Velma
Miss Erma Lee Laws and her
Lois Jones entertained with a
mother Mrs. Frances Laws, who
delightful brunch at Velma Lois'
entertained a, dinner.
lovely Edward ave. contemporaMiss Harris was a popular
ry house in honor of Modeane
holiday guest at many of the Thompson, who recently
moved
lovely parties which ensued.
Birmingham and Hazel BarMrs. Elizabeth Rivers Nicholson to
Birmingham. The hosof Detroit, was the guest of rie als of
tesses were very charming as
her grandmother, Mrs. O. B.
GALA OCCASION—Christmas table was decorated with such a success.
received their guests, MaAbove Mrs. Braithwaite and her father, Dr. they
time came and went for these many holiday colors. Red and Rosie Durr is seen with
rie was very pretty in yellow
Mrs. Frederick Rivers and visited
velveteen capri pants trimmed
members of the Brook's Kin. white were the decorations. Emma Jean King, supervisor
with her sons, Philip and Freddergarten but not before a The party was held chiefly to of the kindergarten and other
erick Nicholson at the home of in black with a matching Jachuge party was held by the thank the many parents who members of the school. —
ket, Velma was nude attractive
their grandmother, Mrs. P. L.
school's mothers club. The have made the Kindergarten (Photo by Hefty Ford)
a pure silk yellow shirt waist GOOD DEED DONE — The ley gave out
Nicholson ... Mrs. Deverne Lee In
Christmas gifts floors. They are asking for
Mallory Knnights Charitable to the needy last week and help to purchase three
Callaway of St. Louis, Mo., is dress.
addidelicious
enjoying
the
Guests
organization,
led
by President visited several hospitals with tional sets for the remaining
visiting her mother, M r s.
Rev.
D.
rolls,
E.
Herring,
bacon,
eves.
sausaee
hot
jr.,
and
gifts. They only had one TV floors. If you can aid, call
Charles Lee and other members
of her family . . . Mn, and Mrs. home made nreserves erits, Director Harry L. Strong, set for one floor of the Chil- WIL 6.8353, BR. 4 201i or WH.
right,
and
Manager
steaminv
coffee
and
cocktails
Dero
Mosdren's
hospital, that has four 8.3887.
Harry Thompson of Birmingham, Ala., were the guest of afterwards were: Erma Laws,
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Nichols, F.Ima Mardis. Ruhve Jean LewAmong the many who attendMrs. Thompson's parents. Jim- is. Emma Jean Stotts. Bernice
ed were: William 0. Speight,
Some farm workers in this my Isabel of Cincinnati, Ohio, Cole, Juanita Lewis. Gwen Nash
jr., home from Worchester
While the 1961 Inaugural National Committee to help pay area are not receiving social visited his parents, Mr. and and 7.ernia Peacock.
Prep school in Conn.; Janies
Committee may have the pleas- off its campaign debts. No tic- security credit for their earn- Mrs. Clarence Isabel.
Spencer Byas, jr., from Milsll'e of spending a million dol- kets are on sale and none are ings and are depriving their OUTSHINING ST. NICK —
Helen Cooke was hostess to
ford prep school also in Conlars to put a new President in available through the Inaugur- families of valuable financial MORE PARTIES
the J-U-Gs at the beautiful The Memphis Co-Kites have Memphis division of the UNCF necticut; Antonio Maceo Walkoffice, it also has the chore of al Committee.
protection, according to Mr. Joe
Miss Jean Strickland, feted South Parkway manse of her done it again. This time they and a Deputy Chief of the Ju- er, jr., from Oakwood prep
paying all the money back.
Mr. Foley said that a deter- W .Eanes, manager of the Mem- her good friends newly-weds sister and brother-in-law, Dr. raised $500.00 for the United
venile Court were guests of school in New York; Art GilEdward H. Foley, chairman mined effort is being made to phis social security office.
and Mrs. Theron Northcross, Negro College Fund, their nahonor at the ball.
liam from Yale university;
of the Inaugural Committee, keep all costs down. "All Com- Farm workers who receive Jesse and Jeneva Bishop with a last Wednesday evening. Helen
tional project. They presented Sylvia Williams, president of Dan Herman Hancock, from
sa4d today that right now the mittees for individual events cash wages of not less than cocktail party Monday night at received her club members in
the check at their second an- the chapter made the presenta- St. Francis in Chattanooga;
Conimittee has well over half are operating on strict burgets, $150 in a year, or who worked the lovely home of her parents, a lovely yellow cocktail dress
nual Christmas charity ball in tion at the program part of Jean Letting, an Associate
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Strickits Guarantee Fund of $1,000,000 the paid staff is being kept
with a beautiful holiday apron the LeMoyne
on a time basis on 20 or more land on Walk Place. The bride,
Commons Dec. 29. the dance. Prof. Hunt received Member
en hand in pledges or cash and small and supplemented by volof the Co-Ettes froth
over her dress. After the busidays during the year for one who was married on Christmas
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president the check and made an acOakwood prep school in New
ifitieipates no difficulty in rais- unteers, all contracts are caresession of the meeting the
ness
farm employer, should receive Eve in the Metropolitan Baptist
of
LeMoyne
college
which
is
ceptance
speech
commending
club
the
York; Gilds Lee, from Palmer
ing the remainder. The Guar- fully scrutinized and there is social
husbands and dates of
security credit.
When church, and the hostess were members joined them for a holi- one of the thirty-three colleges youth for looking ahead to the Memorial
antee Fund is loaned by busi- no lavish spending of a n y
prep school in North
in the United Negro College future and supporting such a
roommates at Spelman college
the
worker
remeets
these
exchangthe
for
Carolina; Carol Ann Springer,
day party and
nesses and businessmen to in- kind," he said. "Nevertheless,
from which they were both
Fund and Prof. Blair T. Hunt, worthwhile project as the UNquirements,
the
farmer
is
regifts.
of
ing
an honorary Co-Ette from HowMire the success of the Inaugu- we intend to put on a memorwho is co-chairman of the CF.
quired by law to report the graduated. Jean was the maid
ard university and Marilyn
ration.
able and dignified Inaugural
Beauty personified is an Intotal cash wages paid such of honor in the wedding. T h e
He
said
it
was
wonderful
that Harris, also an honorary CoThe money is used for such program that will live up to all workers to the District Director new Mrs. Bishop is the former adequate description of the fabwhile these teenagers are en- Ette from Alverno
ezcnenditures as pitting up the best traditions of past In- of Internal Revenue, together Jeneva Evans, daughter of Mrs. ulous new home of Mildred and
college.
joying their youth. they are
Members of the Co-Ettes are:
seats a n d stands, printing, augurations and will be a fit- with the social security tax due Roland Powell of Memphis. She Onzie Horne on the Parkway.
making
concrete
plans
tor
the
Sylvia Williams, Anne Burford,
Mailing, staffing the Inaugural ting tribute to the new Presi- on these wages. Farmers are is the assistant Woman's Editor The home which is really a
future and are thinking about who was chairman of the ball;
Colninittee, renting facilities dent taking office on January required to report annually. The of the Chicago Daily Defender showpiece of contemporary deeducation
which
is
so
as
an
essential
features
Joan Hargraves, Geraldine
for Inaugural events, and pay- 20."
1960 report, is due Jan. 31, 1061. and has done graduate work at cor includes such
in these times. Dr. Price also Gray, Jana Davis, Jacqtfelyn
inter corn system in the entire
ing the expenses of such
Boston Univ. The groom is the
alarm
commended
the
youth
fire
for
their
automatic
house,
an
Brodnax, Yvonne Jordan, Glorevents. The fund is reimbursed
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bis- system, full length basement
work with the UNCF.
ia Lewers, Paulette Brinkley,
through the sale of parade
hop, Sr., and is a teacher in the which has a cozy fireplace bar,
The Commons where the ball Betty Phillips, Annie Ruth Philseats, Inaugural Ball tickets,
city system in Chicago. Ile is
paneled walls and lavish furnwas held was transformed to lips, Eleanor Faye Williams,
special automobile tags, meddoing graduate work at the Uniteethdresser,
in
built
ishings,
"Fantasy in Candyland" with Ricki McGraw, Elizabeth Pru.
als, program books and other
versity of Illinois.
er bed spreads in the children's Negro boys and girls in care cotton candy cones adorning dent, Carolyn Brandon, YvonItems.
The hostess received her room, recessed lights and many
of Children's Bureau, Inc. were the walls, candy striped posts, ne Owens, Marilyn Isabel, Re"If there are any profits
One of the loveliest parties of table resplendent with illusion guests in a stunning hostess more modern features.
candy canes suspended from gina Thigpen, Beverly Hooks,
after the Guarantee Fund is re- the holidays was the one of Mr. over
pants.
The
Friends who dropped by for well remembered by Santa the ceiling, and various other Beverly Guy, Irene Taylor; and
Maderia linen, Christmas outfit of yellow capri
paid, we hope to put in trust a
table was beautifully adorned breakfast after the Little Club Cla
m aup
s,avac
idcsoorndineghatoirmMarns.ofThtehle- candles adorning the walls and
and Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, tapers burning from branched
Sallye June Bowman.
Slim as close as possible to
silver trays filled with dance and who were really takSr., and Atty. and Mrs. Russell candelabrum and profusions of with
Interspersed in a net over the Miss Erma Laws. is spoosor
$25,000 for the 1965 Inaugural
tasty hors d °curves, egg nog en with the beauty of the home
Sugarmon, jr., which compli- greenery and flowers.
ceiling.
S.U.N. agency's Colored Case
and Mrs. A. A. Letting is coand then contribute any excess
and party fare. Jean was assist- and the bounti[ul tables of
Music was by Gene "Bo sponsor. Adults chaperoning
funds to charity," Mr. Foley mented Mrs. Sugarmon jr., par- Both Mrs. Sugarmons chose ed in receiving by her brother, scrumptious food were: Carlee committee, which each year
Legs"
Miller
ents,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
F.
A.
Deand
his
black cocktail dresses. while James, who was home from
orchestra the ball were Mrs. 0. L. Bransaid. He emphasized that no
and Charles Bodye, Elma and provides gifts for the Bureau with Carla Thomas, who has don, Mrs. Louise Davis,'Mrs.
money raised by the Inaugural Costa of Baltimore, Md., who Mrs. DeCosta, a stunning beau- Tuskegee, where he teaches Bet- William Boyde, Erma Clanton, children.
become
a
recording
ty,
star
lend- J. L. Brinkley, jr., Mr. ,and
was
lovely
in holiday green erinary Medicine. Jean will be
Committee goes to the Demo- were the houseguests of the SuWilliftre )(oily, Title and Harold In reporting on her Commit- ing her beautiful voice to the Mrs. William T. Brodnax, he
taffeta, wearing a purple orchid
garmons.
cratic National Committee.
leaving for the new semester at Whalum, Sarah Coleman, Jimdelight of all who heard her. made movies of the affair; Mr,
During the Inaugural period, Held the night after Christ. corsage.
the University of California, mie Isabel, of Cincinnati; Yvon- tee's annual project. Mrs.
The ball is now a must on and Mrs. Fred Jordan, Mrs.
the Democratic National Com- mas at the lovely Walker Ave- Among the guests who called where she will be doing gradu- ne Hawkins, Wallace Wilburn, Davidson expressed appreciathe teenagers social calendar P. L. Burford, and 'qrs. Alan
mittee will sponsor its own nue home of the Sugarmons'. from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. were ate work in Mathematics.
tion
to
the
Birmingham:
of
individuals
and
or- and was very well attended
Hazel Harris,
Hargraves. Other adult guests
fund-raising event, the Inaug- the event was a social highlight, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis, jr., GUESTS
Erma Laws, Willie Lindsey, ganizations whose support made with many students home from were Miss Jewel Gentry and
ural- Gala, to be held at the where guests proclaimed the Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Tarpley,
Rousit
Emmanuel
a
success.
Twigg,
cocktails and Lewis
Prep school and college. Mrs. Hollis F. Pric,
National Guard Armory at 8:45 beauty of the floral decorations Mr. and Mrs. John Outlaw, Dr. Guests enjoying
Maggie and
Donors to the project were:
extending best wishes to the sakis, of Greece;
sisp,11). on January 19. Tickets are and other appointments of the and Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Miss
and
Union
brother
Protective
Life
insurPeace,
Samuel
Jewel Gentry, Atty and Mrs. newly-weds were: Delores and ter-in-law of the host and host- ance co., Shop Owners League,
being issued to peopl. who con- stately home.
William Callian, Marie and Dan
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter, Zeta
teibute $100 to the Democratic Egg nog was served from a A. A. Letting and Mrs. Latting's
ess and Edward Lewis.
father, Mr. Jeff lab of Chicago, Ward. Joyce and Lawrence
Mildred and Onzie Horne Phi Beta Sorority Inc., Ideal
Ill., Atty and Mrs. A. W. Willis, Blackmon, Gloria and James
were perfect hosts with Onzie Thrift Club, Mid-Social Club,
jr., Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Young, Bishop, he is the brother of the handling the bar and Mildred Mrs. Viola Haysbert, Gnosis
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Walker and groom, they were home from
making movies of the guests in Glint Club, Esquire Club, Peatheir guests, Mrs. O. lialliburton Boston where James is studying
a Continental Line. Mildred re- body Hotel Captains, Waiters
and Mrs. Etherlene Ross. Mr. at MIT and Glria is teaching in
ceived in a biege pure silk shirt and Bus Boys, Housewives
and Mrs. B. G. Olive, jr.. Mr. the city system; Elaine Fields,
waist dress and Onzie had on a Community Club, Omicron Sigand Mrs. William Owen, Mrs. Bobbie Nelson, Willie E. Lind- maroon smoking jacket.
ma Chapter, Sigma Gamma
her
Thomas Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. sey, Erma Laws, and
from Thelma and Bob Ezelle gave Rho Sorority, Alpha Gamma
Ssm Qualls. Mr. and Mrs Har- houseguests, Hazel Harris
Combats Dry Skin
BATHER'S AID
at
No. 95, Marshall E. Kent
their annual Christmas party
old Smith of Los Angeles, Calif., Birmingham; Walter Martin;
Lakeview Gardens C. Y. F. Group, Sigma Kappa
As cold weather approaches, usually accompanies cold Dr. and Mrs. Leland F. Atkins, Marie Bradford. Wallace Wil- their lovely
her
received
Chapter, Alpha Chi Ri Omega
ti,beople with dry. itchy, sensi- weather and which is often ag- Atty, Veva Young of Chicago, burn, Edgar Hawkins, Velma home. Thelma
tive. skin have reason to be gravated by the use of plain
Lois Jones, Modeane Thompson, guests in a stunning white host- The 12 Sportsmen's Club, Zeta
Ill., Mrs. B. Carruthers Bland, visiting
taPprehensive. Late fall and water.
Birmingham ess outfit. Guests enjoying the Amicae of Memphis, Ladies
from
Tridenol, when added to the Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Gibson.
olvniter are seasons when skin
delicious food and cocktails and Union Surprise Club, Annie L.
dryness, especially if it is a bath, completely disperses in Mrs. Vivian D. White of Clevefestive atmosphere of the Brown Health Club, Ladies
the
becomes
the
water
and
immediately
ennatural condition,
land, Ohio; Dr. and Mrs. J. S.
house were: Vivian and Biddle Auxiliary of Memphis Gooddreadfully apparent and a real velopes the body with an inFord, Lorraine and Walter Bail- fellows Service Club, Mrs. J.
' akin problem, particularly if it visible coating of absorbable Byes, Mr. and Mrs. William
oil, which protects, softens and Fitzgerald, Mrs. L. A. Thigpen,
Is accompanied by itchiness.
ey, Thelma Durham, Frances P. Shannon, Davidson's Grill,
soothes the skin leaving it
and Benny Walker and her son. Alpha Gamma Chi, Women of
4. new and splendid bath ad- smooth and silky to the touch. Dr. W. 0. Speight, jr, and Miss
Rickey who was home from the Church Parkway Gardens
' Rive called Tridenol, made by New mothers like it because Marion M. Speight of Daytona
.itsptst and Co., Inc. of Water- it soothes and even heals baby's Beach, Fla.; Dr. and Mrs. HolSouthern University. The friends Presbyterian church, Memphis
Chapter of Links, Inc.,and
exchanged presents.
diaper rash. Tridenol, When lis Price, Dr. and Mrs. Floyd
Mrs. Frances Laws entertain- Leath Cocial Club,
added to the baby's daily bath, M. Bass, Mr. and Mrs. George
does away with the need for Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
ed her daughter's house guest, Members of the Case Comapplying grease; and creams to M. Campbell, Dr. and Mrs. TheIIazel Harris of Birmingham, mittee are Mrs. Thelma David.
skin.
the baby's
with an intimate dinner party son, ^halrman; Mrs. Mamie
ron Northcross, Mr. and Mrs.
The addition of just a few
DOWNINGTOWN, Pa. Monday evening. Friends enjoy- Lee Allen, Rev. A. E. Andrews,
Roberts and Dr. and
drops of Tridenol to a foot- William
— With the reopening of school ing the cocktails which preeed- I. S. Bodden. Mrs. Jessie Bradbath does away with drying, Mrs. E. Frank White.
on Jan. 2 after a 12-day Christ- ed the scrumptious dinner were: ford, Mrs. Helen Burns, Mrs.
scaling of the feet, and magicmas vacation, Downingtown Modeane Thompson. of Birming- Bernice Callaway, Mrs. Marally relieves fissured heels.
Agricultural ham: Elizabeth Ann Nicholson, guerite Cox, Mrs. Gussie Day,
bury, Connecticut, is of great After shampooing, a few drops
Industrial
and
benefit in treating conditions in the final rinse water reSchool welcomed a new assist- of Detroit; Marie Bradford, Mrs. M. M. Dulaney, Mrs. RsOne
fact
stands
out
in
of dryness, itching and scaling lieves dryness of the scalp and
bold relief in the history of ant matron to fill a vacancy ex- Velma Lois Jones and of course, chael Dillard, Mrs. Marcline
of the skin. It is a golden- imparts a sheen to the hair.
man's attempts for better- isting since early in December. Erma. Mrs. Laws received in King, Birdie C. Lenoir, Mrs.
colored liquid with a pleasant Tridenol comes in plastic botSUBSCRIPTION
Mrs. Grace E. Bowers of a blue lace dress and Erma Viola Penn Mrs. Sarah Robment. That is that when
enter but with no perfumed ac- tles with a combination dropper
Year
compulsion as used, only re- Philadelphia, whose husband, wore a black and white hostess erts Carr, Mrs. Lillie Rogers,
can't) , a factor that recommends and measuring top so that the
and Mrs. Lillie Smith.
!Lt.. to both men and women. liquid can be applied directly
sentment is aroused, and the the late Joseph W. Bowers, was outfit.
TO THE
Cidenol is made from the to any dry or irritated skin
end is not gained. Only for many yea..s executive secused
be
can
also
tastiest imported olive oil to surface. It
through
moral
suasion
and
retary of a YMCA branch in
eich has been added a non- in this manner on dry, roughappeal to man's reason can East Orange, N. J., has been
Imitating, hypo - allergenic in- ened hands with benefical rea
movement
succeed.
appointed
to assist in diperviCedient, most beneficial to the sults.
—(Samuel Gompers) sion of the girls living in VirTridenol's special medicated
elisecribed conditions. It does
l'ay with itching and burning, ingredients make it work equalginia Waring Hall.
lessen scaling, that with some ly- well in either hard or soft
clean
the
tub
and
leave
water
after
place
ividuals takes
, thing. It is especially help- with no unsightly rings around
for older people since it it. Tridenol does not contain
lae.plenishes the loss of natural irritating mineral oil or greasy
'Mein oils, a condition Which lanolins. •
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Pa. School
5ets New
Matron Aide

A MUCH APPRECIATED

NEW YEAR

Words of the Wise
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" RADIO c
Said Yes To Dimes Drive
TV
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Memphis' ONLY Complete Service
Store On Main Street

WOK

L 0 0 K!
-

ARMSTRONG

VINYL-LINOLEUM

RISBYS

SALES —
251/1 2 N. Main St.

]FLOOR COVERING
Ceramic & Plastic — Tile Carpet
Nothing Down—Small Monthly Payment

45 days 'til 1st Payment
se.

For Fre. Estimate and

Information

Cat Witi 6-1220

••-— Harrison Floor Covering -2123 Florida St.

Help prevent crippling diseases by saying YES to the New March
of Dimes. Among national figures saying YES are left to right above:
Hobson R. Reynolds, Philadelphia, Pa., Grand Exalted Rider, Elks
Grand Lodge; Mrs. F. M. Hawthorne, Eldorado, Ark., President,
Arkansas Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers; and Bishop
Jacksonville. Fla Contribute to the New
I Carey A. Gibbs.
March of Dimes now!

I

Tri-State Defender

52 Weeks for only 86.00

..."..vmmcmcratcorocte
. .. an IDEAL GIFT for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND FORMER

SERVICE
BR. 6-3986
Refrigerators * Washing Machines
Air Conditioners
Irons * Fans * Stoves
'estaurant & Grocery Store Equiprrent
—

If You Have It — We Will Repair It

t

MEMPHIANS

NOW LIVING ANYWHERE
PLACE YOUR ORDER

Order
By
Phone

NOW!!!

JAckson 6-8397
A CARD WILL BE SENT TO
THE RECIPIENT INFORMING
HIM OF YOUR GIFT.

RECORD CAREER MAY END

DEFENDER

F

Wasik Of Jan. 7-13, 1961

Defensive Specialist Eden Tunnel! Considers Retirement
GREEN BAY, Wis.- (UPI) this stuff."
I money. I know I had a better
-The 13-year National Football Money is a paramount issue ' year this season than lastLeague career of defensive with Tunnel, whose only rivals my tackling was a lot better
halfback Emlen Tunnel: may for longevity in the league are and that's my best point. You
be at an end. But then again Charlie Gonerly of the New know, I was one of the few
it may not. Even Ttuine11 is York Giants and Ed Husmann guys on this team last year
unsure of his future.
of the Dallas Cowboys.
who didn't get a raise."
Relaxing this week Tunnell
Said he with forcefulness
It's not that Em is dissatisfisaid, "Man, I'm going to get that couldn't be denied, "I'm ed with his lot. "I'm just trying
out of this game and get a' not going to play here again to catch up. You know when I
Job. I'm getting too old for unless I get some more came into this league nobody

knew me and they didn't pay with the Titans for three times
very much anyhow. Now these, what I'm making here."
kids come along and make One of the reasons he didn't
more in two years than 1 used do that this past season is beto get in five."
cause of his long personal reTunnel, who is not as old as spect and friendship for Packer
he likes to lead people to be- coach Vince Lombardi. It was
lieve he is, has also consider- Lombardi who picised up Tuned jumping to the American nell from the New York Giants
Football League. "Well, I can after 11 seasons and made him
go back to New York and play Is regular in the Packer de-

fensive seconhary.
"Shoot, I've known Vinnie
a long time. He's bee real
good to me and I'd never
want to do anything to hurt
him. I thought I could help
his team this year-that's
why I came back."
If Tunnel) should quit It
would mark the end of one of
of the greatest defensive

records In the NFL. Every
time Em steps on the field,
in fact, he is setting a record
for the most consecutive
games played.
Tunnel is also the league's
all time leader in me" returns
and pass interceptiors. Tunnel
doesn't field the opposing
teams' defensive kicks anymore so the record 2,209 yards

Tennessee Holds Small College Lea
Win 10 In Row
To Top Ratings

Morgan Prof. Boosts
Intramural Sports

Tennessee State, winner of 10 Maine, Arkansas State and Bufstraight games after dropping falo.
its season opener, held a sub• The University of California
stantial lead over Hotstra in the at Santa Barabara was 17th
and
United Press International small South Dakota State, Wheaton,
college basketball ratings. In- Southwest Louisiana
and West
cluded in the winning streak is Virginia
Tech were all tied for
a wrap-op of the Quincy Col- the 18th
position.
lege (Illinois) Invitational meet.
TEAM
Pin.
The Tigers from Nashville re- Tennessee
(15) (10-1)
186
ceived 15 of 21 first-place votes Hofstra (2) (7-0)
163
and a total of 188 points. Hof- Mississippi
(1) 7-0)
121
stra, unbeaten in seven games Prairie View A&M (2) 12-0) 113
this season, had 163 points with Wittenberg (54)
94
two first-place ballots.
Grambling (10-2)
84
The top 10 of this week is Southwest Texas (5-1)
70
composed of the same teams as Evansville (M)
74
last week's, although there were Kentucky Wesleyan (4-3)
62
several shifts in position.
Los Angeles State (5-3)
33
Mississippi Southern advanced
American
university, 27;
from fourth to third place in Westminster (Pa.), 18; (tie)
the balloting, followed by Prai- Southern Illinois, Maine, Arkanrie View A & M, Wittenberg, sas State and Buffalo, 13 each;
Gra mbling, Southwest Texas, University of Calif. at Santa
Evansville, Kentucky Wesleyan Barbara (1), 11; (tie) South
and Los Angeles State.
Dakota State, Wheaton, SouthPrairie View A&M, boasting a west Louisiana and West Vir12-0 mark, made the biggest ginia Tech, 9 each.
Others - Williams and Northjump of the week, receiving 115
points and two first-place votes west Louisiana, 8 each; Jackson
after finishing tenth last week. (Miss.) State, West Virginia
The only other schools to be Wesleyan and Trinity (Tex.), 7
named first on the coaches' bal- each; Gustavus - Adolphus, 6;
lots were Mississippi Southern Tows State Teachers and Ausfin
and the University of Califor- Peay, 5 each.
nia at Santa Barbara.
American University led the
sescond 10 and Westminster
Heavyweights - Champion
(Pa.) was 12th. There was a
four-team tie for the No. 13 Floyd Patterson. 1-Sonny Lisranking among Southern Illinois, ton. 2-Ingemar Johansson.
Zora Foley. 4-Eddie Meehan. 5Henry Cooper, 6-Mike DeJohn.
7-Alex Miteff. 8-Dick Richard- BENDING over backwards
son. 9.Joe Erskine. 10-Robert. in mid-air, University of De.
troit center John Morgan (12)
Cleroux.
Light Heavyweights - Champion Archie Moore. 1-Chic Calderwood. 2-Giulio Rinaldi. 3Harold Johnson. 4-Erich Schoeppner. 5-Willie Pastrano. 8-Doug
Jones. 7-Mike Holt. 8-Bobo Olson. 9-Johnny Halifihi. 10-Jesse
Bowdry.
TUSKEGEE
INSTITUTE,
Middleweights - Champion
Ala. - Tuskegee basketball Paul
Pender. 1-Gene Fullmer.
coach Ross C. Owen called for
2 • R a y Robinson. 3-Gustav
a continued expansion of interScholz. 4-Joey Giardello 9-Tercollegiate athletics and particiry Downes. 10-Don Fullmer.
pation by more schools after
Welterweights - Champion
being honored last week by the
Benny (Kid) Paret. 1-Federico
Southern Intercollegiate AthThompson. 2-Luis Rodriguez. 3letic Conference.
Emile Griffith. 4-Ralph DuPas,
The veteran mentor wa; back
6-Duilio Loi. 7on campus this week after re- 5-Denny Moyer.
(deceased). 8-Floceiving the "Twenty-Five Year Rudell Stitch
rentino Fernandez. 9-Jorge Fer- PITTSBURGH - (UPI) Award" at the Fourth Annual
The National Boxing Assn.
Jordan.
SIAC Banquet in Atlanta. Now nandez. 10-Don
Joe marked time while awaiting
in his 11th year as head be:let- Lightweights-Champion
Gritz. 2-Dave word
from Germany's Erich
hal coach at Tuskegee, he was Brown. 1-Carlos
Charnley, 3-Len Matthews. 4cited for his long and illusSchoeppner on whether he will
Hernandez.
5-Kenny
Carlos
trious caret- and untiring serLane. 6-Doug- Valliant. 7-Flash accept its bid to meet Harold
vice in the S1AC.
In an interview here, he in- Elorde. 8-Eddie Perkins. 9-Cisco Johnson for the light heavyweight title.
dicated that more schools Andrade. 10-Battling Torre?.
Featherweights - Champion Paul Sullivan, chairman of
should take an interest in a
larger variety of intercolle- Davey Moore. 1-Gracieux Lam- the NBA's title committee and
have a perti. 2-Sugar Ramos. 3-Sergio a member of the Pennsylvania
giate sports. "To
basketball game, we must Caprari 4-Rafiu King 5-Ricardo Boxing Commission, said ThursGonzalez. 6-Percy Lewis. 7. day that, pending word from
find another team to play, If
FelixCervantes. 8-Ike Chest- the German fighter, no decision
we can't find opponents, our
program will not survive," nut. 9-Ray Nobile. 10-Floyd would be made on whether the
Robertson.
NBA would recognize the wincoach Owen said.
Bantamweights - Championpopular
All-Conference ship vacant. 1-Jose Becerra ner of the proposed bout.
A
basketball and football perform- (retired). 2-Eder Jofre, 3-Al- "We can hardly recognize the
er in his college days at South phonse Halimi. 4-Freddie Gil- bout until the principals agree,"
Dakota State College, he cited roy. 5-Pero Rollo. 8-Joe Medel. Sullivan said.
"lasting friendship" as one of 7-Kenji Yonekura. 8-Jose Lopez "Schoeppner is in Germany
the major advantages of inter- 9-Leo Espinosa. 10-Eloy San- and if he is available It would
collegiate athletics. He further chez.
be a logical bout." he conceded.
,
indicated that the athletic proFlyweights-Champion Pone Sullivan said he has contactgram -erves as a medium of Kingpetch. 1-Pascual Perez, 2- ed Andy Neiderreiter, Schoenpublic relations.
Sadao Yaoita. 3-Mimun Ben pner's New York representaA native of Fort Scott, Kan- Ali. 4-Johnny Caldwell. 5-Mit- tive and Johnson's manager in
sas, Coach- Owen has served as sunroi Sekim, 6-Risto Luukko. Philadelphia. He said the comcoach and instructor in basket- nen. 7- Dommy Ursua. 8- mittee has set a deadline of
ball, football and track since Ramon Arias. 9-Hiram Bacal- Jan. 10 for both sides to come
be came to Tuskegee in 1928. lao. 10-Edmund Esparta.
to an agreement.

Ring Ratings

Tuskegee's
' Owen Boosts
College Sports

seems all legs as he Jumps
for the ball in an attempt to
out • reach Colorado State's

Bill Green. Detroit won the
contest at Detroit, 77-64. (UPI
Telephoto)

BALTIMORE, Md.- Embra
C. Bowie, assistant professor
of Health and Physical Education at Morgan State College,
is one of a small nucleus of
people who have been Instrumental In raising th
National Intramural Association
organifrom a small regional
zation to the national body
it is today.
In addition to his teaching,
He finds time actively to
participate in professional and
learned societies, serves on
many committees, takes part
in extra-curricular activities,
community projects and is a
director in the National Intramural Association.
A Morgan graduate with a
master's degree from the
University of Michigan, Bowie
ls currently serving his fourth
term as treasurer of the association following a year as
executive secretary.
The organization was founded in 1950 with eleven colleges participating 26 charter members. Morgan joined the group in 1952, the year
Bowie was appointed to the
faculty of the school.
At that time approximately
15,000 students were participating in intramural sports
in these coileges and universities. It was operating then
as a regional group, with all
members located in tbe Eastern or Southern parts of the
country.
Today there are about 365
members in the association
which includes 44 states and
Puerto Rico with more than
a million students taking part

Physical Educators felt in
the formative stages of organizing, the need for physical
education was not being met
for the large number of students.
Much emphasis was being
put on varsity sports with only
a comparatively few reaping
the benefits while the large
numbers were being shunted
aside.

CIAA Standings
Team
A&T
Maryland
Winston-Salem
Virginia State
Virginia Union
Johnson C. Smith
Elizabeth City
Delaware
Lincoln
Hampton
Howard
Fayetteville
Morgan
North Carolina
Saint Paul's
Shaw
1St. Augustine

W-L
5-0
2-0
3-1
5-1
5-2
3-0
3-2
1-1
1-1
2-3
2-4
1-2
1.2
2-5
1-4
0-4
0-5

26.00
25.00
21.25
20.83
20.00
20.00
19.00
15.00
15.00
14.00
13.33
13.33
13.33
12.85
12.00
10.00
10.00

Haynes AIL Star Of Year

NBA Awaits
WordOnLight
Heavy Match

Dallas Texans'
Star Halfback
Astounds loop

he had at the start of the season is as unchanged mark, He
made his runbacks with 253
punts for an average of 3.79
yards rive times Tunnel! went
all the way for touchdowns
with the kicks.
Counting the three passes he
has intercepted this season,
Em has picked off a total of 79
wayward aerials. He's returned the o for 1,282 yards and
four touchdowns.
The 1948 Iowa graduate, who
was pushed into college football
by
another Haweye.
Jimmy Walker, one of lb e
"iron men" on Iowa's 1939
team and now coach at Central
(Ohio) State College, is recognized not only by experts as
defensive great but also by
novices.
One of the letters Em received this week read:
Dear Mr. Tunnel:
"I consider you as the greatest among defensive backs,
and I would be delighted if
you would offer me a few tips.
Next year I am going to try
out in the new American football league, and I would like
to know something I should do
in preparation for playing the
corner of safety in Pro Ball."
The letter was signed by a
small school football player
and Tunnel said, "I'll write to
him. Heck, he may be a great
ball player."

•.1n

•.
I

Dupos Still
Fighting To
Be'White'
NEW ORLEANS -(ANP)
Ralph Dupes, nationally known
New Orleans boxer. has lost another round in his fight to have
this city issue him a delayed
birth certificate showing him
to be a member of the Caucasian race.
The Supreme Court of Louisiana hecently affirmed a decree
by the Fourth Court of Appeal
which had reversed a lower
court ruling that had, in effect,
ruled that Dupes awe white.
The latest decision hinged
heavily on the question of the
place of birth of the plaintiff,
who had filed suit against the
City of New Orleans for the
birth certificate, contending he
was born there of white parents.
The boxer won the first round
of his legal battle in Civil District Court when Judge Rene
A. Viosca ordered the city to
accept his application for the
delayed birth certificate as
Ralph Dupas, white. He accepted the fighter's argument that
he was born in the City of New
Orleans on Oct. 14, 1935, the
son of Peter Dupes, sr., and
Evelyn Foto.
But in overturning reversing
that ruling, the Appeal court declared its support of the city's
contention that Ralph Dupas
was in reality Ralph Duplessis
who was born to Peter Duplessie
and Eveline Duplessis in Da.
vent, parish of Plaquemines on
Oct. 15, 1935. Thus the Appeal
Court said in effect that Dupes
is not white.
It was this viewpoint by the
Appeal court that the Supreme
Court affirmed.
Meanwhile, it was not known
whether Dupes intends taking
hiis case to the U. S. Supreme
Court.

•

NEW YORK - (UPI) Abner Haynes, the Dallas
Texans' 185-pound "one-man
gang,' was chosen as the
American Football League's
Player-of-the-Year for 1960 by
United Press International.
IKE PAYS VISIT
The versatile halfback, one
WASHINGTON - (UPI) -•
of the biggest surprises of the
President Eisenhower paid a
past pro football campaign, visit
last week to his valet,
was elected by a panel of 24 Sgt. John
Moaney, who is bewriters. Haynes polled 9 votes ing treated
at Walter Reed
in the open balloting compared Army Medical
Center for a
with 6 for quarterback Jack serious infection In
his left
Kemp of the Los Angeles hand.
Chargers.
The White House said that
Offensive end Lionel Taylor Moaney's infection apparently
of the Denver Broncos had 3 was caused by a splinter and
votes, and quarterbacks Al Do- was aggravated by inattention.
row of the New York Titans Moaney has been the Presiand George Blends of the Hous- dent's personal servant since
ton Oilers each received 2.
early in World War TI.
Earlier, Haynes was the outstanding choice of the UPI ing with 875 yards, was the
American Football League All- work-horse of the league with
Star team, receiving 23 of 24 156 rushes and averaged 5.8
IN BETWEEN - Utah's Bil- and Whitey Martin in the sec • Square Garden. Al rear is
votes for half-back. The UPI yards per carry.
ly McGill (holding the ball) ond quarter of semi-final Bill CraM (10) of Utah. The
selection board is made up of -Led the loop in punt reis caught between St. Bona. game in the lioliday Festival Bonnie won, 89-55. (UPI Tele3 writers from each league turns with an average
of 15.4
venture's Bob McCully (30) basketball tournament held photo)
city.
yards for 14 runbacks.
in New York's Madison
Haynes, who at 185 pounds -Scored 12 touchdowns, by
9
and six feet is slightly built running and 3 by pass
-catching,
for a pro back, joined the -Caught 55 passes for
a toTexans as an unheralded rookie tal of 576 yards to
rank 5th ID
from North Texas State.
the league in that department.
But he soon astounded the -Had the best
individual
league and its fans with his rushing game of the season
speed, versatility and ability when he gained
157 yards in
to take the punishment of this 11 carries
against New York,
Fugazry also said that segre- regain the title and he'd train been
no to Miami Beach, said that his rugged sport.
assured "there's
Nov. 24.
closed television plans called
gation "is no problem what- at Coney Island in July for his problem."
Haynes was equally dan-Ran back 19 kickoffs an
soever." He expected the chance," Fugazy asserted. "Patterson has received In- far charity benefit tie-ins for gerous whether running from averagi of 22.8 yards.
the three New York sites.
scrimmage, catching passes
16,060 seats in Convention "There was a lot of criticism vitations to twe or three leadAs his fame spread, Haynes
"It hasn't been decided yet or returning punts and kickbecame one of the biggest
Hall to be sold out "48 hours about his training methods the ing motels in the Miami Beach whether
they
will
have
A
sup- offs. It was not unusual for
before the bout"; that the last time, that they vere too area which have offered to
porting card at the Garden or him to line up as a running drawing cards in the young pro
boxing world "will see a new plush and easy. This time, he house him and his party," he
league. And his play was onan
all-star
entertainment
show,"
halfback on one play and then douh!edly
Johansson" in this fight, and wants a secluded place with disclosed. "Th, facilities are
the most important
.ie
said.
"The
Garden
show
will
be deployed as P flanker back factor in
that both fighters expected )nly the bare esseutials."
second to none"
lifting the Texans out
be for the benefit of the Heart for pass•catching on the
folof
to train in the Miami area
their
sldw
season start to a
Patterson has indicated con- The youthful promoter, after Fund Association while the
lowing play.
after signing contracts about , cern over the southern segre- a meeting
second-place finish in the Westwith Bill MacDonald, Roosevelt and Yonkers Race- Here is a
rundown on some ern Division with an 8-6 record.
Jan. 16 in New York.
lgation problem, Fugasy re- Miami sportsman who guaran- way showings also will be for
of his season's achievements: Haynes
•.ingemir is determined tolvisaled, but added that he had teed $400.000 to bring the fight charity."
is hound to be a
-Led the A. F. L. in rush- marked man next
season.

See Four Million
Title
Match
Draw
NO SEATING SEGREGATION
MIAMI BEACH - (UPI) - that plans also were being
Floyd Patterson and Ingemar Pirmulated to have closed cirJohansson will draw a payoff
of $4 million for their March cuit television at New York's
13 heavyweight title fight at Roosevelt and Yonkers RaceMiami Beach, Promoter Bill ways as well as in the Lc: Angeles Colisum.
Fugazy said.
The show will include closed "From all indications, the recircuit television in Madison turns could go as high as $4
Square Garden's one-time mee• million,'' said the young officer
es of boxing.
of the promotional Feature
Fugazy, arranging final de- Sports, Inc "We look for an
tails for the bout at Miami entirely new concept in boxBeach's Convention Hall, said ing."

in the intr.imul.,1 orogra,u..
The group was founded by
Dr. William Wasson, a teachcher from Dillard University,
for the purpose of fulfilling
the need for inramural programs that were lacking in
Negro colleges.
Also, the need was felt that
health and physical educational directors could do a
better job if they met once
a year In exchange ideas and
develop them as a group
rather than individually.
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Patterson Gains Top'60 Awards
Named Athlete,
fighter Of Year

The nation's gridirons have closed up shop and the sage
MIAMI — (UPI) — Perform- Ring Magazine for the secon
arenas are now resounding with the exhortations of thousands.
With basketball just about to move into official play the lime- ing a feat no man ever had teen time and credited with perhaps
light should be on the nation's favorite indoor sport but base- able to accomplish, Floyd Pat- the outstanding achievement in
terson won honors in 1960 as the
ball just refuses to get off the stage.
professional boxing history.
First it was the hassle that brought expansion. Then came year's Outstanding Athlete.
In its year-end wrap-up of the
a series of important trades ... and DOW comes the rather
From John L. Sullivan on
Increasing rumors that Ernie Banks stands a good chance down through the storied years sport, the magazine stressed
to move from the Chicago Cubs to greener pastures.
of boxing and through the likes that Patterson not only became
the first man to recapture the
In the midst of Cub owner P. of Jack Dempsey and Joe Louis,
heavyweight crown last June
K. Wrigley's constant emphasis no man ever had come back 20
but he did it In sensstional
on eight coaches in preference afer losing the heavyweight fashion by
turning the tables on
to hiring a new manager to re- championship of the world to favored
Johansson.
place Lou Boudreau, the idea regain the title.
of moving the nation's top short- Then Patterson, a relentless It was "possibly the most
stop away from the lowly con- tiger with a grim, expression- spectacular and altogether notefines of the National league's less face, clubbed Swedish iron worthy achievement the prosecond division in exchange for man Ingemar Johansson into fessional ring yet has seen,"
stated the article.
some proven major league ma- insensibiliy to take back one of
terial is gaining real impetus. the most coveted — and most Patterson of Rockville Centre, N.Y., first won the Ring's
There is little question that the lucrative — titles in sports.
SPORTSMANSHIP AWARDS North Carolina institutions
Cubs rebuilding program is That took away the spotlight Fighter-of-the-Year award In
— Representatives of A&T through the cooperation of
bound to extend into infinity. itrom a tremendous crop of 1956 because of his knockout College, Greensboro, a n d bottlers for Coca-Cola. In
Rebuilding has been the excuse muscular marvels in other di- over Archie Moore for the vaNorth Carolina College at Dur- photo, PRman Moss H. Henfor the Cubs miserable showing visions who stood out in their emit heavyweight championship.
ham are seen above in recent drix stands in as co-captains,
for too many years and no sub- particular fields. These includ
Giulio Rinaldi of Italy, who
Durham ceremonies which NCC's Reggie Pryor, AlSrs
rocketed from obscurity to secstantial results are seen to be ed:
Ilarvey
saw inauguration of The Bull- Lorenzo Stanford
ond-ranking
forthcoming for the 1961 seachallenger
for
the
Track — .Refer Johnson.
Eagle Trophy and good sports- Ramseur, NCC, and Paul
ERNIE BANKS
light h avyweight crown, was
SOO.
manship awards sponsored by Brown of Ala square-Oil
Golf — Arnold Palmer.
There was a time that the trading talk concerning Ernie
named the "Most Progressive
alumni bodies of the two prior to the underdog—NCC
Baseball — Roger Maria.
was strictly taboo. The Cubs' brass considered such talk an inFighter' of 1960. His six straight the
sult to their intelligence in days past. But the pattern has chang- Basketball—Oscar Robertson. wins this year included a nonPro Basketball — Wilt Cham- title victory over world chamed.
pion Archie Moore at Rome on
The greatest living shortstop was considered the meat and berlain.
Auto Racing — Jack Brats- Oct. 29.
bread but the attendance figures have now dwindled to a place
ham.
where this assumption is less than truism. It may be that
Only the unbeaten Chic CalFootball — Joe Bellino.
Banks is their best drawing card but the facts show that the
Pro Football — Norm Van derwood of Scotland is now
Wrigley Field antics by the Cubs were watched by barely enough
ranked above 25-year-old RinalBrocklin.
ns to keep attendance rating just above the Kansas City Tennis — Neale
di as a challenger for the 175Fraser.
thletics, the Washington Senators and the Cincinnati Reds. liorse Racing — Willie Har- pound crown.
That's only four places from the bottom of the major league tack.
The magazine's selection comattendance heap.
mittee had no difficulty in namPatterson, despite the preceIf the Chicago fans are showing less and less interest in dent - shattering effect of his ing Patterson fighter of the
the Ernie Banks one man show it is certainly not unreasonable victory, had a close call in beat- year, and the score sheet for
for business man Wrigley to see the handwriting on the wall. ing out Johnson. The UCLA others considered in the voting
To make it even more emphatic, the cross-town rival White giant set a world decathlon rec- for that honor placed them as
Sox topped the majors in attendance with a whopping 1,644,460. ord and won the Olympic crown follows:
Right now, some National league teams with talent aplenty as he proved to be probably the
No. 2—Heavyweight Sonny
would be more than eager to ship a boat-load of tried material greatest all-around athlete of Liston of Philadelphia for his
five victories in 26 rounds durfor the likes of Ernie. It seems a cinch that the moving of Ernie all time.
ORANGEBURG, S. C. — Ar
ing 1960.
Banks is a reasonablec conclusion.
Yet even Johnson had difficulIt may seem incredible that a two-time Most Valuable Play- ty topping the lists in his own No. 3—World flyweight cham- thur Ashe, jr., of Richmond
er (1958-59) and the best fielding shortstop for 1960 should be sport when you consider the pion Pone Kingpetch of Thai- Va. is ranked as the No. 1 playexpendable. But regardless of the effort of baseball commission- sprinting marvels performed by land for his two title victories, er in the Men's Singles and Juner Ford Frick to convince the world that major league base- Wilma Rudolph, a triple gold one by a knockout, over the
ior Singles. This is a feat unball is a mere sport, the truth is that the baseball moguls are medal winner in the Olympics. once great Pascual Perez of Arprecedented in the annals of the
gentina.
engaged in a business . . . a business to make money. And you
college basketball
can bet that Mr. Wrigley is not about to develop such a civic Leading all
No. 4—Paul Pender of Brook- American Tennis Association
was to colRobertson
scorers,
pride as to use the over-flowing coffers of his gum operation to
Mass., co-holder of the for a junior player to win the
lege basketball what the rec- line,
support a ChiCago baseball team.
ord-shattering Wilt (The Stilt) middleweight crown, for his two events. Perhaps it is unequalled if st
THE GREAT COMEBACK of Billy Bruton from a serious Chamberlain was to the pro title victories over Sugar Ray in the history of the-gfine.
knee injury in 1957 seems to have meant only one thing to the game.
Robinson.
fi
;‘:11: LAS
The top spot In the Women's
Milwaukee Braves. It set the stage for Bruton's transfer from
No. 5—Edor Jofre of Brazil, Singles went to a newcomer, Vegas converge on Hoboken,
Patterson was also named
Bruton, considered a total loss after his collision with
"fighter of the year" by The co-holder of the world bantam- born of Polish parentage in
N. J. Mighty Mite in the na'ling.
weight title, for his sixth-round Nicaragua, Mimi Kanarek of tional bantam football chamammate Felix Mantilla at Pittsburgh, July 11, 1957, had the
knockout over explosive Eloy New York, N. Y. These are
Braves should hape made him a permanent fixture in the MilSanchez of Mexico.
among the features of the 1960
best season of his career last year. He hit .286, made 180 hits,
The only other two men who rankings of the American Tenslammed out 12 home runs and pilfered 22 bases. In the fielding
were seriously considered in the nis Association released this
department he showed his old time abilities to such an extent
fighter-of-the-year voting were: week by its President, Dr. Huthat he was ranged just behind Willie Mays in the fly-catching
No. 6—Benny (Kid) Paret of bert Eaton of Wilmington, N.C.
department.
Cuba. new welterweight chamFollowing Ashe in the Men's
All of this combined with an eight year tenure with the
pion, and No. 7—Joe Brown of Singles are two former chamBraves should have made him a permanent fixture in the MlWASHINGTON, D. C. — Five Houston, Tex., veteran lightpions, George Stewart of Washwaukee plans. Somewhere the warm-hearted sports-like at- Howard university athletes, all
weight champion.
ington, D. C. at No. 2 and Wilmosphere that is supposed to encompass baseball got all fouled residents of the Federation of
bert Davis of New York at No.
up and Bruton wound up bait for an American league second West Indies, were named to
3 with Wilbur Jenkins of St. NEW YORK CITY — (VIP)
baseman.
the 1960 All-Southern SocLouis, Mo., in the fourth spot. — A million
dollar country
cer Team announced by
Darnella Everson of Detroit, club, established little over a
James R. Bly, varsity soccer
Michigan garnered the second year ago, and offering recreacoach at Duke university.
ranking in the Women's Singles. tional facilities to all persons,
Heading the group is Peter
Arvelia Mitchell of New York, regardless of race or creed, has
Hezekiah, 1959 All-American
New York and Gwen McEvans proven so successful that its
at the inside right position and
from Wilberforce are third and creators have decided to launch
a first-team selection on this CHICAGO — Abe Saner. fourth respectively.
it on a nationwide basis.
stein's undefeated Harlem
year's All-Southern squad.
westward The top spot in the Men's The development is the SanHezekiah is a senior in The Globetrotters head
Thomby
retained
Doubles
was
dale Golf and Country Club,
after enjoying one
SAN DIEGO — (UPI) — the Schoeppner bout, twice College of Liberal Arts at How- his week
and just outside Atlantic City, New
holiday seasons as Calhoun of Washington
greatest
of
the
ight - heavyweight champion postponed, an attempt will be ard, where he has been a honWilbur Jenkins of St. Louis, Mo. Jersey. Sandals is an integratin their history.
Archie Moore said he hopes to made to line up a bout with or student since his freshman
Trailing the leaders were Clyde ed club which offers its memswept
Trotters
dazzling
The
year. He is the son of Mr. and
make a belated defense of his Rinaldi.
and Dr. Harold Freeman of bers golfing, swimming, fishcrown against Erich Schoep- Fugazy said a decision would Mrs. Theophilus Hezekiah, 3 through the east during the Washington, D. C.
ing, boating, and pi-nic facilia
senholidays
on
Christmas
pner of Germany at New York be made within a week on the Broom street. St. Clara, TriniA young duo from Virginia ties. The Sandale clubhouse,
playing
victory
binge,
sational
City in late March.
light-heavyweight title bout, in- dad, W. I.
heads the Women's Doubles di- formerly the home of Apex
The bout also is being con- cluding where it will be held Other Howard players chos- before capacity crowds night vision, comprising Carolyn Wil- Hair ?roducts founder Sara
night.
after
sidered as Part of a closed- and who Moore's opponent will en for the 55-member all-star
liams of Portsmouth and Bes- Washington, haa a
dining
They attracted capacity
circuit TV "doubleheader" with be. He emphasized it was prob- squad include Noel Carr at
sie Ann Stockard of Lynchburg. room, bar, lounge, card room
Madison
Square
in
crowds
the rematch in Miami, Fla., able Schoeppner would be the center forward, Aloyslus
Elaine Busch from Philadel- and patios.
between heavyweight king opponent.
Charles at right fullback, Garden and Chicago Stadium phia, Pa., paired with George 7500-foot estates were offered
conheading
west
for
before
Floyd Patterson and Ingemar Jack Kearns, Moore's man- Winston Cooke at left halfStewart from Washington, D. C. to those wishing to join at a
Johansson on March 13, ac- ager, speculated on the possi- back, and Martin Padarath- tests in mid-America and a are the top rated team in the cost of $1500 to $2000. Payments
on
the
west
coast.
series
twin
cording to Moore and Feature bility of the closed TV
Singh at center halfback.
Mixed Doubles.
were as low as 610 down and
Sports Inc., Chief Jack Fu- bill to compliment the PatterCan is a Liberal Arts jun- Led by Meadowlark Lemon, The Junior Singles shows $10 monthly. Since its :nception
duel.
son-Johanason
gazy.
ior, who lives at 6 Anna street, he "Clown Prince of Basket- Charles Berry of Washington, in July of 1958, more than 1200
Moore recently was suspenFugazy said he would re- Woodbrook, Trinidad, W. I.; ball," Saperstein's spectacular D. C. following Ashe in sec- families have purchased Sanrenegotito
ded by the National Boxing
urn to New York
Charles a Liberal Arts fresh- cagers have already attracted ond place. Carolyn Williams re- dale lots and plan to build lowAssociation for falling to de- ate the contract with Schoep- man of Edward street, Gouy- more spectators this season ceived another No. 1 ranking, cost summer, vacation and refend his title against the Ger- pner. He also said he would ave, Grenada, W.I.; Cooke a than all other professional this time in the Girl's Singles. tirement homes on the properman boxer. Moore was upset discuss the situation with the School of Engineering and teams in the country. More The premier ranking in the ty.
several weeks ago by Guilt., board for Feature Sports Inc. Architecture junior from 9 than 200,000 fans have turned Boy's Singles went to James
Rinaldi of Italy in a non-title
"I'm in training as of right Monk street, Spanish Town, out to watch them unfold their Malone, jr., of Cleveland, Ohio. tOv,
bout. The 46-year-old Moore now," Moore told reporters. He Jamaica, W.I.; and Padarath- bag of tricks.
has held the crown for nine said he was concentrating on Singh a Liberal Arts freshman Saperstein, seeking to estabroad werk, "but I'd like to pick of 25 Sherrill rd, Tunapuna, ish an all-time attendance recears.
•
isfoore and Fugazy announc- up some punching power. Trinidad, W.I.
ord this season, has added
ed the plans at a press con- "Once I get down to 175 pounds Other first-team All-South another sensational attraction
ference at the champion's fighting weight, I'll keep that
picks included Dick Swomley to the organization's famed 2HIDALDEPHIA —(ANP) home. Fugazy said if arrange- weight until I retire from the
of Mount St. Mary's (Md.), floor show.
The world's fastest female is
ments cannot be completed for ring," Moore added.
left fullback; Bob Vosswinkle The Trotter chief announced still adding mileage to her recof Maryland, right fullback; this week Cab Calloway, long ord, but she isn't doing it on the
Jack Baile of Western Mary- one of the great stars of cinder path.
land, left halfback; Dick Rom. show business and originator
Wilma Rudolph of Tennessee
inc of Maryland, center half- of the jazz classic "Minnie State university, the 1930 OlymMIAMI BEACH — (UPI) — right to the jaw late In the back; Helmut Werner of Lynch- the Moocher" - has joined the pic Games triple winner from
Hard-punching Jesse Bowdry of round rocked Pastrano, 4th burg, inside left: Lasylo Zsebe- troupe and will tour with the Clarksville, Tenn., made PhilaSt. Louis unleashed & savage ranked light heavyweight con- dies of Western Maryland, team the rest of the season. delphia another major stop
body attack on Willie Fastrano tender.
right halback; Martin Pustil- lie will headline the half- along her banquet circuit recentand won a unanimous 10-round
nick of Baltimore, outside left; time shows wherever the ly. She came into town to be
Pastrano
tried
to
utilize
his
upset decision in a light heavySigler of Frostburg (Md.), Globetrotters appear.
honored by the Emblem Club
exceptional speed but Bowdry Roy
weight fight.
outside right; George Var- The Globetrotters and Cab at its annual Distinguished ServThe 9th ranked Bowdry, who nullified it by boring in con- ga
Maryland, will perform in the following ice award dinner for 1960. The
of Western
weighed 182 to Pastron's 160, stantly and disdaining Pas- center forward; and George
cities next week: Jan. 5 - Hut- award is presented annually to
carried the fight to his fast but trano's jabbing attack.
Politz of Baltimore, goalie.
chinson, Kan.; 6 - Colorado the person or persons who have
punching
opponent Judge Gus Jacobson favored
weaker
In all, players from 13 col- Springs, Col.; 7 - Denver, Col.; made "valuable contributions GRACE AND HENRI Palmer
through virtually the entire con- Bowdry 98 to 94. Judge Buddy
principle of human rights and their three active little
Lovett scored it 99 to 91 for leges in Maryland, Virginia, 8 - FS Collins, Col.; (after- to the
test.
Greeley, Col. (night); and human dignity in our dem- Palmer, are among the many
Ank After a slow start, Bowdry Bowdry and referee Mike Kap- North Carolina and the Dis- noon);
select- 9 - Salt Lake City, Utah; 10 • ocratic philosophy."
families who love enjoyed the
lip waded in close during the 4th Ian had it 97 to 94 for Bowdry. trict of Columbia were
Press
International ed for the 1980 All-Southern Logan, Utah; 11 • Salt Lake She is the first sports person- facilities at Sandale Golf and
round and banged home rights United
Country club, recreational decity, Utah; 12-0dgen, Utah ality to win the honor.
and lefts I. the body. A straight seared it for Dowdry OS to U. Team.
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Savannah State College romps
ed over Southern University of
Baton Rouge, 91 to 87, in the
championship finals of the
eleventh annual Pelican State
basketball tournament held at
Xavier University. Savannah
lead et half time 46 to 43.
The high point man for savannah State were Willie Tate with
34 points; Bedell Walton 29 and
Ira Jackson 19.
The game was evenly match.
ed with Savannah taking the
lead in the early beginning and
holding it until the fourth quarter when the lead exchanged
haewis *several times.
The most Valuable Player
Eagles' 14-13 defeat of the award for the tournament was
Bulldogs from Greensboro. won by Walton.
Dick Westmoreland, A&T, and
Savannah is coached by Ted
NCC's Rossie Barfield, star Wright, sr. who formerly coach.
halfbacks of game were ed Xavier in New Orleans.
awarded Buiova watches, as
Savannah defeated Grains
outstanding sportsmen of the Wing college in the first round.
game which attracted approxi- 86 to 84 and Southern stopped
mately 15,000 fans.
Fort Valley 8710 80. Gramblind
won the consolation prize
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Savannah State
Takes Pelican
State Meet

she Heads Netters
14
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by the
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1961,

5 Howard U.
Soccer Stars
All-Southern

pionships at Las Vegas. The
Wasps defeated the defending
champions from N. J., 37-7.
(UPI Telephoto)

Bi-Racial Club
Proves Success

0)

Archie Seeking
Schoeppner Go

eir

Bowdry, Clay Grab Wins

Philadelphia Fetes
Wilma Rudolph

"

By JOHN A. HOLLEY
DURHAM, N. C. (CIAA New114,
Service) — Virginia Union'T
Warren Spraggins moved ahead
as the CIAA's No. 1 pointmaker
in the Conference's News Sen.
vice's first basketball statistics
This week, Long Island build- release. Spraggins, a 6-5 senior, ers Michael Teicholz and Daniel from Williamsburg, Va., tops.
Kroll announced that the San- the league's scorers with a 29.1
dale Club is almost sold out. scoring average.
To answer the continuing de- A&T College's Aggies on this s,
mand, they have purchased a rampage once again, lead the
large area of land 2.5 miles CIAA as the top offensive learn.
outside of Philadelphia for the
Spraggins, the scoring kinglocation of Sandale
Number pin in the league last year,
Two. The property consisting holds an .08 margin over
of hundreds of rolling acres, Smith's James Hester. Sprees
surrounds the old Budd Man- gins has tossed in 149 "taint/
sion which will be utilized as In I contests, while Hester has
scored 87 points in three leathe clubhouse.
gue tests. Winston-Salem's
Swimming, horseback riding,
a children's animal-land, in- prolific Cleo Hill is just behind this pair with a 26.5
door and
outdoor
dancing, scoring average on 186 pointslounge and bar, picnic grounds, in 7 dates, the most points
baseball diamohd, hunting and scored by a CIA.% performers
overnight guest rooms will be Cal Irvin's Aggies, shooting
provided for members. With a at a clip of .490 to rank second
mammoth improvement and among field goal leaders behind
beautification program n o w front-running Elizabeth City,
underway, Ccandle Club Num- lead the CIAA in total offense
ready
by with a lofty 89.4 points per
ber Two wll. be
game average.
spring.
The New York City headquar- Hampton Institute's Pirate.
ters of Sandale is located at 217 pace the league in total defense,
West 125th st. An integrated allowing their five opponents
to score only 349 points an
administrative and sales staff
average of 67.8 per game.
operates the project.
Tommie Monterio, Winston.
Salem's fine forward, shooting
a hot hand in seven tilts, tops
the league's field goal percentage leaders. The 6-5 New Yorks
or has potted 34 of 53 attempts
for a remarkable .641 percentage. Spraggins is just slightly
behind with a .6.7 mark on 63
of 102 connections.
Billy Marshall of A.& T.
College sets the pace for the
loop's charity line shooters,
potting free throws at a clip
of Mo. The e.5 junior has
tossed in 22 of 25 attempts in
5 games. His closest pursuer
Is Roger Gibbs of Virginia
Union who has hit on 28 of
32 free throw attempts for an
.875 percentage.
Herb Gray, A.& To senior
skiti center, tops the league's re's
bounders as he seeks his sec.
,
ond rebounding title. Gray has
velopment just outside Atlant- snagged 117 rebounds for an
ic City. Club is one of the average of 21 4 grabs per cons.
largest developments in the test. Jackie Jackson, Union's'
East open to all persons re- kangeron leaper, is second with
gardless of race or creed. a 224 average. snagging 15?
rebounds in 7 games
(VIP photo by Gin Briggs)

PLAN EXTENSION

Globetrotters
Heading, West

Spraggins
Leads CIAA
Point-Makers -

Charges Church Councillacks Maturity'

Weik °H." 7E946D"

Says Merger Won't
Help Christianity

1

Plan 5th Morgan State
Science, Math Institute

SAN FRANCISCO — T h e have turned the world upside
"tempo" of the National Coun- down, have come hitherto,
cil of the Churches of Christ also."
"lacks maturity and the urgen. It is now thoroughly agreed
Previous Institutes have en.
BALTIMORE, Md.—The Fifth and Mathematical Theory of
or of mission," Dr. David upon that the moderates have
rolled 240 participants represent.
Summer Institute For High Statistics.
Nathaniel Licorish, as associate completely won out in the whole
School Teachers of Science and Further, science participants ing 16 states, Washington, D.C..
of Abyssinian Baptist church in matter of the American change
Mathematics will be conducted will register for a course in the Virgin Islands, and one for.
New York, said recently.
of the status quo. We who are
in 1961, on a $60,700 grant from astronomy and an additional eign country, Libya.
He was attending the coun- aware of the urgency of the
the National Science Foundation course from one of the three
cil's Fifth General Assembly change—which directly involves
following fields:
at Morgan State College.
held here. Part of his remarks integration, and indirectly inThe purpose of the institute is (1) A developmental-genetic
volves the whole pattern of
follow:
designed to accomplish a sub- approach to the American Insti"The whole tempo of the Americanism in the interpretastantial and wide-spread im- tute of Biological Sciences biNCC lacks maturity and the tion of democracy — become
provement in the instruction of ology course,
•urgency of mission. Unless we somewhat apprehensive with
science and mathematics in (2) Basic concepts of modern
can rid ourselves of the weight the fact that it is later than
chemistry, or
high schools.
of the impedimenta of t h e we think. Progress has climbDr. Thomas P. Fraser, pro- (3) Basic principles of physecular machinery that encases ed to the pinacle of high noon.
fessor and head of the depart sics.
the great idea of ecumenicity It has been accelerating the
ment of Science Education a
The Institute will have a resithen it will be a long time be- spirit of the genius of ChrisMorgan, has been named direc- dent staff of top-level scientists
fore we are emancipated from tianity which has given rise to
tor with Dr. George H, Spauld- a n d
mathematicians, an d
the wilderness of wondering the march of Social Change.
ing, professor and head of the science and mathematics eduaround in a circle. Timidity Moderation was never in the
department of Chemistry at cators.
and fear shrould the horizon of mind of the Apostles when it
Morgan, as associate director. They will be supplemented by
the citadel of ecumenicity. We came to the rooting out of evil
The 1961 Institute will select invited lecturers from other edutalk about revolution in religion from society. They were speedy
20 participants for mathematics cational institutions, foundations
but dare we take any giant about getting the message
and
40 for the sciences. All will and industry, representing a
steps out of the mesh and mash across without delay. They adregister for a seminar on mod- broad spectrum of experience
of the clitche of the nineteenth hered to the message of Jesus
century horizons that have been to Mary at the sepulchre, "Go DR. DANIEL C. THOMP- sponsored by the New Or- and president of the New Or- ern aspects of teaching science and training with respect to the
course offered in the Institute.
advanced by Walter Rauschen- quickly and tell my disciples." SON, head of the department leans Chapter of The Fron- leans unit of F. 0. A. re- and mathematics.
In addition, mathematics reg- Since the first Institute held
busch, Father of the era of — So now we follow the plan of social sciences at Dillard tiers of America at Dillard spectively. A second organiChristian social thought?
of the Big M; Moderation. university, is shown while University. Cecil W. Carter zational meeting has been set istrants will take a course in in 1957, and including the 1961
DR. THOMAS FRASER
Fundamental Concepts of grant, a total of $319,200 has
about This is seen clearly in recent addressing a "summit con- (left) and Marcus Neustadt- for Jan. 12, 1961.
, "We have talked
Mathematics and Probability been given for this project.
,r,hristian Youth building a new attitudes expressed in the for- ference" of Negro leaders er, jr., (right) are secretary
world and the many provoca- mula of the NCC.
tive topics that now look like "It is hoped that we may
giant steps in place of the pro- swing out from this middle
ground in Americanism which
-posals of the N. C. C.
"The behavior of the mem- has been characteristic of the
bers of the NCC are like im- Eisenhower Administration to
mature juveniles moving with move to a more aggressive
caution along a marshy road frontal attack of the preplexing
about which they heard ghost problems of the United States.
TUSKEGEE INST.
A laissez faire attitude in our
stories.
TUTE, Ala. — Funeral servic
"When the Churches move on government has even influenNASHVILLE, Tenn. — Fisk act together in relation to for Miss Hattie C. Baker, sentoward maturity, we are going ced a retreat from the fronior industrial education major
university's dean of men, Wil- these concerns.
to give a real meaning to the tiers of human welfare. Moderliam T. Green, has been ap- Twelve persons representing at Tuskegee Institute, were
gospel of Jesus Christ in every- ation — the Middle Road — is
pointed chairman of the 1961 chairmen of South.,est, Mid- held from the first Baptist
fray life by practicing what we the barrier to American ProgSoutheast region of the Nation- we, Western, Central Lakes, church in Jacksonville, Fla.,
ress.
teach.
Dec. 24
al Federation of Settlements Atlantic seaboard and
South- Miss Baker, 21, died in the
"I see no earth-shaking ac- "When I saw the hand of
and Neighborhood Centers.
west regions and a coordinator Memorial hospital
complishments in the seven days Moderation guiding the reins of
in ChatThe organization, with head- from c2ch region met Decemof labor in the general assem- the Church's Mission, I knew
tanooga, Tenn., of severe burns
quarters in New York City, is ber 12-14 at Hull House, Chicably. The most explosive, I then that the whole broadcloth
received Dec. 3. The accident
an experimental effort to aid in go, Illinois and laid plans for
heard, is that advanced by Dr. of Americanism would assume
occurred while Miss Baker
the solution of the social and the spring conferences.
Eugene Carson Blake, who a middle ground within the
stood near a heater at her temindustrial
problems which are
sought a sort of exclusiveness Church from here on in. Let us
Green will chairman Louisi- porary residence in Chattanengendered by the modern con- ana, Kentucky, Alabama,
within the ecumenical experi- now throw in the sponge for
ooga.
ditions of life in a great city. Miss., Va., North and
ment by advocating the union any immediate action thit
South She was on a practice teachcd the United Presbyterians, the would tend to accelerate our
In 1954, the Board of Direc- Carolina, Ga., and Tennessee-- er assignment at the
Howard
Episcopalians, the Methodists claims to full integration in the
tors of NFS authorized six (6) these states compose the South- high school there, and was a
and the United Church of Christ. expressive demands of democregional conferences to be held east region. Nashville agencies candidate for graduation
in
The merger would certainly racy? Let the social prophets
periodically throughout the U. associated with NFS are: Beth- May 1961.
give a sort of selfish crystal- be prepared to tred the "hardS. These conferences would lehem Center, Centenary A graduate of Matthew
Gilization of some churches that long-road" to the fulfillment of
provide a chance for a large Methodist Community Center, bert high school in
Jacksonare all now too much alike at his dreams?
number of Board and staff 18th Avenue Community Cen- ville, she is survived by her
the expense of other com- Whither America? I tell you—
members of settlements to ter, Wesley House Centers, and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver
munions who are led to believe neither backward nor forward;
come together to discuss com- South Street Community Cen- Baker of Jacksonville,
and a
AMONG THE MANY LA- Wright, director, Peoples De- Women's Voters League, and mon
that they do not belong to the There is going to be a sort of
concerns and to plan and ter.
brother, Oliver Baker, jr.
tap of the cream. It gays,"Look stand-still, middle ground in BOR, religious, civic, fratern- fenes League; Mrs. Katie E. John G. Lewis, jr., Baton
to yourselves, you others, for we government. It is not too much al, political and social lead- Whickam, president, Nation- Rouge, Grand Master, Prince
are seeking to discover the to say that the industrialists are ers attending the two-day ses- al Beauty Culturist
Hall Masons of Louisiana
common denominator of unity now taking shelter in the shed sions were (seated left to- Inc., and president of the (standing).
of the Church so that the or- right) Nash Wise; Ernest J.
just for us four."
It is unforgiveable that in a ganized influence of the dis
quest for a whole thrust of the ciples of our laissez faire soecumenical movement into the ciety may have full sway in the
arena of advancing faith on the false security of a moderate
new frontier that there should change in an era of revolutionbe a retreat to the old paths ary thrust it is perilous to falFAYETTE COUNTY, Tenn.— plaints against the handling of denied
of a psuedo-unity which is try- ter in the middle of the road.—
crop loans for 1961. The
As a result of a delegation from short term and long term loans
ing to preserve the old pat- That is what Bishop Bronley
department heads promised im.
at
the Oxnam said to us.
tern of liturgical worship
Ilaywood and Fayette counties, that an investigation of discrim- mediate
investigation.
non-liturgical We must go forward and real
of
exclusion
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promised 90 day and
Must be a common ground of the sun will soon be setting
capitol recently, the Justice DeAtty. Estes made known that long term option farm purchase
weeks of the recent election ed to the United States by its Assembly. Under the Amerisoul-satisfying impetus of wor- Shall it find
struggling last
us
partment brought swift action "we are here to get things programs.
cans he recently declared, Puer- against 82 farmers
ahi. to both the liturgical and against time in the twilight campaign, Puerto Rico now own free choice.
and busi- straightened out, so that reAtty. Estes presented plans
the non-liturgical forms of wor trying to harvest our crops be- finds itself a "hot" question in
Ferre, who advocates that to Rico's fate has been on a nessmen for vote reprisals.
quests for loans by Negro farm- where Negro farmers would
par with the colonial sufferings
Ship.
for the night ushers in? Or the international forum of the the island "seal its close ties of the
"Hindus, Chinese, Egyp- Before the delegation, led by ers will be approved on a fair purchase land in huge farming
"I still believe that the Fra- shall we be in the plight of
tracts of 2,000 to 5,000 acres
United Nations. The issue: Is or with America by becoming the tians, Arabs, Sudanese, Nigeri- Atty. J. F. Estes, legal coun- and equitable basis."
ternal Council of Negro ChurchIsrael, when they were forced is not Puerto Rico a colony of t h e Khrushchev statement, ans,
selor of the Haywood and Fay- The Department heads stated and subdivide said tracts into
Burmese, Ceylonese, Ines must come to the fore and
to acknowledge: "The harvest the United States?
again putting the label of colo- donesians, Guineans and Con- ette County Civic Leagues, and tha an investigation of discrm- 100 to 200 acre farm plots. Th
be- always ready to offer such
John McFarren, Fayette coun- 'nation on the basis of race officials welcomed the plan an,.
and the summer is
resolutions which assert our is past,
isn't much doubt for 51st State," added that Khrush- golese." By his analysis: "A ty
There
saved."
vote leader and chairman of was made upon the complaint of promised 9 percent and 100 per.
way of life as Churchmen in ended, and we are not
those who follow the Moscow chev's gratuitous advice to colony of plantations and an Fayette
County Civic and Wel- Atty. Estes last Summer.
cent loans for land purchases.
America. Colored Churchmen Jer. 8:20.
line. Nikita S. Krushchev, when Puerto Rico was "rank interven- imperialist black market was fare League, could return
home,
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unwanted
tion
and
do not even know how to vote
the
manifest
destiny
of
New
York early this fall,
Puerto the Justice Department's at- That the report showed there
in
Upon the completion of char.
In a block for the very things
was no discrimination, they
Rico . .. Against the sovereign torneys flew
stated it first in a major pol- unprincipled."
to
Tennessee
to
ter requirements for the Farm.
they need to get into orbit.
icy address before the U. N. Khrushchev a 1 s o received will of its people, Puerto Rico investigate the charges of vote were simply turned down on
ens
Federal Credit Union, the
There is no crystalization of
business reasons. McFerren
General Assembly. The Puerto equally strong come-uppance remains a dependent territory." reprisal.
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promised
loan
ideas nor Negro thought that
pointed out that these reasons department
Rican people have to rise up from the head of Puerto Rico's Moreover, Statehood will sure- This
pre-holiday
Street
The
Dance
was
first
grants
known
to the corporation for
time in were used by local agents to
la immanent.
other major party, the in-office ly strenghten our relations with
presented by the Fastlake and "struggle for their liberahistory
that
the
Justice
small
Departand immediate loans to
Popular Democrats, Governor our Latin American
keep the Negro down.
ACTION NEEDED
neighbors. ment acted so swiftly on comSchool band was a grand suc- tion," he bellowed.
the Fayette and Haywood farm.
"The Church has sat down cess and when the efforts which The Soviet follow-up came a Luis Munoz Mann broke the The chief point is that granting plaints and
APPEAL PRIVILEGE
petitions
submitted
ers.
too long. The machinery that are now in progress are com- few weeks ago when the Soviet pattern of usual opposition to Statehood to Puerto Rico will by
aggrieved Negro citizens. Atty. Estes asked the departThe committee called upon E.
we are manufacturing now will plete, we are sure the band will U. N. Ambassador reiterated Ferre and curtly told the Com- "conclusively prove that the U. They also
filed an action against ment head for an appeal privi- Frederick Morrow's presidential
munist ruler that the people of S. deals squarely with people,
completely cripple its notion. We have their uniforms.
lege
when
and
if
Negroes
were
statement,
aKhrushchev
the
whites in Fayette county under
assistant at the White House,
have become too contemplative Mrs. Lilion H. Hopes spent gain putting the label of "colo- Puerto Rico are able to deter- whatever their ethnic, cultural the 1957 and
1960 Civil Rights
and received support from Morand meditative. We have actual- her Christmas in South Carolina nial possession" upon Ameri- mine their own "best interests" or economic background."
laws.
row in obtaining results on the
without any guidance from the
ly taken away the spirit of ad- where she was house guest of ca's Caribbean outpost.
In
WANTS STATEHOOD
its action the Justice Decommittee's request for surplus
Kremlin.
venture from the missionariz- her mother and sister.
brought
That was certainly the reac- partment
charges
PUERTO RICANS RE-ACT
food. Morrow stated that this is
FEEBLE BASIS
ing crusade of The One True
R. C. Burr, Andrew Moore Puerto Rico's own leaders
tion when Alaska and Hawaii against 82 farmers, businessmen
the sort of thing that strikes at
Church. Our resolutions are
The unanimity of Puerto Riand David Moss motored to Aband one bank.
one's heart.
meaningless unless they are beville, Ala., and from there- haven't stood still for this ob- co's reaction to Khrushchev's entered the Union, according FIVE-POINT
AGENDA
to
Ferre.
propbrand
In Puerto Rico, itself,
of
viously slanted
Estes later received a phone
implemented by action. T h e
to Selma, Montgomery, Bir- aganda. Immediate response to taunts of "colonialism" was un- there was a big jump in senti- In a five-point agenda, the
call from Washington, D. C.
testimony of the Church is best mingham and Atlanta, Ga.
dercut, however,. when a repreTennessee
delegation
asked
ment
from
came
statements
Statehood
favoring
from Parlberg, a top aide to
when
both
heard in the words, "They who
R. C. Durr was guest speaker Luis A. Ferre, prominent in- sentative of the island's mini- the two Territories joined the for:
the President, assuring him
at Greater St. John. The sub- dustrialist and the gubernator- scule independence faction piped Union. As a result the Statehood (1) Surplus food for vote victhat the administration was usCommunist
support
the
iv?
to
ject was "The Real Meaning of ial candidate
Puerto Rico's line on the Caribbean island's Republican ticket scored a 43 tims of both counties from the
ing every effort to release au.
Christmas."
per cent gain in the showing Department of Agriculture.
GOP affiliate, the Statehood "status"
DOWNINGTOWN, Pa. — Ad- plus food to the needy farmer
Albert McNair, Lewis McNair
(2) Gasoline for the pump- hering to his 37-year
Summing up the exchange of it made this November as comcustom, NEED APPARENT
and family spent the holidays
'
BY M. CULPEPPER
less and gasless tanks of John J. H. N.
pared with 1956.
Estes stated that the handicap
'status'
island's
over
the
Waring,
views
Jr.,
Principal
Funeral services for Mrs. L. in Louisville, Ga.
Wadsworth told The Party's vote would have McFerren and other gasless of Downingtown Industrial and surrounding food disposal lies
Ambassador
of
Harden
Mae
Mrs.
Annie
dealers in the two counties. This
Clark were held at 2 p.m. FriIn the fact that a request has
the General Assembly: "Ex- shown an even more impressive
day in the Greaves Mortuary Belle Glade was house guest of
matter was entertained by the Agricultural school, hosted a to be made
by the local county
perience shows that a seperate gain, Ferre has argued, if It had
dinner on Christmas day held
during
Le
Drummer
Vallie
Mrs.
Holmes
Department.
Rev.
and
W.
M.
with the
Jusice
for all employees and students courts to the State Department
independence is usually, but by not been for the last-minute deRev. M. Culpepper officiating. holiday season.
(3) Farm loans, including
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. no means always, the people's velopment of
of
Agriculture
and transmitted
whose
duties required their
the "religious is- long-term farm purchase loans
The Choir of Pilgrim was ac- Rev. A. L. Jordan preached Lillian W. Voorhees, chairman
to the national office for discompanied by Mrs. Ora Bates. a wonderful sermon at Shiloh of the Fisk university Depart- choice. For instance . . . the sue." That situation sheared and short teim crops, cattle presence on campus.
Commonwealth away a minimum of 50,000 votes
Among the 17 persons who tribution.
The pallbearers were Sylves- Baptist church at 11 a.m. Choir ment of Speech and Drama, at- people of the
and hog producing loans.
County officials are not iii
of Puerto Rico do not desire in- he believes Otn a clear-cu (4) Farmers Federal
broke bread with Waring were
ter Brown, Robert Beecham, La No. 1 furnished music.
Credit
convention
annual
tended the
favor of making the request and
Verne Carter, Frank Lawson, Miss Gladys Nelson had guests of the Speech Association of dependence. They are fully self- choice between Statehood and Union tot encourage thrift Sav- Raymond A. Lemmon, head have
not made such a request
have freely cho- the "now-outmoded 'CommonGeorge Haywood a n d Earl from Lakeland, Bennie Lee Nel- America in St. Louis on Dec. governing and
ing habits and make loans to eacher; Mr. and Mrs. Colier C.
sen to be associated with the wealth" he has contended that land owners and tenant farm- Lewis; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred in many years, even though the
Woods. Burial was in Oakland son and family, and from Porn- 27-30.
United States ..."The fact is, Statehood would win handily. ers.
W. Shute and their daughter, need is apparent. Atty. Estes
Cemetery.
pana Beach during the holidays.
states that 42 states of the naVoorhees is a member of t h e Ambassador concluded, "Until this issue is
(5) Federal injunctive relief Louise from Cleveland; Mrs.
E. Reynolds has come home Robert King spent his Christ- Dr.
legislative assembly of the that "over 90 per cent of the
road to prevent eviction of more than Georgia J. Fields, the matron; tion and one-third of the nation's
Puerto Rico is on 'he
resolvdan
from St. Joseph Hospital where mas vacation in Ft. Lauderdale the
organization. She is also active voters of Puerto Rico (either) to Statehood," he said recently, 300
farmers of Fayette county. John L. Hayes, the school's 87- counties are sharing in the Fedhe was a patient for several with his family.
American Education wish to have Commonwealth "America
year-old farmer. and Mrs. Lucy eral Food Subsidy plan without
'Weeks. Mrs. S. Taylor is a pa
Rev. R. H. Hooks was at his in the
sill continue to be NO LOANS SINCE '39
which
cost to the recipients.
Mattis or a closer permanent exposed to the harassment of The committee's conference
Sunday and Theatre association in
first
post the
'tient in her home.
Rooks, one of the cooks. There Over one-third
the
on
tie (Statehood) with the United !he Comniiciists and Castroites. with the depar:ment of Agriculof the counties
Mrs. Jeanette Cartyna Wrigh preach a wonderful sermon. she served three terms
were
also
five
students
—
one
directors and a term States"
In Tennessee are receiving
of 2002 Palean at., died at 10:05 Choirs No. 1 and 2 ....ombined board of
International stability is too pre- ture revealed that no Negro had boy and four girls — present.
vice.presiadministrative
as
AND FROM CUBA
a.m. Saturday in St. Joseph furnished music.
c.ariously based," he has warn- obtained a loan to buy a farm Dr. Catherine B. Coleman and monthly supplies of food subsidies. None of the Tennessilli
That, however, hasn't slowed ed the people of the U. S. main- in Fayette county since 1939. Miss Jessie M. Colson,
hospital after an illness of sev
The third Sunday at 3 p.m.. dent.
both counties, such as. Fayette argil
seal weeks. She was born Jan Rol". Hooks and congregation She is currently president of down Dr. Raul Roa, Foreign land, "to allow this bogus 'co- The department did not deny Downingtown graduates,
were
Haywood where Negroes exceed
39, ler in Jacksonville, Ill., and will render service at New Hope the National Association of Minister of Castro Cabs. Puer- lonialism' issue to be used this fact.
pro-Chrtstmas guests on the whites in the
population, receive
to Rico continues to be a maj- against America any longer,
Dramatic an Speech Arts.
lived here since 1907.
The committee lodged com- campus.
Baptist cthurch.
food subsidies.
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'Wisc. Lt. Gov. Nash May Get Indian Post:Kennedy Confab In 2nd Day

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Outgoing Lt. Gov, Philleo Nash
PALA.' BEACII, Fla. — (UPI) — President•Elect John F.
reported to be among a score of persons in Kennedy's conference on America's space program and dip*
the running for the job of director of the Beureau of Lndian 1 lomatic expense accounts spilled over unexpectedly into a
to change In rate without
of talks at the Kennedy oceanfront headquarters.
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I day The
Nash, defeated for re-election Nov. 8, is a former aide in
notice.
somewhat curious cycle of conferences began at lunch,
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the administration of Former President Truman. He also is recessed for an afternoon round of golf. resumed at dinner and
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256 Vent* Ave.
one of the trustees helping the Menomonee Indians of Wisconsin ran until late last night. Kennedy and his celleagues ^Isnesd
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to resums their talks this morning, according to Press Secre.
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the address - whether name
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A socialist-led general strike in protest against Premier
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Birthday Parties boy immediately. It was his son James jr., 16.
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/ One
seventh day with no signs of any letup. The walkout has cripWeddings
Set Confab On Congo Law
svdinary
forward to out of town 44 ELMOR SALES STORE
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LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo — (UPI) — President Joseph pled rail, utility, postal and other essential public services
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government of Premier-Designate Joseph Ileo will take office dent-Elect
of the conservative bloc in the House by vigorous use of itie
after the conference.
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Troops of Col. Joseph Mobutu, meanwhile, were reported to presidential
sure.
have failed to wrest control of the capital of Kivu prvince
A battle on the House floor next week will provide so
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from supporters of ousted Premier Patrice Lumumba.
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mediate test of whether Kennedy has a chance to push much
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The struggle will come over efforts to wrest control of the
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former president of the World Bank, to direct the disarmament which has dominated it for the past two decades.
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reports of the new administration.
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McCloy, a Republican, was named director of the United DeGaulle's Algeria Stand Faces Test
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States disarmament administration, set up in the state dePARIS — (UPI) — French political parties began that?
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was slugged and robbed of approximately 54.000 by two men
PARIS — (UPI — France set off its third atomic explosift
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BRUSSELS, — (UPI) — A crowd of anti-government den1.;
bring them to me. I urn sure I can help you.
No one was injured in the blast and flash fire caused by
QUALITY
Automobile, Furniture
the "Molotov Cocktail." A similar blast occurred at Wilkin- onstrators clashed with police and marched through the celle
Signature
son's office about three months ago. No injuries were reported ter of Brussels in noisy support of a socialist-led general Wilde
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that crippled Belgium for the seventh straight day.
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treatment and desire to
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development of an unmanned target-spotting plane.
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WASHINGTON — (UPI)
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Republic Aviation Corp. of Farmingdale, N. Y., had 'seen $40 million to help build what will be one of the world's highs*
I can most certainly help you.
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working on the project for the past 2-14 years. The proposed dams on the Nationalist Chinese island of Formosa.
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aircraft was to be a ground-controlled drone, equipped with
The J.S. development loan fund, which will make the loan
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PALM BEACH. Fla. — (UPI) — President - Elect John F.
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Kennedy moved rapidly toward completion of the defense des
This is her sew office at the Mississippi
partment's upper structure by naming Eugene Zuckert, former
State Une MADAM BELL le back after a
atomic energy commissioner, as Secretary of the Air Force._
John B. Connally, jr., Forth Worth, Tex., lawyer and close
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political associate of Vice President-elect Lyndon B. Johnson.
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problems, some let MADAM BELL advise yew at one*. She reaching here Saturday said
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Spokesmen for congressional
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The Line
Lino
will rut] the to you lust as she would read as epee leek an Ethiopian "military force" liberals, Democrats and Republicans alike, called Wednesday
(TWO LINE MINIMUM) Tell you eh, your lob or tousles» la met s nieces. U yea lave had attacked Somali nomad for a curb on Senate filibusters and suppression of the House
CLASSIFICATION.......
coalition to clear the road for President-Elect
taped In the rest mime see MADAM BELL at *nee.
shepherds near the border, kill- conservative
ing nine tribesmen and wound- John F. Kennedy's legislative program.
Louden en Highway ID South. lust ever Mississippi State
Sen. Joseph S. Clark (D-Ps.), said that unless the filibuster
ing 20.
Aile and other procedures were changed when Congress reLine on M. way te Hernando Her borne is 5 blacks bole.
The
Incident
was
said
to
convenes next week, the Senate could become the "graveyard"
where she used to stay debt aside the lieSoto Motel Be sere
have been provoked by the
NOUS& and you'll tied her then manhandling of an Ethiopian of Kennedy's proposals.
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Liberal Republican Sen. Kenneth B. Keating (N.Y.), brandsoldier sent to confiscate fire- ed the filibuster rule "a monkey wrench in the machinery of
at all times. She never had se Melee is Weil Memphis
AMNION.*
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Pope Gives Thanks For Peace In '60
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ADDRESS
The reports said a force of
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — Pope John XXIII thanked God
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
Ethiopian troops returned to for "preserving a certain amount of peace" in 1960 and prayed
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
he spot with automiatic weep. that in the New Year there may be a "spiritual renovation."
Please send check or
ons and eight armored cars
The Pontiff made his year-end remarks in his last week*
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Ask Kennedy To
Name P.O. Aide

MOBILE, Ala. — Two civic
groups here this week asked
President-elect Kennedy to appoint a Negro asststant postmaster-general and urged him
to push a broad program of
civil rights legislation and social reforms.
Telegrams were sent to the
Kenndy camp by A. S. Grishon,
president of the Non-Partisan
Voters league, and J. L. LeFiore, director of case work for
the Citizens committee.
The messages said there was
'widespread disappointment"
that another. Negro was not
considered for postmaster-general when Illinois Rep. William

LeMOYNITES HAVE SPEED
— LeMoyne College's M a d
Magicians have shown plenty
of speed on the courts In

gaining a 4-2 conference rec.
ord. They resume their
schedule this Saturday night
against Alabama State in
Montgomery. The Magicians

return to Memphis for two
home games next week, taking on Knoxville College,
Tuesday night, Jan. 10, and
tackling Rust College from
Holly Springs, Jan. 14. Left
United Clubs that donations be ing services, dance orchestras, to right: Donald Nelson, freshman forward from Cincinmade. UCI, three-years ago, entertainers, hall rentals and
staged its first "carnival black- other necessities for "a tradiout" which resulted in more tional ole Southern good time."
than 815,000 being donated to Tourism among Negroes will
the NAACP.
be at an all time low without
Negroes in New Orleans the "night-after-night" balls and
spend more than 8500,000 in the merchants, both colored and
production of balls, not to men- white will feel the results of
tion the thousands of dollars the action, but the end result of
spent in preparing for the mer- "full freedom and dignity" are
riment in the line of dresses, the main issues and they will
suits, costumes, liquors, cater- be achieved.

By Marcus Nuestadter, Jr.

Gras Day merriment is at a
stand still. The major carnival
NEW ORLEANS — The ad- clubs and
other social clubs
vent of the New Year will find have responded to the "carnival
blackout" called by United
Negroes of this port city with
Its laissez-faire attitude, more Clubs. Dr. Raymond B. Floyd,
UCI's president, announced that
united than ever before.
more than forty clubs have canHeadlining the '61 activities celled their balls and that the
is a New Year's Day mass reli- movement has spread to neargious service conducted by the by Baton Rouge. He anticipates
other communities will join into
New Orleans Interdominational
the movement.
Ministerial alliance, which will MONEY SPENT
be staged at the city's Municipal
In response to the "blackout"
auditorium.
the junior class of Xavier uniAn ogranization meeting of versity has cancelled its prom
Negro Leaders in all areas has and will donate funds to the
been set for January 12, proba- NAACP, Urban League and
bly on the campus of Dillard un- CORE, three of the organizaiversity, scene of a "summit- tions recommended by t h e
meeting sponsored by the New
Orleans Chapter of the Frontiers of America," which led to
the unified action, the first of
its kind by New Orleans' Negroes, to form a council of federated organizations.
Check brakes, adjust to assure proper contact, add
Dr. A. L. Davis, Jr., president
brake fluid, test ENTIRE SYSTEM. Repack Front
of the ministers' alliance, has
issued a public appeal to local
Wheel Bearings, Align Front End, Caster, Camber
citizens to "bury their differand Toe-in.
ences regardless of their background — racial, religious or JACKSON, Miss. — Miss
political — and come together Mary K. Alderman, a junior at
in Christian-like brotherhood to Jackson State college, has beseek understanding of the var.'. come the first student to make
Otis problems facing our coin- the President's List at the Colmunity, particularly in the lege.
areas of school integration and
A graduate of Oak Park high
voter registration."
1020 Union Ave.
BR 4-7400
school, Laurel, Mississippi, she
A. J. Chapital, Sr., president,
is majoring i n music. To
Branch NAACP, has announced
achieve this coveted honor, Miss
a voter-registration drive for an
Alderman made a straight "A"
"ATTENTION"
additional 7,500 voters in New
average for the third quarter
Orleans. The overall city voter
last session.
registration goal by all groups
As a result of her high schoINTERNATIONAL TEA
Is 60,000.
Dr. Daniel C. Thompson, exec- lastic achievement, she will get
OWEN COLLEGE
a
refund
fees
paid
of
all
to
the
utive vice president, New OrTIME:
12:00
Noon January 7, 1961
during
period.
college
this
She
leans chapte- of the Frontiers
To January 14, 1961
of America and head of the de- has an over-all average of 2.80.
partment of Social Sciences at A member of Alpha Kappa
PLACE: 1479 FELIX AVENUE
Dillard
university, reflected Mu Honor Society and Alpha
that shortly following the U. S. Kappa Alpha Sorority, Miss AlSupreme Court decision of 1954 derman is the daughter of Mrs.
on public school integration, the Come Alderman, 2143 PalDelivery Service If Required
Frontiers and another civic and mers ave., Laurel.
service group, The Studs club
Mrs. Tillie Gary, Sponsor
had organized a Coordinating
Council of Greater New OrE.
leans, but after functioning for
.=901111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011(11118111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111G
a short period, "vanished."
He predicted that the "recent
savage-like demonstrations by
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please a
white women around the two
pay him promptly.
1E
white elementary school s.
Frantz and McDonogh 19, in proHe is a young merchant who owns and operates his E.
T.- own business. As such he has his obligation .o m^et. If f_
test of the enrollment of four
E
little Negro girls, and the actas
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to 2
P. wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
and antics of the Louisiana Legislators" have compelled Ne- PRINCESS ANNE, Md.—Dr.
r,--„
Unless he pays promptly for his papers, he will lose
groes not only in New Orleans, Vernon E. Stone, head of the
but throughout the state, "to Maryland State College Busi- E his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes E.
come together," and the second ness and Secretarial Training E- and a real Business training. And the Defender's legular
phase of the leadership confer- Department, is being praised E visits to your home would be interrupted.
ence set for Jan. 12, will be by business firms and schools
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY
for his contribution to modern
successful.
New Orleans Negroes are at day accounting methods.
last hitting at one of the spots Stone's Rule, named for its
that hurt most—the cash regis- author, has wide application tn15iii111111111iiillillitlitall11111111111111111111111111111118111111111111011111111181111111111111111101111111111111111111111.-4
business procedures as well as!
ter "chimes."
in the teaching field. DesignUnder the leadership of the
ed to save time and promote
United Clubs, Inc., carnival
! accuracy, the book eliminates
activities leading up to Mardi
guesswork in a special phase
of accounting.
FUND DRIVE AT 875,000
For the layman, the rule
)(ARK
Incomplete returns on the states: "An adjusting entry rerecent National Retarded Chil- sulting from a deferred or ac
dren's Week fund drive have cured item must be reversed
reached the $75,000 mark. Goal if a real account, in the process, is increased in its usual
of the drive
was
8250,000.
Contributions to aid in reach- debit or credit manner."
ing this mark may be sent to Dr. Stone chief court stenWar
the
the Illinois Council for Mental- ographer 'during
Crimes Trial in Nuremberg.
ly Retarded Children, 343 So.
Germany, is in demand as a
Dearborn at,
speaker. He also is an accomplished pianist and has
authored
Men! Send for This Handsome
several compositions.

LIQUOR STORE

JANUARY SALE
HALF PRICE

Bourbon - Brandy
Liquor - Gin - Wine
Vodka

NAME BRAND
Coats, Dresses, Sweaters,
Sports Wear and Hats

BUY BY THE CASE AT A SAVING
ALSO MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES

ON ALL FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE

BRAKE „„, FRONT END

Jackson State
Girl Goes On
President's List
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The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery

$5.00 Per Mo,
NO

Ladies Invited

DON'T MISS
,Your
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Cemetery
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40 Years At The Same Address

FREE PARKING LOT
TELEPHONE BR 4-5140

Park

"
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355 Beale Avenue
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Telephone JA 6-9963

LADIES SHOP
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QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE
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CHITTERLING DINNER BENEFIT
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MIDWAY

Special

UNION CHEVROLET
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MARION, Ill -- 0.4,11 —
Two men in a car suffered
broken arms and other injuries
late Wednesday as a leer hurtled through the front windshield
Of the car, out the back and
landed on the trunk.
Harry Stiles, manager of the
Crab Orchard National Wildlife refuge at Ordill near Marion, said it was the oddest mishap he had ever seen.
Stiles said the 175-pound, sixpoint buck deer was going
Most nationally known stars
west across a road in the refuge when it was struck by a as well as local artists 'ire findsouthbound car driven by Mar ing jobs plentiful durini the
shall Sketcher, who operates a holidays. In fact some have
received several offers for New
ranch in the refuge area.
Years Eve and New Year's
The deer then either jumped
Day.
or was hurled through the front
Checking with agencies no.
windshield of a northbound car
driven by Jesse Marks, 38, porters found most of the
('real Sprines. Robert Sullivan. "names" are employed over
18, also of Creel Springs, was a holidays and will not be availpassenger in the car. The ear' able for next two weeks. This
was traveling about 45 miles an check was result of several spot
hour. The men were leaving owners planning to stage affairs
immediately after the holidays.
work at the Ordill area.
The deer broke Marks' right That they are finding it clitl I
arm and Sullivan's left arm ficult to obtain artists is hardly
Marks also suffered lacerations surprising. Indeed it is not unabout the face and had glass usual to find most artists worknati; Chester Collins, session
in the eyes. Sullivan also re- ing during holiday season and
forward of Memphis Sam
ceived cuts about the face from especially when the period coy'
Parks, senior guard of Mem- the
flying glass. Both men were era both Xmas and New Year's
phis; Coach Jerry C. Johnson,
admitted to a Marion hospital. Eve.
David
Gaines, sophomore
guard from Detroit, and Robert Nelson, sophomore center frim Kentucky.

Most Stars
Work Xmas

L. Dawson declined to accept
the position.
Kennedy was told that the
American people "have confidence that he, Vice-presidentelect Johnson, and a cooperative Congress would be able
to pass a new civil rights measure adequate to protect the
dignity of the individual and
assure all men equality of opportunity."
The telegrams also express ,
ed hope for full employment.
broadened social security cov
erage, medical care for the
aged, and "other broad social
legislation conducive to t h e
best interest of our country."

Crisis Unites
Negroes In N.O.

Stiles said the deer knocked
out the back windshield and
landed on the trunk of the car
dead. Its skull was fractured
and two legs were severed at
the kree. About four inches ,if
its nose and antlers remained
inside the car. The upholstery
on the top of the car was rip-,
ped by the antlers and the car's
steering wheel was bent.
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